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PREFACE
The report that follows is based on research findings during the second year of a
multi-year study to assess water resource needs and options through the end of the century.
The format of this report has changed since the first report. The second year report is
somewhat longer and contains complete working papers rather than an edited text from those
papers. An executive summary is enclosed to provide a brief overview of research results
and emerging policy issues.
Projections presented in this report continue to be revised as methodologies are refined.
As such, readers are cautioned that some updating of the figures may appear in subsequent
report and/or working papers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1986 was the year that a new generation of South Carolinians learned about water. The
drought that gripped the state stirred a new interest in the importance of South Carolina's
water resources and in how those resources are managed.
The hardships that afflicted the state's farmers, in particular, as well as shallow well
owners, some public systems, industry, and lawn owners may have had a silver lining. If it
is from tragedy that we learn, we have a great opportunity to focus a collective public
awareness on the water management issues that will confront us through the end of the
century.

Lessons Learned from the Drought
Among other things, we learned that in some ways little could have been done to lessen
the impact of the drought short of inventing a better divining rod. The ·agricultural and timber
sectors of the economy experienced the most significant impacts amounting to $240 million
in direct and indirect losses (Henry, 1986). Irrigated farms fared far better than those farms
without irrigation. Yet, even with the degree of losses experienced in some quarters of
South Carolina agriculture, irrigation is not a feasible alternative except for certain fruit and
vegetable crops and only then when sufficient economies-of-scale exist. That being the case,
despite some projected increase in crop irrigation, a limit exists on the extent to which
irrigation can be used to alleviate the impact of severe drought conditions.
The drought also made clear to many rural residents the vulnerability of shallow wells
in the Piedmont. Fortunately, the number of citizens affected was not large as a percentage
of the state's population, and alternative sources are being explored. To industry and the
state's water system, the heavy rains of August brought relief from what could have been a
more serious shortfall to some users. While some of the larger systems with adequate
storage facilities were relatively unaffected, mandatory cutbacks were required in other areas.
Particularly hard hit were Camden, Lexington, and Williamston/West Pelzer. South Carolina
escaped the drought without industrial closings, despite some close calls. The Bowater
Corporation built a retainment pool to assimilate waste water (SCWRC, 1986).
The uneven impacts felt by different water users help to substantiate the argument of
some for a regional grid system to tie water distribution systems and industry together to
pool excess capacity (Hite and Ulbrich, 1986). Systems with excess storage or treatment
capacity should be compensated accordingly, much the same as electric utilities wheel
electricity between systems. The point is that storage and treatment facilities are expensive to
build and maintain and some economies might be realized from developing a less fragmented
approach to water delivery. Sales between systems would be subject to negotiation and
initiated only if mutually advantageous to the systems involved (London, et al., 1987).
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The important lesson of the drought is that, if provided good information, users can
make rational decisions in their own best interests. Only where they fail to do so or where
they infringe on the water rights of others is significant regulation necessary. A case in point
arises where excessive storage or high volume useage during drought conditions reduces the
quantity or quality of water to downstream users. The Riparian Doctrine appears to
adequately address this issue but a lengthy court proceeding in the midst of a drought may be
inappropriate. When the interests of one or more user groups are being impacted, regional
drought commissions and ultimately the Executive Director of the State Water Resources
Commission need significant powers to arbitrate such disputes.
At the same time, local systems may need to consider the development of a reserve fund
or a sliding rate structure to maintain revenues during low volumes associated with drought
conditions. It is more difficult for systems to implement voluntary or mandatory cutbacks
when revenues tied to sales volumes fall accordingly.

Efficiency in Water Resource Delivery
Public policy with regard to water resource allocation has often paid little attention to
efficiency criteria. The reasoning behind many of these water policy decisions is perhaps
best captured by the public choice school of thought that earned Professor James Buchanan a
Nobel Prize in 1986. The use of public monies to subsidize water development projects has
been justified on economic development grounds. Yet, the simple-arithmetic is that if I can
get a public subsidy of $2 to match my $1 contribution for a project that generates $1.50 in
benefits, I come out ahead.
As long as the federal spigot produced grants for water projects, states and localities
eagerly participated. The cumulative effect doubtless produced some economic development
benefits, but it also produced a considerable amount of over investment in some areas. Now
that the federal spigot has been reduced to a trickle, states are facing a critical juncture in
terms of water resource policy. Greater program responsibility begets greater financial
responsibility as well. With tight budget situations already imminent, South Carolina, like
other states, cannot tolerate an apparatus that fosters inefficient water allocation.
The essential efficiency requirement for a water policy is that no water should be
allocated to a low value use if higher value uses are unsatisfied. Hite stresses the need in any
water policy effort to view water as an economic commodity to assure the highest use of the
resource.
Continuing to treat water as a free gift of nature when it is scarce relative to
demand only exacerbates the scarcity problem. A positive price on raw
water ... is not only demanded on evolutionary grounds, but it is morally
required to induce conservation and provide incentives for technological
innovation that will increase the supply of useable water available (Hite,
1986).
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The greatest challenge then to South Carolina water policy will be the design and
maintenance of institutions that allocate water in an efficient way. Especially in the arid west,
attention is being given to greater reliance on market mechanisms. The Freshwater
Foundation, in a special report released this past year, concluded that "the increasing
economic value of water and the emergence of water markets can become effective tools to
ensure wiser management of water demand into the 21st century" (Freshwater Foundation,
1986).

The respected British news weekly, The Economist,

argues that greater reliance on markets in water policy now appears to be an idea whose time
has come (The Economist, 1986).
Simple doctrinaire adherence to market mechanisms likely is not appropriate in South
Carolina Any water resource allocation system must incorporate guidelines to assure public
health, equity, and potential third party effects to downstream users. Still, state water policy
also must reflect relative scarcity and distribution and treatment costs to allocate resources to
their highest and best use.

Water Demand
The first year report released population projections, projected demand for public water
systems in the state, and made preliminary projections of industrial demand. Those estimates
have been revised and supplemented with irrigation demand from agriculture and golf
courses.
Domestic water use through the year 2000 is projected to be 377 million gallons per day
(mgd) by the end of the century or 21.4 percent of water use in the state. Coastal areas
impacted by tourism show considerable variability between peak and non-peak periods. It is
estimated that peak demand will exceed average demand by 30.44 mgd by the end of the
century to account for this seasonal variability. At peak, domestic water use rises to 22.7
percent of total use (Dillman and Carriker, 1986).
Industrial water demand that grew rapidly in South Carolina in previous decades has
softened considerably due to: (1) a leveling off of manufacturing activity, and (2) stricter
discharge requirements of the 1972 Water Pollution Control Act and its amendments that
promoted reuse of water. Projections of industrial use through the end of the century show a
slight decline in the total amount of water used in South Carolina. Overall, industrial demand
is projected to fall by 6 percent. Yet, increases are projected for some counties including, in
particular, Berkeley, Dorchester, and Spartanburg counties. Still, combined manufacturing
and utility use will account for 60 percent of average daily demand through the end of the
century.
Surveys of irrigation users including agriculture and golf courses were compiled and
projected to the year 2000. While agriculture has declined as a share of Gross State Product,
irrigation demand for agriculture has been rising, reflecting the shift to larger farms and more
capital intensive farming practices. It is projected that farm irrigation use will increase by 75
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percent through the end of the century. Orangeburg, Sumter, Charleston and Lexington
counties are expected to be the principal locations for heavy use of crop irrigation, accounting
for 40 percent of all use in the year 2000. Overall, farm irrigation is expected to amount to
15.1 percent of daily water use during summer months by the end of the century.
The most rapidly growing area of water use has been golf course irrigation. Although
still small relative to industrial and domestic demand at the state level, 63 percent of this
demand will occur in Beaufort and Horry counties, where golf course irrigation will
represent the largest water use by the end of the century. Due in part to a longer irrigation
season, it is projected that on an annual basis, golf course irrigation requirements will exceed
those of production agriculture by the year 2000 (Bauer, et al., 1987).
Overall, water use is expected to grow by 195 mgd statewide during peak, mid-summer
periods. Most of this growth is attributed to population and tourism growth, which, in turn,
affects residential and commercial demand, as well as irrigation for crops and golf courses.
In fact, 39 percent of the increase is attributed to the former categories while 61 percent is
attributed to increased irrigation. Water use in industry is expected to decline.
Total water use is expected to decline in 14 of the state's 46 counties, largely as a result
of decreases in industrial water use. The most rapid growth is expected to occur in Beaufort,
Horry and Dorchester counties along the coast and in Sumter County, due mainly to
irrigation demand. With those notable exceptions, the geographic distribution of water use
will remain surprisingly stable. The four largest water using counties will continue to
account for about a third of demand, while the ten largest counties in terms of water use will
account for two-thirds of demand
The most important policy implication of these projections is that the geographic
distribution of water demand, while still concentrated, will remain much more stable than
was previously expected. This relative stability in terms of water demand is attributable in
large part to the changing economic base of the state, with little growth in the manufacturing
and public utility sectors.
With the exception of Dorchester County, where population growth is the principal
factor affecting water demand, three of the four counties with the largest projected increase in
demand will have the greatest need for irrigation water. As irrigation water does not need to
meet the same purity specifications as drinking water, greater use of recycled waste water
already being employed at golf courses along the coast and at retaining ponds collecting
surface water spillover can meet much of the expected high demand for crop and golf course
irrigation by the end of the century. That being the case, the need for large numbers of
interbasin transfers may not be as necessary as previously suspected.

Interbasin Transfers
During 1986, the South Carolina Water Resources Commission began to receive
applications for permits for interbasin transfers as authorized under Act 90 of the 1985
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General Assembly. To assist in this process, a portion of the work effort was allocated to
conceptual issues relating to interbasin transfers and to the development of a procedure for
evaluating interbasin transfers.
The evaluation procedure developed by Miley and Martin (1986) considers costs and
benefits associated with transfers as well as supply and demand conditions in the donor
basin. Demand in the donor basin is projected forward with some variation or error term to
account for uncertainty of future conditions. Projected demand is then plotted against water
supply in the donor basin to determine if excess water is available to be transferred, and if
so, the expected time duration for which water might be available. It is suggested that the
time duration for the permit be limited by the number of years for which excess water is
expected to be available, up to a maximum of 20 years. Extensions beyond these limits
should be subject to negotiation between affected parties. No mechanism for such
negotiation is in place at this time.
Conceptually, the idea of interbasin transfers is in principle consistent with highest and
best use of the resource. To be fully consistent, a means of compensation for damaged
parties must be included in the permit process. Secondly, the full cost of the transfer should
be borne by the ultimate users. Although some rationale for benefits associated with growth
can be argued, the state must be careful not to get into public subsidization of projects that
encourage less than efficient water utilization (Hite, 1986).
Financial Condition of Water Systems
A financial evaluation of public water systems in South Carolina was completed during
the second year. Among the findings were that operating expenses grew at a faster rate
during the early 1980s than did operating income. This finding reflects the general tendency
of rate increases to lag behind cost increases, particularly in a period of high inflation. As a
result, net income for more than half of the systems surveyed was negative throughout the
1980-1983 time period, and equity bases for these systems were seriously eroded (Wiggins,
et al., 1986).
Even more significant was the analysis of depreciation practices by public water
systems. All of the systems surveyed continue to estimate depreciation at purchase price .
rather than at replacement cost, seriously underestimating true operating expenses. During
inflationary times, this disparity can be significant. It is estimated that original cost
depreciation allowances amount to only half of current replacement costs and to only 10
percent of end-of-life replacement costs (Wiggins, et al., 1986).
The implications of these findings are dramatic. To meet real depreciation allowances
would mean increasing water rates by approximately 150 percent. A failure to do so would
result in either significant debt issues or the use of grant monies at the time of replacement.
Future debt issues would be financed with interest payments, in turn leading to much higher
rates. Grant monies would likely be state-generated and offer no panacea as they would be
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borne by state taxpayers and, as discussed earlier, hidden resource allocations are more likely
to be inefficient
Higher water rates paid directly or indirectly are inevitable. The impacts on the poor are
of concern and may need to be addressed with rebates or the use of water "stamps" (Hite and
Ulbrich, 1986).
While public utility systems rarely fail, the current situation of many water systems in
the state suggests that some may be in serious financial trouble. To identify financially
troubled systems, a series of tests are being made, and some method of identification seems
practicable. Yet, to fully implement the system, standardized accounting reports submitted at
regular intervals are necessary. South Carolina remains one of only five states without
provisions to deal with such financial disasters. Legislation to address financial failure in
water systems in the interest of public health should be given high priority.

Geographic Information System
Development of a geographic information system geared to water resource planning
continued during the second year. Noteworthy in this regard was the overlay of river basin
boundaries over census information previously developed. Now hydrologic boundaries
are interchangeable with
social, political, and economic information. Application is being made to interbasin transfer
permits and to drought planning.
Water use projections developed at the county and sub-county areas are being realigned
into water _basins to project demand within individual basins. At the same time, water
sampling points and 7Q10 flows have been input to better estimate water supply at the basin
level. This information was compiled specifically to address problems associated with last
summer's drought. A top priority in the next year will be to prepare a framework to
incorporate water supply and demand information into water budgets by river basin (Cowen,
1986).
Water line maps were compiled and plotted statewide, but a large number of systems
are missing at this time. An effort is being made through the SCWRC and the Rural Water
Association to obtain missing water lines.
Policy Direction
At the end of the second year, efforts are continuing to revise water use projections and
to refine the geographical information system designed to facilitate a site specific water
resource data base. Additional effort will be expended to work with Water Resources
Commission staff to consolidate water supply information toward the estimation of water
budgets by basin.
The analysis of financial information is continuing, and members of the research team
will work with commission staff to assist in the evaluation of interbasin transfer pennit
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applications. Related to this work is a study to analyze lowest cost options for transferring
water between basins and an analysis of impacts of water transfers on Riparian owners.
Of critical importance at this point of the study are some of the emerging policy issues.
As states assume greater responsibility with respect to not only water policy but to water
finance as well, it is important that mechanisms to affect water resource allocation be both
efficient and equitable. Particular attention in the coming year must be given to the
consideration of these emerging policy issues and toward the development of a consensus to
formulate long-term water policy in South Carolina.
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Introduction

An

important

part

of

the

Water

Resource

Project

has

involved

the

establishment of a computer based system for integrating a wide variety of
geographically located

information.

This

geographical

information

system

was created to meet a multitude of needs for the analysis and display of
information required by the research team and the Water Resource Commission.
The

objective

of

the

system

is to provide a general

purpose

computer

oriented system that can provide a long term framework for the systematic
collection,

analysis

and

display

of

any

type

of

geographically

oriented

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the system

information.

presently is being used successfully to meet these objectives.
Need For a Geographical Information System

The

State

of

South

geographical elements.

Carolina

is

comprised

of

wide

a

variety

of

Generally, these are divided into human and natural

.1
I
I

The human side includes the characteristics of the population ,

resources.

such as density, and the variation in race, age and incomes.

Furthermore,

it is concerned with how people use the land and the distribution of their
physical structures, such as roads, houses and factories.

On the physical

side, information is collected on the location of rivers, the variation in
climate and the differences in topography, geology and soil condition.
only

are

there

geographical

great

features,

differences
but

there

collect information about them .

in
are

the
also

knowledge
a

of

multitude

each

of

of

agencies

Not
these
that

The only common element in this vast arra y

of data is the ammenibility to being displayed on maps.

However, there are

problems with integrating the information due to the wide variety of map
scales,

accuracies

and

formats

in

use.

Fortunately,

modern

geographical

data processing technology has provided a basis for solving this problem.
Basically, the water resource geographical information system (GIS) created

for

this

- either

project treats

points,

lines,

all

mapped information as geometrical entities of

areas

or

surfaces.

Further

the

system

divides

state into 79,883 1000 meter wide specific square cells (Fig. I).
these

two

geographical

dec isions

about

resolution

how

it

to

is

treat

information

possible

geographical gat hered in the state.

to

and

incorporate

the
any

the

By making
level

of

type

of

More importantly, information can now

be integrated in ways that were never before possible.

The net result is an

exciting and limitless new approach to geographical analysis in the state.
The water resource project represents a major advancement in the synthes is
of mapping concepts.
Estimating Population Growth for Major Water Basins

The capabilities of the GIS approach can be demonstrated by the problem
of measuring demographic information for water basins.
gathered by the US Bureau of the Census .
the

Bureau

utilizes

the

46

counties

of

Dem9graphic data is

For statistical reporting purposes
the

state

divisions, even as detailed as city blocks.

and

several

subcounty

For state-wide purposes , the

most consistent of these breakdowns are the 294 Census County Divisions
(Fig. 2).

These divisions make possible the generation of
statistics for different parts of the state.

thousands of different

Using modern computer graphics

equipment and p rograms it is also possible to generate computer maps of this
information

(Figs.

3 and

4).

In

other

words,

it

is

possible

to

easil y

analyze and display almost any combination of Census data.
A problem facing

the research team

was

the need

to analyze socio

economic information in terms of water basins which form avery different set
of

geographical

units

than

the

census

regions.

Water

basins ,

or

hydrological units, are determined by topography and the location of water
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Figure 3. Projected population growth for census county divisions
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bodies.

In fact, the US Geological Survey divides the state in 595 minor

water basins (Fig. 5).

Since this research effort has focused on the major

drainage basins it was necessary to combine the minor basins into 15 major
ones (Fig. 6).

In a GIS framework,

this aggregation involved a simple

recoding or renumbering operations.
Since

both

the

census

divisions

and

the

drainage

basin

maps

are

registered to the same l 000 meter . grid it is possible to perfectly overlay
these two different geographical alignments (Figs. 7 & 8).

In effect, this

means that each of the 80,000 cells belongs to both a census division and a
drainage

basin.

As

a

re~ult of

this

overlay

process,

estimate any census information for each water basins.
University researchers have estimated
for each census division.
was

distributed

information

thus

among

it

is

possible

to

For example, Clemson

population growth for the year 2000

Using the overlay approach this population growth
the

15

water

basins

(Fig.

obtained dramatically demonstrates

A

9).
that

the

graph

River

of

Basin

(#11) will need to support an additional 200,000 people in 2000.
Source of Water Supply

The Bureau of Census also compiles data on the source of water for
domestic use, . i.e., whether the household uses a well or a water system
(Fig. 10).

This information provides a valuable estimate of the number of

households extracting water from the ground or taping into a system.

Once

again, the overlay approach provides a method for estimating this usage for
each of the water basins (Fig. 11 ).

The graph illustrates that wells supply

a much higher percentage of homes in the Santee, Edisto and Pee Dee Basins
than they do in the Piedmont or Coastal Plains.
Land Use Within the Water Basins

Another

critical

dimension

of

the

water

resource

Carolina is the variation in land use across the state.

problem

in

South

From a geographical

OUTLI NE 11AP

Figure 5. Minor drainage basins

8

11AP ANALYSIS PACKAGE
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
!BS LAB. USC

Figure 6. Fifteen major drainage basins overlaid with major streams
and waterbodies.

Figure 7. Overlay of drainage basins on Census County Divisions
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llltl P

viewpoint, land use patterns directly affect the demand for water, its type
of water use, and the water run-off and discharge within a drainage basin .
For example, urban land uses not only consume large amounts of water they
also tend to include sizable proportions of paved surfaces that impede the
recharge of ground water supplies.

Agricultural uses can consume large

amounts of water for irrigation while promoting run-off and soil loss.

Both

forests and wetlands help resist erosional forces and promote recharge of
ground water supplies.

Given the importance of land use patterns on the

supply and demand for water, a high priority was placed on incorporating
land use information into the system.
During the past year the US Geological Survey digital land use and land
cover data was reformatted into the 1000 meter framework of the water
resource GIS.

This digital data provides a basis for analyzing the land use

patterns within the major water basins (Figs. 12 -

14 ).

While the map·s

provide a good impression of how varied the land use patterns are throughout
the

state,

the

GIS

also

provides

the

capability

of

summarizing

the

information for the fifteen water basins (Fig. 15).

The combination of data

represents

the

a

significant

within the water basins.

step

toward

calculating

existing

conditions

This information can provide valuable insight into

the evaluation of the impact of interbasin transfers .

In fact,

the three

graphs (Figs. 9, 11 and 15) represent major accomplishments of the water
resource

G IS.

Taken together,

they help identify the

future

population

pressures, water consumption sources and land use variations for the major
water basins of the state.
Other Water Applications

Another important component of the water resource picture of the state
is the flow of water in the streams.

During the drought of 1986 many

Figure 12. Urban land use in 15 major drainage basins
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at1tlliif

streams were unable to support the demand for municipal, industrial and
agricultural water uses.

The drought conditions hightened awareness of the

importance of water and resulted in greater water conservation measures than
even

before .

Although

the

plight

of

our

agricultural

sector

recei ved

national attention, fortunately the drought did not force the state to close
any factories.
A

major

improvement

benefit

of

in

data

the

the

Water

Resource

collection

GIS

activities

has

of

the

been

any

overall

Water

Resources

Commission and its ability to better prepare for future crisis.

Working

with the Social and Behavioral Sciences Lab the Commission has been able to
accurately locate and computerize data gathered from water gauging stations
throughout the state (Fig.
stations

it

was

possible

16).
to

Based on data on stream flows at these

automatically

generate

a

contour

estimates the seven day low flow values for the entire state.

map

that

While the

specific data need to be verified and improved the procedure demonstrates
the ability to handle a wide variety of information gathered at specific
points in the state.
to

analyze

In future applications this same system will be used

information

about

large

water

users

and

dischargers.

The

ultimate goal of the system is to provide a comprehensive, accurate water
budget for any part of the state.

Significantly, during the course of the

study many of the innovations that were first implemented at USC were
transferred to the computer systems at the Water Resource Commission.

For

example, the Commission staff were recently able to generated their own
detailed

digitized

version

of . the

stream

segments

of

the

state.

The

research teams a t USC, Clemson and the Water Resource Commission are now
easily

exchanging

transfer.

These

data

either

developments

on

diskette

mean

that

or
the

through
systems

provide long term benefits from the project are now in place.

direct
that

will

electronic
directl y

..•..•.••. ·-··-' •.•.•.._•.• ' ...••____,_,__. . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . • ·-=------ •.• ••.

Fi-gure 16. Distribution of water sampling points.

Digital Elevation Data

The map on the cover of this report represents an important experiment
in integrating topographic information into the overall system.
combines

drainage

basin

boundaries

computerized data available from the

with

two

different

The map
sources

US Geological Survey.

of

The major

streams and water bodies were derived from Digital Line Graphs while the
elevation

surfaces

wer

computed

from

a

digital

terrain

model.

The

combination of these diverse data sources into the final map constitutes a
major technological advancement in the field
systems.

The

provides
slope,

a

incorporation

basis

drainage

for

of

exciting

patterns,

digital

elevation

additional

run-off

and

of geographical information

research

dramatic

data

into

involving

new

the

system

analysis

computer

of

generated

displays.
Water Supply Systems

The

research

team also

took a serious

location of water supply systems.

look at data

relating

to

the

The network of pipes that carry water to

the homes and businesses is often considered to be the major component of
the public infrastructure that shapes the economic growth of an area.
ability

to

tie

into

a

publicly

operated

water

system

determines

The
the

feasibility of new subdivisions and industrial sites.
As part of the second year research program, county maps that displayed
the location of public water systems were obtained .

After being converted

into a computer readable form these maps were combined into a state-wide map
(Fig. 1 7 ).

It is obvious from the map that there are wide variations in the

definition of water supply systems.

In some cases the county officials dre w

the actual network while in others, broad boundaries of water districts were
identified.

An

accurate

depiction

of

the

existing

network

of

water

BASEMAP OF SOCTH CAROLL\A WATERCSE AREAS
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Figure 17. Composite of water supply system maps

pipelines is vital to the understanding of the wate r problems in the state .
Therefore,

in the

future

a high

priority should

be

placed on

gathering

detailed information on these systems.
Other Applications of the Information System

· The goal of the geographical information system is to provide a general
purpose framework for the integration, _analysis and display of spatial data.
A major development in the evolution of the water resource information
system

has

been

its

utility

in

other

applications

of state-wide

interest .

For example, the system has been used to model the zone of influence of
urban places (Fig.1 8 ).
Another major spin-off has been a detailed study of the location of
chemical plants.
as

many

chemical

of ·the
plants

Using the same general procedures outlined above, as well
same
with

databases
respect

to

this

study

examined

accessibility

to

the

orientation

transportation

of

networ ks

(Fig. 19 ).

The concentration of these plants is apparent when displayed

with

surrounding

their

buffer

zones

(Fig. 2 0 ).

Further,

the

general

applicability of the system to issues facing the state can be seen · in . terms
of the interstate highway system (Fig. 21).

This superhighway network not

only ties together the citizens of the state, but also provides an essential
link between SC and the rest of the nation.

Figure l 8. Relative size of populated places in South Carolina, 1980
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Figure 19. Location of major chemical plants relative to major highways
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I. The Issues: A First Year Reprise
The purpose of this working paper is to summarize some
policy issues emerging from the first year and a half of
work on the water policy study being conducted for the South
Carolina Water Resources Commission by the Strom Thurmond
Institute.
While work is in progress to more clearly define
particular problems in geographic detail, there are some
issues that can be addressed at least in a preliminary
fashion on the basis of information currently available. Two
such issues stand out. The first is the current and
projected future mismatch between local water supply and
water demand --- i.e., where the water resources are located
and where population growth is expected to occur. The second
issue is the financial condition of water supply systems,
e~pecially non-municipal systems, and provisions for dealing
with any potential financial emergencies.
In this paper, we will explore these two issues, noting
the nature of the problems, the constraints on solutions,
and possible options for achieving solutions. We will also
attempt to examine some of the advantages and disadvanatges

2

of each option.
Water Supply and Water Demand:
Experience and Projections
Total water supply and water demand has never been a
problem (except for brief periods of drought) for South
Carolinians. The state is blessed with abundant reainfall
and adequate water supplies. The geographic distribution of
water supply and water users, however, is quite uneven and a
mismatch between where the water is and where the potential
users are located can be expected to grow more serious over
time.
While the systems mapping is far from complete and
population projections are preliminary, it is fairly safe to
conclude that by the turn of the century there will be some
areas of substantial excess water supply and other areas
where water is scarce relative to demand, and therefore
expensive.
This problems can be separated into two components. One
component is treatment capacity. The first year report
indicates that 13 percent of the public water supply systems
will experience shortfalls in meeting average daily demand,
and a third of the systems will be unable to meet projected
peak demand with existing capacity. The most obvious remedy
(although not necessarily the most efficient) is to add
treatment capacity in areas of projected high demand.
Intersystem cooperation and sales of treated water is

3

another potential remedy. While choices between these two
possible remedies may appear to be purely a local matter,
there are significant spillover effects and potential state
liabilities that make capital investment decisions of water
systems a valid concern to the state as a whole. Some of
these issues are raised below in consideration of financial
emergencies in water systems.
The second and more difficult problems, both in terms of
measurement and remedies, is the availability of "harvest
able" water in areas of high and growing demand. An increase
in water harvesting will either reduce the flow of streams
or lower the water table and thus have consequences to other
users dependent upon those same streams or aquifers. When
local demand pushes against the upper limit on the harvest
able water in a given basin, the matter of interbasin
transfers must be considered.
Financial Condition of Local Water systems
The second issue to emerge is some serious concern over
the financial health of many of South Carolina's local water
supply syst ems. South Carolina's water supply is organized
in a highly decentralized fashion, with a mixture of
municipal water systems, water service districts, water
authorities, private non-profit water companies, and
privately-owned systems operating for profit. The quality of
management is very uneven, and financial reporting
requirements are virtually non-existent. Such data as are
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available suggests that municipal systems are generally
financially healthy. But a large number of systems of other
types are struggling under heavy debt loads, have limited
reserves, and are sometimes forced to borrow to meet current
expenses. This disturbing situation confronts current and
impending further declines in federal funding available for
capital expansion and upkeep.
The consequences of financial emergencies in water
systems are not entirely clear. Higher water rates, more
frequent shortages during periods of peak demand, lost
economic development opportunities because of inability to
supply new industrial, commercial, or residential water
service, deterioating maintenance of treatment plants and
delivery systems, default on bonds, or bakruptcy are
potential consequences. Municipal systems are more able to
fall back on general taxing and borrowing authority, but
special service districts and private systems have far more
limited resources. The third section of this paper considers
the measurement, consequences, and policy options for
addressing financial emergencies in water districts.
II. Interbasin Transfers
Statement of the Problem
One of the chief water supply problems in South
Carolina's future is a geographic imbalance between local
water supply and demand.
Some parts of South Carolina are expected to grow quite
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rapidly; other parts much more slowly, if at all. The end
result is that the state's population will be geographically
more concentrated by the end of the century than at any time
in the state's history since the colonial period. Since
population is highly correlated with water demand, the
demand for water is also likely to become increasingly
concentrated in a fairly small number of urban areas.
South Carolina, in common with -most of the states in the
well-watered eastern part of the U.S., operates under the
riparian doctrine of water law~ The riparian doctrine is
based on common law and property rights in water are vested
in the owners of riparian land (i.e., land adjacent to
watercourses or lakes). Each riparian owner possesses a
vague, but indisputable, property right to make beneficial
use of the flow of a stream (or streams) as long as that use
does not impair the quality or quantity of the flow and
thereby reduce the opportunities for beneficial use by
downstream owners.
The riparian doctrine works well in a well-watered,
rural region. It requires relatively little overhead in the
form of an administrative system. Historically, so abundant
has been water in South Carolina that few serious conflicts
have arisen over diversions of flow, and so relatively
little case law has been built up. Numerous ad hoc
diversions have occured which reduce the flow of streams
available to downstream riparian owners, but since the
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reductions tended to be negligiable relative to the total
flow, few riparian owners have felt compelled to incur the
expense of going into court to protest.
Yet, strictly interpreted, it would appear that the
riparian doctrine forbids interbasin transfers --- i.e.,
diversions of the flow of a stream into another basin that
have the effect of reducing the traditional flow available
to riparian landowners.
Under the riparian doctrine, there is strong pressure
forcing a given community to live under the constraint of
the water supply available locally and that can be tapped
without causing adverse consequences to downstream riparian
owners.
In a number of cases, however, South Carolina
communities can be expected to push up against that
constraint as growth continues. The Greenville Water System,
for example, has already tapped water from Duke Power's
Keowee reservoir, and thereby, is removing water from the
upper Savannah Basin and diverting it to the upper Saluda
Basin. While there have been no legal challenges to date
to the Greenville diversion, downstream riparian owners on
the Savannah would appear to have standing to come into
court and obtain a cease and desist order against the
Greenville Water System.
If Greenville and other similiarly situtated communities
are unable to tap water supplies in adjacent basins, the
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laws of supply and demand will cause the price of water to
increase significantly in rapidly growing communities. While
recycling of water from sewage is technical feasible, it is
a high-cost option and one likely to not be very appealing
to the population at large. Even with recycling, water
prices in deficit areas will rise to bring supply and demand
into equilibrium, and substantial differences in water
prices could develop between communit i es such as Greenville
and other communities in water-surplus basins nearby.
Although research to ascertain the prices that are
required to bring supply and demand into equilibrium under
various growth scenarios remains to be completed, it is not
beyond reason that water prices in some communities in South
Carolina early in the next century could reach levels
sufficient to foreclose any further growth unless interbasin
transfers are implemented.
Higher water prices are not necessarily objectionable. A
gradual and moderate increase in prices would induce
conservati on and lead to greater efficiency in water use, an
outcome greatly to be desired in water-deficit communities.
Yet substantial differences in water prices between
nearby communities are objectionable on political grounds.
Moreover, if the differences in price are greater than the
costs of moving water from surplus to deficit areas, a clear
case of economic inefficiency exists.
Thus, a strong case exists to find a means for
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accomodating interbasin transfers of water in South
Carolina.
Constraints on a Solution
There are two related constraints that demand respect in
crafting institutions for interbasin transfers in South
Carolina: one legal and the other political and economic.
Failure to recognize and respect these constraints would
undercut the efficacy of interbasin transfers.
The legal constraint concerns possible Constitutional
issues associated with modification of the riparian doctrine.
The so-called "Taking Clause" of the Fifth Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution prohibits private property from being
taken for public use without "due process and just
compensation." If the rights of riparian landowners to
beneficial use of the flow of a stream are aborgated by any
statutory modification of the riparian doctrine, it would
appear that a "taking" has occured, and the courts might
rule such a statute to be unconstitutional.
To be sure, several eastern states (most notably,
Mississippi) have, by statute, abandoned the riparian
doctrine. Those statutes have never been fully tested in the
courts. Legal scholars are divided over the Consitutional
significance of such statutes (Scurlock: Ellis: Mattson:
Grant). It is altogether possible that a carefully crafted
statute would pass the Constitutional test~ But the
Constitutional constraint is sufficiently serious to warrant
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very careful action.
Even if the Constitutional constraint is accomodated,
the political and economic constraint must be faced. In many
ways, this latter constraint is more subtle and serious. We
will deal with the political aspects of the constraint
first.
Once the riparian doctrine is set aside, there will be
few political restrictions on the movement of water from the
locations where it is placed by Nature to the locations
where it is demanded by large numbers of voters. Given the
institutions of representative democracy with legislative
bodies apportioned in accordance with population, those
communities that are growing and in need of water from
interbasin transfers are likely to have considerable
influence in legislative bodies. The experience of
California, where the riparian doctrine was never
established, shows how easy it is for populous areas to use
political muscle to vote themselves water transfers at the
expense of less-populous areas with an abundance of water.
In short, elimination of the riparian doctrine to allow
interbasin transfers in South Carolina would, without the
proper safeguards, place the allocation of water in the
political arena and make it a potential item for political
bargaining. Strong political incentives will develop to use
tax ·monies to subsidize water transfers to hold down the
cost of water in populous areas, undercutting the need to
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allow the price of water to rise to reflect underlying
conditions of scarcity and to induce conservation.
While interbasin transfers may be needed to provide for
efficiency in water use, the gains in efficiency from such
transfers could easily be offset if tax subsidies are used
to pay for the transfers and hold the price of water
artificially low in communities benefiting from the
transfers.
Economic efficiency requires that the price of water to
users reflects the true social costs incurred in making that
water available to those users. These costs include not only
the costs incurred in the physical movement of the water,
but also the opportunities lost by riparian landowners and
others in the basin from which the water is obtained.
If riparian water rights confer benefits upon riparian
landowners, reduction in the traditional flow of streams
would have the effect of reducing the market value of
downstream real estate. That reduction in real estate values
can be considered one of the direct social costs of an
interbasin transfer, the incidence of which falls solely
upon a relatively small group of riparian owners in the
donor basin. Hence, even if interbasin transfers can be
accomodated within the U.S. Constitution without payment of
just compensation to riparian landowners, both equity and
economic efficiency will be served if the property rights of
those landowners are respected and compensated is required.
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If riparian landowners are paid a just compensation for
the reduct i on in the flow of a stream, there would appear to
be no serious legal barriers to interbasin transfers in
South Caro l ina.
Yet economic efficiency requires that certain indirect
costs associated with interbasin transfers also be accounted
for and compensated.
For example, a reduction in the market value of certain
riparian property, although compensated by payments to
landowners, would reduce the property tax base of
jurisdictions in the donor basin.
Water flowing in a watercourse is an immobile asset to
the region in which that watercourse is located. If
interbasin transfers are not allowed, beneficial use of that
flow must occur within that region, or else no beneficial
use can be made. Hence, indirect benefits associated with
use of the flow will accrue within that region in some
measure, depending upon those factors that effect the local
economic multipliers. To the extent that reductions in flow
resulting from interbasin transfers reduce opportunities for
local beneficial uses within the region, those indirect
benefits are lost (or potentially lost) to the region, even
if the ripa rian onwers are compensated for their direct
loses.
What are the nature of those opportunities placed at
peril?
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Firstly, water is often a necessary, if not sufficient,
condition for economic development. Research shows that
while water is seldom at the top of the list of attractions
causing certain locations to become industrial sites, it is
a factor brought into consideration (Beckmann, Bowers,
Epping, Howe).
If, in lieu of interbasin transfers, costs of
water increase substantially in developed urban areas, the
availability of an abundant supply of water at
(increasingly) relatively low costs in nearby basins would
make some of those basins increasingly attractive to
industry and other types of economic activity with large
water demands.
Interbasin transfers would diminish the development
potential of the donor basin in both a relative and absolute
sense. That reduction in development potential of the donor
region is an indirect cost of the transfer that must be
accounted for if efficiency conditions are satisfied.
Secondly, such development in the donor basin, if it
occured, would tend to bid up real property values in that
basin. To the extent that the interbasin transfer reduces
development potential of the donor basin, non-riparian real
property owners in the basin suffer a potential and indirect
loss which has ramifications for the tax base of local
jurisdictions.
These indirect costs would be appear to be impossible to
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measure. It is not altogether clear that the tools of the
property appraiser are sufficiently precise to measure the
direct costs falling upon riparian owners. The indirect
costs, involving, as they do, determination of the future
economic growth of the donor region WITH and WITHOUT the
interbasin transfer, can only be an object of speculation.
Accurate measurement would require an accurate picture of
the future that would have been without the transfer as well
as that whi ch will be after the transfer, clearly a
requirement that cannot be met.
Yet, some accounting of these indirect costs is required
if interbasin transfers are not to generate gross
inefficiencies in the way water is used. Consequently, the
institutional arrangements under which interbasin transfers
are accomplished must provide some device for compensating
donor regions, even if the optimal level of the compensation
is not precisely determinable. Any such compensation, even
if it is insufficient to offset fully the losses suffered by
the donor b asin, is better than none and serves the cause of
effciency.
While the ·rules and regulations concerning interbasin
transfers p romulgated by the South Carolina Water Resources
Commission under State Act 90 of 1985 provide for analysis
of the effects of transfers on the donor basin, no provision
for compensation of any sort is established. Given the
difficulties noted below in undertaking the assessments
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required by Section 121-12.9 of these rules and regulations
and lack of provison for compensation, the state's existing
procedures are inadequate and unrealistic.
Options for a Solution
Before examining options for a solution, it might be
well to first set out the essential elements in any
solution. They are as follows:
1) Interbasin transfers must be accomodated
within Constitutional constraints;
2) Affected riparian landowners must be provided
fair compensation based on the reduction in
the market value of their property;
3) Communities in the basin suffering a
reduction in flow must receive some
compensation;
4) Users of water in receiving basins must be
required to pay a price for that water that
approximates the full social costs of making
such water available.
The precise institutional devices used to accomodate
interbasin transfers are matters of choice so long as these
four essential elements are taken into account.
It would appear that if affected riparian owners are
provided fair compensation, Constitutional constraints -will
be satisfied. Indeed, since such compensation is also a
requirement for economic efficiency, it appears that the
simpliest procedure for accomodating interbasin transfers is
to mandate such compensation to riparian landowners.
The more difficult challenge is in meeting the final two
requirements.
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There appears to be two possible conceptual approaches
to providing compensation to communities in donor basins.
The first is to attempt to forecast economic development in
the basin with and without the transfer. Making such
fore·casts would push economists, demographers, and
sociologists beyond the scientific limits of their
disciplines and would almost certainly result in many
forecasts that lacked even a sembalance of accuracy.
The second option is to design institutions that give
the donor region a stake in the benefits realized in the
receiving basin to which water is transfered. There are at
least three devices through which this might be done: 1)
open-ended interregional negotiation; 2) interregional tax
sharing; and 3) severance taxes.
The open-ended interregional negotiation is an approach
suggested by Cox and Shabman in response to a need for
interbasin transfers in Virginia. Under this plan,. a
prerequisite on granting of any permit for an interbasin
transfer is successful negotiation between the recipient and
donor regions concerning compensation. There are no pre
conditions on the level or form of the compensation with
those questions to be determined within the negotiation
process. If the regions involved fail to reach a negotiated
settlement, or if the donor region(s) refuses to negotiate,
the state water board would be empowered to serve as an
arbitrator.
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Cox and Shabman sketch out three basic criteria to be
used as decision guidelines by the state board: 1) a
favorable benefit-cost ratio on the transfer; 2) no undue
hardship in the donor region; and 3) adequate compensation.
Yet in laying out these criteria, Cox and Shabman come
aquarely up against the limitation of regional science in
being able to perform an acceptable benefit-cost analysis,
identify hardship, .or determine adequate compensation, given
the problems of making accurate projections of the with and
without conditions prevailing into the future. That being
the case, the doors would .be open for endless litigation
over whether specified criteria had been met, or for
political intervention that would transfer water to satisfy
political expediencies regardless of the damage done to
interbasin efficiency ~nd equity.
That leaves the two tax-related options for
consideration.
Several metropolitan areas in the U.S.

(most notably,

Minneapolis-st.Paul) have been experimenting with schemes of
tax-sharing between various jurisdictions making up the
greater metropolitan area. It is possible that such schemes
could be adapted to provide compensation to donor from
receipient regions in the case of interbasin transfers. We
will not attempt to sketch such a scheme here because any
such scheme is almost certain to to quite complicated (see·
Hite). Indeed, it is the complexity of such schemes that
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causes the tax-sharing options to be set aside in favor of
the severance tax option.
In concept, the severance tax option is quite simple.
Through relatively simple enabling legislation, taxing
jurisdictions in the donor region could be empowered to levy
a severance tax on water removed as a result of an
interbasin transfer. As a first approximation, the tax would
be based on the reductions in flow incident to each
jurisdiction in the donor basin. The tax would be passed on
to users of water in the receiving region, thus satisfying
the efficiency requirement that users pay a price for water
that apprximates the social costs of making that water
available.
Some upper limit would need to be established in the
enabling legislation on the amount of the severance tax. If
no such limit were set, the taxing jurisdictions in the
donor basin would have incentive to shift a disproportionate
part of the burden of supporting local public services to
water users in the receiving region. Establishment of the
upper limit on the rate of the severance tax is tantamount
to placing a limit on the compensation the donor region
should receive. There can be no scientific basis for fixing
that upper limit, and, hence, the limit will be arbitrarily
established. The arbitrary nature of that limit requires a
political judgment, but it is necessary to make the system
operate, and some system of compensation is better than no
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system at all.
III. Financial Condition of South Carolina Systems
Defining Financial Emergencies
Developing a single definition of a financial emergency
in a South Carolina water supply system is handicapped by
the diversity of system organization. As noted earlier, some
are units of general-purpose local governments, particularly
municipalities, with a ~eserve position established by the
power of the sponsoring government to levy taxes. Others are
operated by special districts which have the power to
collect user fees in the form of water rates but not usually
the power to tax. Non-profit water companies, while legally
not governmental bodies, operate much like special districts
and in no case have the power to tax. A small number of
systems are owned by private investors, subject to all the
financial hazards of the marketplace. About 20 percent of
the state's population still relies on private wells or
other purely individual water sources.
Yet regardless of the organizational form of the water
system, a financial emergency might be defined as a
condition or conditions that, if persisting, will impair the
ability of a system to perform its function of providing
water to customers in a given area.
A 1973 study by the U.S. Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations {ACIR) and its 1983 update
attempted to define the nature and warning signs of local
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government financial emergencies. The most common and
visible symptom is the inability to meet interest and(or)
principal payments on debt, which means, at least, technical
default. Other symptoms include inability to pay current
accounts, such as payroll or bills due suppliers. Loacl
governments have recourse to Chapter Eleven of -the federal
bankruptcy statutes if need arises, but municipal
bankruptcies are relatively rare.
ACIR provides both a checklist of warning signs and a
shorter list of circumstances in which state intervention is
warranted in dealing with local financial emergencies. The
checklist serves - equally well for municipalities, special
service districts, and even(with some modification) for
private water systems. The checklist of warning signs is as
follows:
1) An operating fund-expenditure imbalance in which
current expenditures significantly exceeded current
revenues in one fiscal period.
2) A consistent pattern of current expenditures
exceeding current revenues for several years.
3) An excess of current operating liabilities over
assets (a fund deficit).
4) Short-term operating loans outstanding at the
conclusion of a fiscal year (or in some instances,
the borrowing of cash from restricted funds or an
increase in unpaid bills in lieu of short-term
operating loans).
5) A high and rising tax of property tax delinquency.
6) A sudden substantial decrease in assessed values
for some reason.
The latter two apply, of course, only to governmental
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units with taxing powers.
ACIR procedes to argue that state intervention should be
triggered by any of the following events:
1) A default in the principal or interest on bonded
debt or other financial obligations.
2) Municipal [or water district] contributions on
social security and pensions, · or payments of with
olding taxes or other taxes due to the state and
other jurisdictions that are more than 30 days in
arrears.
3) Salaries due employees or pension benefits due
retirees that have not been paid for two or more
consecutive pay periods.
4) Floating debt in the form of accounts payable and
other unpaid obligations that exceed ten percent of
the total appropriations [or budgeted expenditures]
. of the year just ended, provided there are no
reserves for the payment of such obligations.
Neither of the ACIR lists, however, can be considered
definitive, particularly when applied specifically to water
supply systems. For instance, cases have already developed
in South Carolina where water service is interupted and(or)
pressure levels fall below the minimum needed for use of
certain appliances, all as a result of financial
restrictions that prevent the local system from undertaking
needed repairs or replacement of equipment. In such cases,
the accounts of the system may exhibit none of the signs
enumerated in the ACIR list, yet tight financial conditions
impair its ability to render services.
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Accounting Procedures and the Role of the State
ACIR noted that "improper financial management practices
are freque n tly a cause of or a primary factor contributing
to financial emergencies." Thus, a primary recommendation of
the 1973 study, reiterated in the 1985 report, is that some
state agency be assigned responsibility for improving
accounting practices in local governments. The introduction
of standardized accounting procedures, reporting
requirements, and improved financial management techniques
would not only allow the diagnosis of impending financial
emergency but perhaps actually forestall some emergencies
from developing.
Within the context of water supply systems in South
Carolina, it is important to understand that the
professional managers of many water systems have sufficient
technical (i.e., engineering) skills to perform adequately.
In selecting managers, technical, rather than financial
management skills, are usually the prime consideration as to
qualifications. Heavy dependence is placed upon accountants
hired by the system to assure that financial management is
satisfactor y. Often, however, those accountants rely
primarily upon clients operating in the "for-profit"
business sectors for the bulk of their practice and have
little or no experience in providing anything but the most
standardize accounting services to water systems. As a
result, the rather specialized needs of water supply systems
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too often are not met.
This problem is compounded by the nature of the lay
boards or commissions that oversee operations of many water
systems in the state. Woodard (as i ndicated in Chap. III of
the First Year Report) found that these boards are composed
of a representative group of the state's citizens, that
there is a relatively high turn-over in board membership,
and that few members of these boards can be expected to
possess sophistication in interpretation of financial
records or financial management sufficient to detect latent
conditions signifying impending financial difficulties.
Consequently, oversight and review of the financial
condition of water supply systems by a state agency is
needed to fill a vacuum that if left unfilled makes local
communities vulnerable to the serious impacts of impairments
in water supply. The agency would establish accounting
practices, review accounts and audits, and prepare annual
reports to local boards

in which it assessed the financial

condition of the system and recommended actions to forestall
or alleviate problems. In short, the annointed state agency
would give local water boards and commissions a report card
annually on their performance.
What kind of report card? In addition to the usual
accounting information, included should be indicators
relative to:
1) rate of change in cost per customer of various
types of costs, as compared to other systems of
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similar size in the state;
2 ) reserve fund holdings as a ratio of general
operating accounts, compared to other systems of
similar size;
3 ) implicit rate of return on assets compared to
other systems of similar s i ze and to costs of
borrowed money;
4 ) a bond rating, similar in concept to that used by
Moody's that would reflect an assessment of the
capacity of the system to meet current debt
obligations and to take on new debt.
Systems that were assigned a bond rat i ng lower than the one
granted in the previous year would be given an explanation
of the ~easons for the lowering of their rating. Systems
with the l owest ratings would be placed on a special "watch"
list for quarterly monitoring and for technical assistance
and counseling to improve financial management. Such a
procedure should go a long way toward forestalling potential
financial emergencies and provide the needed information to
make an intelligent assessment of existence of financial
emergency .
Meeting F i nancial Emergencies
Even so, provisions still must be made by law to deal
with financial emergencies should they occur. The economic
and social consequences of water system failure are too
drastic to take unnecessary chances.
The decision to proclaim a financial emergency in a
particular local government unit or water supply system
must, of necessity, be based on subjective judgement. The
governing boards of local units might possess authority to
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voluntarily to declare a financial emergency. Yet if power
to declare an emergency is not also vested in some state
official, or officials, conditions could develop in which
local authorities, fearing political embarassment, refused
to make a voluntary declaration. Hence, it seems desirable
that some elected state official should also possess such
power with safeguards to assure that this designated
official did not use the power for purely political ends.
A law empowering the Governor to issue such a P!Oclamation
upon the advice and consent of the Budget and Control Board
would be in keeping with custom and tradition in South
Carolina.
ACIR surveyed all state~ to determine what provisions
each had for dealing with financial emergencies at local
governmental levels. Five states, including South Carolina,
reported no provisions.
Some 15 states have established procedures for dealing
with the special case of financial emergency associated with
local government default on financial obligations. The
agency designated to intervene and the powers its possesses
vary greatly from state to state. Some specific examples are
useful as illustrations:
Maine has a Board of Emergency Municipal Finance
which can undertake an audit of any municipality that
is in arrears on payments to the state or on
salaries, or is in default on bonds. The Board can
take over administration of the municipality's
finances until the situation is resolved.
Massachusetts has created special boards to deal with
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particular financial emergencies.
Ohio enacted a law in 1979 in anticipation of a
Cleveland bond default that sets out the conditions
desc ribing a financial emergency and establishes a
financial planning and supervision commission to act
if one of the six conditions is met.
New Jersey has a Local Government Board that can
excerise powers equivalent to receivership.
North Carolina has a Local Government Commission
whose powers include overseeing financial reports
and resolving default situations in special districts
as well as in counties anq municipalities.
West Virginia supervises local bonded debt payments
through its Sinking Fund Commission, while other
supervisory powers are vested in a Local Government
Division that approves local budgets and reviews
financial reports.
These various programs in other states provide something
of a menu of options from which South Carolina might select.
Ideally, however, the state should have as limited a role as
is possible, consistent with its responsibilities for local
government as defined in the state constitution. The south
Carolina constitution places a fairly heavy restriction on
general-purpose local governments in terms of types of
expenditures they can undetake and the level of indebtedness
they can incur. While this restriction may be regarded as a
safeguard against financial crisis, it also inhibits
effective local actions dealing with crises when they do
occur. Thus, a state like South Carolina which places heavy
restriction on local governments must assume a greater role
in alleviating local financial emergencies.
Special-purpose districts are much freer from state
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regulation and supervision. The proliferation of special
purpose districts in South Carolina must be regarded at
least in part as a response to the limitations imposed on
the activities of general-purpose governments. Procedures to
deal with financial emergencies in South Carolina should, to
the maximum extent practical, be uniform across all types of ·
local governments, general or special-purpose, and the issue
is larger than the financial problems of water supply
systems.
As guidelines for developing the needed law in South
Carolina, the following points cited by ACIR are of value.
ACIR recommends that once a local financial emergency is
proclaimed, a designated state agency be given the
powers to:
1) make an analysis of all factors and circumstances
contributing to the financial condition of the
local unit amd to recommend steps to be taken to
correct such conditions;
2) review and approve the budget of the local unit
and to limit the total amount of expenditures;
3) require and approve a plan of liquidating current
debt;
4) require and prescribe the form of special reports
to be made by the financial officer or governing
board of the local unit to keep the ~tate agency
continually informed of the financial affairs of
that unit;
5) have access to all records and books of account
of the local unit and to require the attendance
of witnesses, the production of books, papers,
contracts and other documents relating to any
matter within the scope of the local unit;
6) approve or disapprove any appropriation,
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contract, expenditure or loan, the creation of
any new position, elimination of any position
other than elective ones, or the filling of any
vacancy in a permanent positi on by any appointing
authority;
7) approve payrolls or other claims against local
units prior to payment;
8) act as agent of the local un i t in collective
bargaining with representatives or employees and
to approve any agreement prior to its going into
effect;
9) approint a local administrator of finance to
excerise the powers of the state agency and to
perform duties under the general supervision of
the agency;
10) employ experts, counsel, and other assistance and
to incur such expenses as it may deem necessary;
11) require compliance with order of the state agency
by court action if necessary; and
12) provide a temporary cash loan or the guarantee of
a loan from private sources sufficient to the
immediate needs of the local unit.
A proposed state law addressing financial emergencies is
provided in Appendix A to this paper. It should be noted
that the proposed legislation, designed to deal specifically
with financial problems threathening water supply, is
consistent with the recommended procedures and powers laid
out by ACIR.

IV. Institutional Adjustments

Policy Approach
There are two possible policy approaches to dealing with
South Carolina's water problems. The first borrows heavily
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from the concepts of conventional planning, involving
detailed projections of future needs and detailed blueprints
for meeting those needs. Such an approach usually requires
building-up a substantial bureaucracy to administer and
implement the plan on a continuing basis. Just as often,
such an approach fails to produce satisfactory results
because it leaves too little room for maneuver when
unexpected events transpire.
A second approach might be termed institution building.
This approach involves creation of needed institutions that
are given a wide degree of latitude to adjust to changing
conditions and that have built-in mechanisms for effecting
such adjustments. Indeed, the institution-building approach
can often make extensive use of market mechanisms to trigger
needed adjustments without the need for either a centralized
bureaucracy or highly accurate forecasts of future needs.
The difference between the two approaches is one of
degree, but also one of mind-set. In some cases, a
conventional planning approach is the only one that is
likely to be effective. Even the institution-building
approach may require development of some bureaucracy.
Yet because the institution-building approach offers greater
simplicity and flexibility, it has considerable appeal over
the conventional, centralized planning approach in those
cases where the former can be shown to be effective.
Attached are three pieces of draft legislation aimed at
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building needed institutions to accomodate South Carolina's
future water needs. Appendix A contains a single draft
bill aimed at dealing with problems of financial emergencies
in water supply systems~ Appendix B contains two draft bills
addressing issues related to interbasin transfers. The
two bills should be seen as a pair. While it is conceptually
possible to enact one bill in this pair and not the other,
the two bi l ls complement one another and are best addressed
as an inseparable pair.
This draft legislation is presented as a point of
departure for discussion. In all three draft bills, there
are numerous items which can be addressed successful in a
variety of different ways. Yet all three draft bills also
contain some general features that must be respected if
problems of efficiency and equity are not to be created. In
the remainder of this paper, we will examine these three
pieces of draft legislation, explaining the rationale for
particular items, idenifying the essential features and
noting those places where options exist with regard to
design of i nstitutions.
Financial Ernergiencies Legislation
Bill A in Appendix A provides a mechanism for dealing
with financial emengencies that might arise in water supply
systems in South Carolina. The rationale for providing such
a mechanism is spelled out in Part I, Findings.
T~e draft bill provides a clear grant of power to the
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Governor and the Budget and Control Board to declare a
financial emergency in water and (or) sewer systems and
details certain actions that may then be taken to restore
the affected system to financial health. In general, the
procedures suggested parallel those that might be used in a
conventional bankruptcy.Other than providing for some mechanism to assure
continued operation of a system or systems facing financial
emergency, the procedures are discretionary.
Nevertheless, the requirements for each non-municipal or
non-county water and (or) sewer system to make an annual
financial report (Section 1, Part III) are extremely
important. As noted earlier in this paper, no such
requirement now exists in South Carolina, and consequently,
there is no way that the financial condition of such systems
can be monitored. While the details of procedure are matters
for debate, it is vital that some annual financial reporting
requirement be put in place.
In addition, the requirements in Section 1, Part IV,
concerning annual submission of maps are badly needed in
order to administer any financial emergency act and to
provide a basis for rationale decisionmaking about water
supply needs in the state.
Interbasin Transfer Legislation
As noted above, the two draft bills included in Appendix
A deal with interbasin transfers and are best viewed as a
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pair. The first bill (Bill B-1) reaffirms the property
rights of riparian owners and provides a basis for local
governments to levy a severance tax on water. The second
bill (Bill B-2) establishes a state Water Supply Authority
and confers upon that authority a monopoly for engaging in
interbasin transfers.
Compensation to Donor Basins
The basic rationale for Bill B-1 is spelled out in Part
I, Findings . The inten~ of the bill is to assure that the
price of wa ter delivered to users as a result of an
interbasin transfer reflects a reasonable approximation of
the opportu nity costs suffered by the donor basin from which
that water is taken.
Part II of Bill B-1 affirms that the rights of riparian
owners are property rights and protected under the Fifth
Amendment o f the U.S. Constitution. In making such an
affirmation , the bill would make it almost impossible for
future legislatures to authorize politically expedient
transfers o f water without providing for compensation to
riparian landowners who would, as a ~esult, suffer a
dimunition in the market value of their holdings.
It is p ossible that future court - actions might uphold
interbasin transfers as Constitutional , even though riparian
owners were not compensated. However, enactment of Part II
of Bill B-1 should remov~ any question about the
constitutio nality of interbasin transfers in South Carolina.
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More importantly, its enactment is a necessary (if not
sufficient) conditions to assure that future interbasin
transfers meet elementary tests of economic efficiency.
Part III of Bill B-1 addresses the problem of
compensating the donor basin for indirect effects arising
from interbasin transfers. Quantitative estimation of these
indirect costs are beyond the capabilities of science.
However, the negative effects of interbasin transfers on the
development potential of the donor basin ca difficult to
deny. Thus, Part III enables counties to recover some of the
indirect costs through the vehicle of a local severance tax
on water.
There are several options that might be utilized in Part
III in lieu of a severance tax, including the concept of
tax-base sharing described earlier in this paper. Of those
possible options, however, the severance tax approach is the
simpliest.
Even the severance tax, however, does not lend itself to
simple implementation. The scheme envisioned in Bill B-1
would allow alJ counties affected by a dimunition in flow to
make use of the severance tax. Potentially, a removal of
water from the Broad River in Cherokee County would allow
all those counties on either side of the Board River to
availd themselves of the tax, as it would allow all those
counties through which the Congaree and Santee Rivers flow.
As a practical matter, however, unless the quantity of
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water removed was quite large, the dimunition in flow would
be so insignificant at some distance removed from the point
of withdrawal that the cost of collecting the tax would be
greater than the revenue the tax would yield.
Yet, for purposes of protecting economic efficiency, it
is desirable that all counties wherein a measurable
dimunation in flow is observed should be authorized to
recover some of the indirect costs through use of the
severance tax. To assist in making the implementaion of the
tax easier, care should be taken in Section 4 of Part III in
estabiishin g the minimum fee payable to the Water Resources
Commission for its services in measuring flow. The higher
that minimum fee, the shorter the distance downstream at
which the cost of collecting the tax wi ll be greater than
the revenue the tax yields.
The figure of $5000 suggested in the draft bill is
highly discretionary, as is the upper l imit on the level of
the tax suggested in Section 1, Part I I I of the draft bill.
We would suggest that an administrative fee of $5000
and a cap of ten cents per million gal l ons are minimum
figures. A minimum administrative fee of $20,000 would not
be unreasonable. Some upper cap on the severance tax is
required to prevent eligible jurisdicti ons from shifting an
unreasonab l e portion of the cost of supporting local
government to beneficiaries of interbasin transfers, _ but a
cap as high as one dollar per million gallons would not be

7
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unreasonable.
All of the language in the Part III of Bill B-1 dealing
with administration of the severance tax is discretionary. A
strong case can be made for assigning responsible for
measuring dimuntion in flow to the Water Resources
Commission because it is the only state agency with the
scientific competence to make measurements on a regular
basis, and because increased activity by the Water Resources
Commission in making measurements of flow would have
beneficial side-effects in further development and
administration of state water policy. But the details of the
administration are matters for debate and compromise.
State Water Supply Authority
Bill B-2 provides for a South Carolina Water Supply
Authority and assigns it a central role in implementation of
interbasin transfers in the state.
The basic rationale for such an Authority is provided in
Part I, Findings, of Bill B-2. It should be noted that the
Authority is an operating agency, not a policy-making
agency. It would aim toward creation and operation of one or
more interlocking water supply grids in the state, but would
be restricted to the harvesting, treatment, transportation,
and wholesale distribution of water, leaving to existing and
future local water systems the retail distribution of water
in particular communities. The Authority, therefore, would
allow maximum feasible realization of economies of scale in
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water supply and reduce the amount of excess capacity that
individual local distribution systems must maintain, thereby
reduciing total overhead costs.
One of the most important features of Bill B-2 is found
in Section 2 of Part III. That section grants a monopoly on
interbasin transfers to the Authority. At the same time, the
language o f Section 2, Part III, recognizes the legal
responsibilities of the Water Resources Commission under S. C.
Act 90 of 1985 and requires the authori ty to obtain a permit
before making any interbasin transfer.
It is considered highly desirable to grant exclusive
powers for implementing interbasin transfers to a single
entity such as the Authority. Unless such a monopoly is
granted, internalization into prices charged water users of
compensation to riparian owners and of severance taxes would
be difficul t, if not impossible, to achieve. Such
internalization is essential if water allocation is to bear
some resemblence to an efficient outcome. Multiple parties
engaging in interbasin transfers would tend to make any
compensation scheme unworkable because of administrative
complexity .
The Authority would have no power to compel local water
systems to purchase water from it. It would be an appealing
source of water on a wholesale basis only if it can supply
that water to local systems at prices below alternative
sources. But because of the economies of scale that would be
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available to the Authority, it should, if well-managed, be
able to make water available on a wholesale basis at
attractive prices.
Section 3 of Part III is an essential feature of the
draft bill. That section requires that the Authority operate
on a break-even basis. Provision is made, however, to allow
the Authority to accumulate a prudient reserve fund. Section
4, Part III, provides that an annual audit shall be done to
assure that the Authority is being operated in a business
like manner, and Section 5 makes the Authority liable for
all local taxes to which a private sector entity would be
liable. Unless the Authority _is liable for such taxes, the
true costs of supplying water will be understated on the
Authority's accounts.
Some "seed money" will need to be provide initially to ·
the Authority to allow it to become established. Provision
is made for such "seed money" in Section 7, Part III. The
precise arrangements for providing such money are matters of
discretion. In addition, the makeup of the Authority's
governing board and other organizational details laid out in
Part II of Bill B-2 are matters of discretion.
While creation of the Authority envisioned in Bill B-2
would not, in itself, solve South Carolina's future water
supply problems, it would create the institutional basis for
meeting any and all water supply problems as the manifest
themselves. Enactment of Bill B-1 and Bill B-2 in forms not
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greatly different from those presented in Appendix B would
provide a basis for an economically efficient and flexible
institutional arrangement to assure that South Carolina will
have water available where it is needed, when it is needed,
and at the lowest possible price consistent with opportunity
costs.
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BILL A
DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT
A BILL

To provide emergency powers to the Governor and the Budget
and Control Board to continue operations and reorganize
water and sewer systems facing immenent financial
difficulties that would impair the abi l ity of those systems
to continue operations.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South
Carolina:
Part I
Findings

The Genera l Assembly finds that:
1) Any prol onged interuption or ceasati on of services
provided by a water and(or) sewer system would work a severe
hardship on the people, businesses, and institutions served
by that system, endangering the· public health and safety and
the jobs by which sizeable numbers of the people earn their
livelihoods; and
2) That the financial conditions of many water and(or) sewer
systems in this· state is such that continued servive might
be imperiled by unforeseeable events and by changes in
various federal programs of financial assistance.
3) That the public interest requires that an orderly and
, well-establ ished process be ordained to maintain the
continued operations of water and(or) sewer systems faced
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systems in this state is such that continued servive might
be imperiled by unforeseeable events and by changes in
various federal programs of financial assistance.
3) That the public interest requires that an orderly and
well-established process be ordained to maintain the
continued operations of water and(or) sewer systems faced
with financial emergencies.

Part II.
Powers Granted Governor

1) The Governor, with the advice and consent of a majority
of the members of the Budget and Control Board,

shall

possess the power to declare a financial emergency exists in
any water and(or) sewer system in this state when presented
with evidence indicating that that the financial condition
of said system is likely to prevent its continued safe and
orderly operation.
2) Upon declaration of such an emergency, the Governor may
suspend the commissioners, directors, or overseers, however
sytled, . o~ said system, and appoint one or more receivers to
assume authority, in trust, over said system. Such receivers
shall be considered agents of the State of South Carolina
and shall have power to collect revenues and make
disbursements, reorganize the system, adjust rates charged
customers, receive grants, re-negotiate existing loans,
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negotiate new loans, enter into contracts, sue and be sued
in the name of the system and to undertake such other
actions as may be prudient and lawful to secure continued
orderly and safe operations of the system, including sale of
the assets of the system to a purchaser qualified to
continue orderly and safe operations.
3) Such receivers may request and the Governor may

issue

a proclamation under which a moritorium is placed on any
actions to collect payments due to creditors of any system
for which said receivers have been appointed, provided that
the duration of such a moritorium shall not extent for
longer than 180 days.
4) Receivers appointed by the Governor under provisions of
this act shall be citizens of South Carolina of good
character and r _e putation and possessing knowledge of
finance, accounting and such other disciplines as may be
required in the performance of their duties.

Receivers

shall serve for a period not, to exceed two years and shall
receive compensation from the revenues of the system which
they are appointed to oversee at a per diem rate fixed by
the Budget and Control Board but

not to exceed that

provided for members of the General Assembly.
5) Upon declaration of such an emergency, the Governor shall
direct that the State Auditor perform an audit of the
accounts of the said system within thirty days.

Henceforth,

an audit of said system shall be performed by the State
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Auditor at one-year intervals. The results of all such
audits shall be conveyed to the Governor and the other
members of the Budget and Control Board and shall be
published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area
served by the said system.
6) Upon petition from the receivers, the Budget and Control
Board may authorize an emergency loan from the state
treasury to said system, such loan to be repayable at an
interest rate equal to that currently being earned on funds
deposited in the State Reserve Fund, and to be repayable in
full in a period not to exceed one year.
7) Upon .certification by the State Auditor that the
financial emergency has ceased and that the said system is
capable of safe and orderly operations, and upon evidence
sufficient to show that provison has been made for -a return
to normal operations of the said system, the Governor shall
dismiss the receivers and return control of said system to
such overseers, however styled, as may be authorized by law
to direct operations of the system.

Part I I I

Determination of Emergency

1) All water and(or) sewer systems operating in this state,
whether operated by _a county, municipality, local government
district, or by a company or corporation, shall secure
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annually an audit by competent accountants performed in
accordance with procedures established by the State Auditor.
2) The results of such audit shall be conveyed in a form
prescribed by the State Auditor to the state Auditor, to the
Executive Director of the South Carolina Water Resources
Commission and to the Director of the South Carolina
Department of Health and Environmental Control. Copies of
said audit shall also be deposited in the South Carolina
State Library and in a library or libraries within the
county in which the system operates, and shall be available
for public inspection in the offices of the system.
3) The state Auditor, the Executive Director of the South
Carolina Water Resources Commission, and the Director of the
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control shall review the audits of all systems and shall
consult with one another regarding the financial condition
of any system for which an audit indicates that the
operations of that systems could be impaired by imminent
financial problems.
4) After reveiwing the audit of each system, the State
Auditor shall provide the commissioners , directors, or
overseers, however styled, of each system with a written
evaluation of any findings suggesting f i nancial problems
that pose an imminent or potential threat to the continued
safe and orderly operations of that system. Copies of such
evaluations shall be available for publ i c inspection in the
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office of each system.
5) If, in the opinion of the State Auditor, the Executive
Director of the South Carolina Water Resources Commission,
and the Director of the

Department of Health and

Environmental Control, or any two of the above, the safe and
orderly operations of a system is impaired by imminent
financial problems, the state Auditor shall report such
findings to the Budget and Control Board and to the chairman
of the board of commissioners, directors, or overseers,
however styled, of the said system.
6) Upon receipt of a report of possible financial emergency
in any water and(or) sewer system, the Governor may seek
such counsel as may seem appropriate to review the audit and
other relevant materials before issuing a proclamation
authorized in Part II, Section I, of this Act.

Part IV
Miscelleanous

1) Pursuiant to this Act, and in order to provide for a more
reason and orderly execution of its provisons, each water
and(or) sewer system shall convey annually to the

South

Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control:
a) a map showing the location of all pipelines,
aquaducts, canals, or other means of conveyance, by size;
b) a map showing the boundaries of the service area of
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the system.
2) The Bureau of Water Supply shall make such maps available
to other State agencies, local governments, and members of
the public at large at a cost not to exceed the cost of
reproduction.
3) Any system that shall fail to comply with requirements of
this Act to provide annual audits and(or) maps shall be
ineligible to receive any grant of money from the State of
South Carolina or to obtain any loan underwritten by the ·
State of South Carolina.

APPENDIX B
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BILL B-1
DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT
A BILL
TO CLARIFY RIPARIAN PROPERTY RIGHTS IN SURFACE WATER AND TO
VEST CERTAI N RIGHTS IN LOCAL JURISDICTIONS OF GOVERNMENT AND
TO PROVIDE FOR A SEVERANCE TAX, AT LOCAL OPTION, ON
INTERBASIN TRANSFERS OF WATER.

Part I
Findings

The Genera l Assembly finds that:
1) Interbasin transfers of water are required to assure
economic e f ficiency in the provision of water to various
parts of the State;
2) Such transfers are efficient only if users of water pay
an amount f or that water that reflects its opportunity cost
in alternative uses;
3) Such ef f iciency is best achieved if the property rights
of riparian landowners are protected and local government
jurisdictions in basins where flow is reduced by interbasin
transfers are not deprived of taxable property;
4) Basins i ncuring a reduction in flow resulting from
interbasin transfers should be accorded an opportunity to
share in economic growth made possible in other basins by
such transfers in order to meet requirement of equity.
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Compensation to Riparian owners

1) The rights of riparian landowners to the benefical
reasonable use of the traditional flow of streams is
affirmed to be intergal to the property rights in land
possessed by such riparian owners and a dimunition of such
flow by action of an agency of government, acting in the
public interest, shall be construed as a taking of private
property for public use as specfied in the Fifth Amendment
of the United States Constitution. In such cases, riparian
owners are affirmed to be entitled to due process of law and
just compensation.
2) Compensation shall be fixed at the difference in the
market value of the riparian parcel of land with and Fithout
the reduction in flow, the market value to be determined on
the basis of a transactions price agreed to by a willing
buyer and a willing seller.
3) All riparian owners past whose land a dimunition of flow
is measurable by ordinary and conventional gaging techniques
shall be entitled to compensation if a measurable difference
in market value of the riparian parcel of land can be
determined used the standard procedures of real estate
appraisal.
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Part III
Severance Tax

1) The County Council of any county is authorized to levy,
by ordinance, a severance tax upon all water withdrawn from
the surface waters of that county and conveyed beyond the
county's borders, such tax not to exceed ten cents per
million gal l on.
2) The tax shall be payable by the person, firm, or agency
engaging in withdrawing water for conveyance outside the
county, and agencies of state government engaged in such
withdrawal a nd conveyance of water for resale shall not be
exempt from this tax.
3) All counties in which a dimunition of flow is measurable
by ordinary and conventional gaging techniques shall be
entitled to levy such a tax against a withdrawer,
notwithstand ing that the point of withdrawal is upstream and
outside the borders of the county levying the tax, providing
reasonable e vidence can be produced that the withdrawal in
question is responsible for the dimunition in flow.
4) The South Carolina Water Resources Commission shall be
responsible for determining the dimunition in flow resulting
from the withdrawal for interbasin transfers against which
any county may assess said tax. The Commission shall develop
and promulga te such regulations and procedures as shall seem
reasonable, practical, and scientifically valid to make the
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determination and is hereby empowered to require that any
county levying such a tax install at its own expenses one or
more gages required for this purpose at sites specified by
the Commission. The Commission shall report quarterly to the
counties levying such

a

tax the quantity of flow upon which

a tax is due and shall provide a copy of said report to all
withdrawers. For the performance of this function, the
Commission shall be entitled to collect a fee from each
county levying said tax equal to an amount not greater than
one percent of the revenues, or $5000 per year, whichever is
greater.
5) The Treasurer of any county levying said tax shall submit
a statement in writing quarterly to all withdrawers
obligated to pay the tax. Payment shall be rendered within
30 days of receipt of the statement. A penalty for late
payment shall be accessed equal to that accessed on
deliquent ad valorem taxes. Failure to make payment within
180 days shall result in revocation of any permits issued by
the State of South Carolina to engage in a withdrawal for
interbasin transfer, and the South Carolina Water Resources
Commission shall institute such a revocation when requested
by the Treasuer of a county to which the tax payment is
deliquent.
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BILL-2
DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT*DRAFT

A BILL

TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY, TO
PROVIDE FOR MEMBERSHIP OF ITS GOVERNING BODY, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR ITS FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, POWERS, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO
ISSUE BONDS AND THE EXCERISE OF EMINENT DOMAIN. ·

Part I
Findings

The General Assembly finds that:
1) The prov ision of am adqueate and safe supply of potable
water is e s sential to the public health and safety of the
people of South Carolina and their continued prosperity;
2) The need and demand for water is greater in some parts of
the State t han in others and efficient resource use requires
that water be conveyed to various locations in accordance
with need a nd demand;
3) Substantial economies of scale exist in the harvesting,
conveying, treating and storing of water;
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4) Wereas each community requires capacity to supply a
quantity of water in excess of normal daily demand to meet
emergencies, the costs of maintaining such excess capacity
is burdensome on many smaller communities;
5) Sharing of certain capital facilities for harvestiRg,
conveying, treating and storing of water provides for
realization of certain economies of scale, reducing the
financial burden on smaller communities, and increasing the
opportunities to meet needs arising from localized shortages
of water in times of drought;
6) Greater coordination is needed to provide for the most
efficient system of meeting the present and future water
needs of South Carolina.

Part II
Organization

1) There is created the South Carolina Water Supply
Authority, a public body corporate and politic and an agency
of the State, with the responsibilities of effecting the
public purpose of this Act.
2) The Authority is governed py a Board of Directors (board)
which shall consist of seven members.
3) The Governor shall appoint one member from each
Congressional district and one member from the State at
large, the latter of whom shall serve as chairman.
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4)

Directors shall serve a term of four years; however,

directors initially appointed from the first, third, and sixth
Congressional districts serve for two years. Thereafter, all
directors shall serve for four years, or until their
successors are appointed and qualify. All vacanies must be
filled for the unexpired term in the manner of the original
appointment. Directors

may be removed by the Governor only

for cause. A certificate of appointment or reappointment of
any director must be filed in the offices of the Secretary
of State and the authority. The certificate is conclusive
evidence of the due and proper appointment of a director.
5) In the appointment of the directors , the Governor shall
take care to assure that the board contains a cross section
of representatives of those units of government engaged in
the retail distribution of water, of agricultural,
industrial and commerical interests, and of consumers
6) Directors are not personally liable for losses unless the
losses are are occasioned by the wilful misconduct of the
directors.
7) As soon as practicable after appointment, the board shall
meet in the City of Columbia and organi ze by choosing a
vice-chairman, secretary, and such other officers as
considered necessary.
8) Meetings of the board shall be held at times and in
places as the board determines. The board shall meet at
least one time in each calendar quarter. A majority of the
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board then in office constitutes a quorum at any meeting.
Approval of a majority of the board then in office is
required to take action.
9) The board shall employ an executi ve director and such
other staff as may be deemed necessary and desirable to
fulfil its functions as described in this Act.

Part III
Responsibilities and Powers

1) The Authority is empowered to: a) aquire or construct and
operate facilities for the harvesting, treatment, storage,
and conveyance of water; b) make wholesale sales of water to
municipalities, counties, special districts, water
authorities, water companies engaged in the retail
distribution of water, and to state agencies and firms using
in excess of one million gallons of water annually; c) to
use the power of eminent domain as needed in carrying out
the functions above, provided that power shall not be used
to aquire capital facilities of existing water distribution
entities; d) to issue revenue bonds against the sales of
water; e) to enter into contracts and to sue and be sued in
its name; f) exchange or hold, improve, mortgage, pledge, or
otherwise encumber, manage, lease, convey, transfer, or
dispose of any real or personal property, whether tangible
or intangible, as deemed prudient and useful in fulfilling
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its functions; g) receive and accept funds, grants, aid, or
other contributions of value from whatever source,
consistent with the purposes of this Act, carry out the
trems or provisons or make agreements with respect to such
gifts or grants, and do all things necessary, useful, or
prudient in connection with the procuring, accepting, and
disposing of such gifts and grants; h) make - plans and
conduct studies and hearings necessary or desirable for
carrying out its functions; and i) adopt and use a seal.
2) The Authority shall have sole and exclusive power to
remove water from a stream or lake for purposes of conveying
that water across the divide separating the drainage basin
of the stream of lake from which the water is removed to the
drainage basin or basins of other streams or lakes, provided
the Authority shall obtain a permit for this purpose as
required by law under Section

----

of the South Carolina

Code, and provided further that all owners of riparian lands
affected by such a removal of water shall be paid a just
compensation.
3) The Authority shall establish a price for
the water it sells that reflects the actual cost of
making that water available at the point of delivery, and
shall take due care to assure that the annual revenues
realized from the sales of water are sufficient to meet all
operating and amortized capital costs incurred and to
maintain a prudent level of financial reserves to meet
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emergencies and other unforeseen exigencies.
4) The Authority shall employ a competent and independent
accountant to conduct annually an audit of its accounts and
to render a report to the Governor and the General Assembly,
said audit to affirm that provisons of Part III, Section 3,
of this Act, are complied with.
5) The Authority shall be liable to all jurisdictions for
any special taxes imposed by those jurisdictions in
accordance with law, and shall construe such taxes to be
part of the operating costs of the Authority.
6) The operations and plans of the Authority shall be
consistent with general plans established by the South
Carolina Water Resources Authority and regulations
promulgated by the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control, and the Authority shall excerise good
faith and due diligence in protecting the quality of the
environment, preservation of the State's historical and
cultural hertiage, and accomodating needs associated with
economic development. To that end, the Authority shall be
subordinate to regulatory powers vested in the various other
agencies of State government.
7) In order to facilitate the establishment of the
Authority, the Authority is authorized to recieve during its
first year of existence from the State Treasury

a sum not

to exceed$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , such sum to be repaid from the
revenues of the Authority over a period not to exceed five
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years with an interest payable on the outstanding balance
equal to t h at obtained by the State Treasurer in each year
on monies invested from the State Reserve Fund.

Part IV
Limitations

1) In futherance of its power to issue revenue bonds aganist
sales of water, such bonds are to be construed as limited
obligations of the Authority, the principal of and interest
on which a r e payable solely out of revenues of the
Authority. Neither the full faith and credit of the State
nor the taxing power of the State are considered to be
pledge by t he Authority with respect to such bonds, and it
shall be so stated on the face of such bonds. Such bonds
issued by t he Authority do not constitute an indebtedness of
the State within the meaning of any state constitutional
provision or statutory limitation.
2)

ADD HERE SUCH ADDITIONAL BOILER PLATE AS MAY BE
REQUIRED TO SATISFY BOND LAWYERS

RESIDENTIAL WATER DEMAND AND
LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS:
A MICRODATA APPROACH

Randolph C. Martin
Ronald P. Wilder
Department of Economics
University of South Carolina

RESIDENTIAL WATER DEMAND AND LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS:
A MICRODATA APPROACH

One of the major research thrusts of applied microeconomics ~uring the
past two decades has been the study of the demand for public utility services
and the effects of alternative pricing schedules on consumer welfare and on
economic efficiency.
prices.

Much of this research has centered on electric utility

(For a r e cent survey, see Kohler and Mitchell (1984).)

The

residential demand for water has also received considerable research
attention, with emphasis on the proper specification of the price variable
and the magnitudes of estimated price and income elasticities of demand.
The previous research on residential water demand has focused primarily
on allocative aspects of water pricing.

Foster and Beattie (1980), for

example, point out that to the extent that the price elasticity of demand is
greater than unity in absolute value, water utilities may be able to utilize
price increases both to increase their total revenue in times of cost
inflation and to postpone the need for capacity expension by reducing total
quantity demanded .

Another recent paper, by Jones and Morris (1984),

considers the household response to price change from the standpoint of
whether consumer s respond to marginal price or to average price, given the
usual presence of a fixed monthly charge in addition to a marginal, per unit
price in most water system rate schedules.
Less research attention has been devoted to the equity and public goods
aspects of residential water pricing.

Basic water and sewer services are an

important element of urban infrastructure necessary to support a minimum

standard of living.

The absence of these basic services has serious public

health implications, as well as producing substandard living conditions for
affected families.

To the extent that water and sewer services have partial

public goods characteristics, differential pricing based on income levels may
be justified.
The purpose of the present research is to employ a large microdata
sample to investigate the price elasticity of residential demand for water
services.

We also make use of data on delinquency of payments at the

household level as a means of drawing inferences about the possible
termination of service.

Insight into the issue of service termination

permits a discussion of the public goods aspects of water and sewer service
and of the appropriate pricing policy.

Conceptual Issues and Model Specification
With the notable exception of water for drinking, the demand for water
is a derived demand, based on the household demand for the services of an
array of household production activities such as cooking, washing, and lawn
watering.

There are several end uses of water, each subject to a specific

demand relationship.

Presumably, the price and income elasticities of demand

for water vary with the end use.

The demand for water is likely to be less

elastic for drinking water than for, say, lawn watering.

A complete

specification of the demand relationship would be quite complex.
The analysis of the demand for water

is made even more complex by the

existence in many municipalities of joint supply for water service and sewer
service.

~oth water service and sewer service typically carry a fixed

monthly charge, plus a marginal price per unit of service.

The sewer charge

is thus dependent, in part, on the quantity of water consumed in a particular
2

month.

Since water service and sewer service are, to a large extent, joint

products, the .analysis of the residential demand for water should take into
account the effects of price changes in one service on the demand for the
other.
Again viewing the demand for water and sewer services as a derived
demand, most household production activities require the use of water and
sewer services jointly.

Consider, for example, clothes washing.

The demand

for washing services leads both to a demand for water intake, and to a demand
for sewer services to accommodate the flow of waste water out of the
household.
There are instances in which households may face alternatives for
municipally supplied water or sewer service.

Especially in suburban areas

where lot sizes are larger, households may draw water from a well on the
premises, and/or discharge waste water into a septic tank.

For this group of

consumers, therefore, the cost of developing alternative sources of supply
serves as a check on the upper range of water and sewer rates.

For consumers

in typical urban areas, however, such alternatives are frequently precluded
by zoning restrictions or public health regulations.
The argument that water service and sewer service are joint products
suggests that demand studies which consider the relevant price variable to be
the marginal price or average price of water service alone have misspecified
the relationship.

Changes in the marginal or inframarginal rates for either

service are expected to lead to changes in quantity demanded for each.

This

point of view is reflected in the recent paper by Jones and Morris (1984).
The specif i cation of a demand equation for residential water service
which we employ is based on the concept that water demand is a derived
demand, based on the stock of water-using durable goods such as washing
3

machines and dishwashers, and the intensity of use of these goods.

Both the

stock of water-using durable goods and the intensity of their use are
expected to depend on the price of water and sewer service, household income,
and a vector of other household characteristics.

Because the functional form

is not clearly indicated by the underlying theory, we specify two alternative
forms:

linear and log-log.

The general form of the demand model is as follows:
1) Q = f(P, Y, W, W.Y)
where Q is the quantity of water consumed per
month;
Pis the price per unit of water, specified in
alternative forms as discussed below;
Y is household income which is a proxy for both
appliance stock and intensity of use of that stock;
Wis a weather variable, designed to capture the
effects of swnmer weather on water consumption,
especially lawn watering; and
W.Y an interaction variable to test the hypothesis
that lawn watering increases more than proportionately
with income.
The empirical specification of this general demand relationship raises a
number of issues.

Regarding the price variable, the questions include

whether the price measure should be marginal price or average price and
whether the price variable should be measured ex ante or ex post.

To the

extent that water prices follow a declining block schedule, there may be a
two-way flow of causation between price and quantity, as discussed in Wilder
and Willenborg (1975) and Billings and Agthe (1980). · Finally, there is the
question of how inclusive the water price measure should be with regard to
sewer service charges.
To a large extent, the choice between marginal price and average price
is an empirical question.

Consumers may base their decisions on the size of
4

the total bill, which would suggest that an average price concept is
appropriate.

We specify both average and marginal prices in alternative

versions of the empirical model, and also include the sewer service charges
in the average pr i ce measure, reflecting the joint pro~uction and consumption
of water and sewer services.
In addition to the basic demand equation (1), we also specify and
estimate an equation which relates the delinquency rates of households,
measured by the pr oportion of their monthly bill wh i ch is past due (DEL), to
the same independent variables as in the demand equation.

This equation is

specified, in general form, as follows:
(2)

DEL

= f(P, Y, W, W.Y)

Alternative specifications, employing average price and marginal
price measures, are also estimated.

The Data
Monthly individual account data was provided by the City of Columbia,
South Carolina for its service area and covers the july 1980 to June 1981
period.

This data included the account code, monthly water consumption

(l00cf), water charge, sewer charge, total amount due and account address.
Only residential accounts were retained for this study, and the utility was
not willing to provide cut-off data.

Utilizing the street address, it was

possible to identify the Census Tract in which any particular account
resided.

Thus, i nformation on income, poverty status, and housing

characteristics of the "neighborhood" for each account could be found in the
Census Tract data.

This information was merged with the water data.

After

deleting those observations with missing values for the amount of water
consumed and other variables the final data set contained about 70,000
5

observations.

This represents monthly data for approximately 19,000

individual accounts spread geographically over 47 Census Tracts of the
Columbia SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area).

The sample consists

of urban as well as suburban households, because the city provides water and
sewer services both within and outside of the city limits.
Water and sewer rates are higher for those customers outside the city
limits.

Because of this systematic variation in price, we split the sample

and performed separate statistical analyses for the two subsamples.

Sample

means and standard deviations for the two subsamples are shown in Table 1,
while group means for broad income classes are shown in Table 2.
The higher marginal and average price for the suburban subsample are
evident from Table . l. · Delinquency rates are also hi~her, on average, for the
suburban customers.

That water consumption increases and delinquency rate

decreases as household income rises is reflected in the income class
groupings in Table 2.
The results from estimating equation (1), using ordinary least squares
regression techniques, are shown in Table 3.

Separate analyses were

performed for the urban and suburban sub-samples.

Although both marginal

price and average price measures have the hypothesized negative sign and are
statistically significant, the average price measure is statistically more
robust.

In the log-log specifications, the estimated elasticities with

respect to the price variable are -.52 and -.29 (marginal price) and -1.24
and -1.15 (average price) for the urban and suburban samples, respectively.
In general, these estimates of price effect are consistent with the
hypothesis that water consumption is more responsive to ex-post average price
than to ex-ante marginal price.
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Table 1
Sample Means and Standard Deviations
(Standard Deviations in Parentheses)
Variable
Name

Units

Symbol

Sub-Sample

I
Water Consumption
Marginal Price
Average Price

Delinquency Rate

100 cubic
ft/month

Q

Urban

Suburban

11. 78
(10.14)

11.59
(8.43)

$/100
cubic ft.

MP

.49
(.10)

.74
(.15)

$/100
cubic ft.

AP

1.07
(. 29)

1.55
(. 37)

.21
(. 72)

.41
(.79)

22,239
(6,535)

26,948
(6,415)

Ratio of Past
Due to Current
Monthly Bill

DEL

Household Income

$ per year

Y.

Weather

Sunnner Months:
Ratio of Mean
Max. Temperature
to Avg. Precip.
Nonsummer months:

w

Sample Size

N

7

35,997

32,601

Table 2
Sample Means by Income Class

Subsample
Income Class

Urban

$10-20,000

Suburban

$20-30,000

>$30,000

$10-20,000

$20-30,000

>$30 , 000

Variable:
Water Consumption (Q)

11.28

11.64

14.84

10.08

11.42

12 .45

Household
Income (Y)

11,835

22,292

50,029

14,692

23,629

34, 900

Delinquency
Rate (DEL)

.30

.19

.12

.49

.47

. 25

Sample Size

1,583

31,865 ·

1,190

719

20,361

9,605

-'-..
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Table 3
Estimated Regression Coefficients, Household Water Consumption
Related to Price, Income and Other Variables
[Urban and Suburban Subsample)
Specif i cation Alternative:
Average Price

Estimated Coefficients
For:

Constant

Li near
Urban
Suburban
27.20
(94.23)

32.65
(109.il)

Urban

Log-Log
·suburban

7 . 33
(54.96)

9.11
(57.35)

- .16
(-92.59)

y

.00011
(6.55)

w
Y•W

Linear
Urban
Suburban
17.01
(48.55)

13.82
(39.02)

Log- Log
Urban Suburban
.37
(2.60 )

.5
( 3. 10)

-16.25
- 5.66
-.52
- .29
(-30.67) (-17.55 ) (-32.99) ( - 18. 41)

MP

AP

Marginal Price

.13
(-112.98)

-

-

-

-

.0001
(- 6.22)

.07
(5.44)

-.10
(-7.44)

.0001
(11.90)

.0001
.15
( 8 .23) (10.58)

- .01
(-1.76)

- . 008
(-1. 00)

- .001
( - . 24)

- . 001
(- .20)

- . 008
(- .96)

- . 002
(- . 21)

3.56E-07
(1.09)

-9.84E-09
-.04)

-3.12E-05
(0.7)

5.26E-05
( .11)

.20

-

- 1.15
(-117.55)

.30

.31

.28

(t - ratios in parentheses)
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4.31E-07 8.95E-00
(1.21)
(.27)
.03

.01

- . 002
(- .32)

.16
(9.84)
- . 00L.
(- .60 )

.0001
(.33)

(.61)

.03

.02

. 000L

Income effects are statistically significant, but in some cases of the
"wrong" sign.

The estimated income elasticities in the log-log

specifications range from -.10 to .16.

The relative weakness of the income

effects are also seen in the sample means by income class shown in Table 2,
which indicates that average consumption per household increases only from
about 11 units per month to about 15 units per month as household income
increases from $15,000 to $50,000.
The most notable effect of household income is its inverse relationship
with the delinquency rate.

As shown in Table 2, the delinquency rate varies

from .12 in the highest income class to .49 in the lowest income class.

To

assess the relative effects of income and price on the delinquency rate, the
delinquency" relationship, equation 2), is estimated in · the same alternative
functional forms as were used for the demand equation.
In general, the results shown in Table 4 are consistent with the
hypothesis that income has a relatively strong negative effect on the
delinquency rate, and that this effect is much stronger than income's
positive effect on consumption.

Low income households find it more difficult

to remain current in paying water bills, their delinquency rates are higher,
and consequently, they are much more likely to face cutoff.

Delinquency

rates are also strongly positively related to average price, with an
elasticity in the range of +2 to +4.

Conclusions
This study has estimated the effects of price and household income on
water consumption and on the delinquency rate of water bills, making use of a
large sample of individual households.

We find that the ex-post average

price is a statistically more robust determinant of demand than is ex-ante
10

marginal price.

The elasticity of quantity demanded with respect to average

price is generally larger than its elasticity to mar ginal price, which is
consistent with the notion that households tend to r espond to the total water
and sewer service bill, rather than to the marginal price of water alone.
With respect to delinquency in payment of water bills, our results
indicate a relatively strong inverse relationship between household income
and delinquency rates.

Low income households are much more likely to be in

arrears than higher income households.

Since bill delinquency eventually can

lead to service cutoff, the burden of increased water and sewer service rates
includes the loss of service by some households.
These findings suggest a dilemma in the pricing of water services.
Since the income elasticity of demand is relatively low, economic growth does
not bring large revenue growth for the water system.

Further, since the

elasticity of demand with respect to marginal price is relatively low, the
water system has an incentive to increase the marginal price as revenue needs
increase.

This trend leads to increased cutoffs of low income households,

which not only leads to substandard living conditions, but also raises public
health concerns.

Water and sewer service, therefore, has some

characteristics of a public good, in the sense that if my neighbor's service
is cut off, both of us suffer.
The design of rates for water service should take these public goods
considerations into account.

On the one hand, marginal price should be high

enough for upper levels of consumption so that overuse and waste is
discouraged.

On the other hand, the average price for basic consumption

levels should be low enough so that low income households do not face cutoff.
Our research on cutoff rates in some smaller cities (not the city sampled for
this study) suggest that cutoff rates in a given month may run as high as 5
11

Table 4
Estimated Regression Coefficients, Water Bill Delinquency
Rates Related to Price, Income and Other Variables
Log-Log

Linear
Urban

Suburban

Urban

Suburban

Constant

.23
(9.91)

.45
(13.33)

- 7.07
(-10.59)

-10.23
(-17.02)

AP

.001
(7.37)

.002
(18.04)

2.08
( 39.67)

4.42
(119.17)

- .0001
(-8.47)

-.0001
(-16.35)

- . 82
(-13.39)

-1 . 40
(-26.21)

.005
(.25)

.02
(.80)

-.003
(-.13)

-.00
(-.64)

Estimated
Coefficients
For:

y

-

w

.0001

(- .12)

Y.W
(

R2

1.70E-08
.66)
.01

.001
(1.21)
-3.24E-08
(-1. 03)

.OS

.03

(t - ratios in parentheses)
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.37

to 7 percent of the total number of customers at prevailing rate l evels.
Innovative pricing schemes, which balance the effic i ency goals ca l ling for
marginal cost pricing with the equity and public goods goals calling for
cutoff avoidance, should be the order of business in the design of water
service rates.
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This report outlines a step by step methodology designed to assist the
South Carolina Water Resources Commission (SCWRC) in evaluating the
potential beneficial impacts of a proposed interbasin transfer as specified
in the regulations (121-12.9) of the Interbasin Transfer Act of 1985.
swmnary, this methodology includes procedures to:

In

define the study area;

estimate the present water use in the area; estimate the foreseeable future
water use in the a rea; calculate the available, transferable excess water
in the area; estimate the direct benefits of the transfer; and determine
the appropriate t i me period for the requested transfer permit.

1.

Define the Study Area.
The losing and receiving study areas are defined as those Census

Divisions (CD's) affected by the transfer, as identified by SCWRC through
SCWRC's public hearings and/or other procedures.
The study area is defined using the aggregation of subcounty areas
(CD's) rather than by river basin boundaries because of the need to be as
specific as possible.

The proposed transfer will have different impacts

depending on whether it is at the headwaters or near the mouth of a
sub-basin.

County boundaries are not used since they do not correspond

very closely to t he river basin boundaries and would correspond even less
to subcounty areas identified as being affected by the transfer.

Although

Cox and Shabman (1985, p. 4) argue for the use of political boundaries such
as counties because of data availability and for negotiation purposes,
these reasons do not outweigh the advantage of more geographically specific

2

information gained by using CD's.

Figure 1 shows a study area for a

hypothetical interbasin transfer.

2.

Present Use
An estimate of the present water use in the losing study area will be

made for major types of water use (Residential/Municipal (R), Agricultural
(A) and Industrial (I)).

Estimates from the SCWRC and the Strom Thurmond

Institute Water Study (STIWS) of present water use by these types at the CD
level will be aggregated for all uses and for all CD's in the study area to
derive an estimate of the total present water use in the study area,

This estimate of TPUSTI will be adjusted if necessary due to
additional information obtained by the SCWRC through their permit
application process (public hearings, etc.).

When an application is made

to the SCWRC for a transfer, the SCWRC will notify the three known groups
of water users in the study area to report their present use.

1

Any

additional evidence that is made available (e.g., through public hearings)
will of course be taken into account.

For example, Section 121-12.9.B(l)

stipulates that the SCWRC must "consider projected stream uses."

It is

interpreted here that "projected stream uses" are those that are known to
be planned or scheduled to occur in the immediate future.

These would be

increases in water use which may not have occurred by the time of
application, but have a relatively high probability of occurring.

This

would include projects for which considerable planning and/or construction

1
As identified in the Regulations, i.e., Water Use Reporting User,
NPDES permit holders, Interbasin transfer permit holders.

·1

II
I

l

I
iI

• I
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I I
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l
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has already started.

While this level of additional water use is not

certain, there is a relatively high probability attached to its occurrence.
This increased level of water use will be estimated based on
information gathered by the SCWRC in public hearings and other sources and
considered in determining the total present water uses of the study area.
The staff of the SCWRC will estimate a "water budget 112 for the affected
area to determine the total water needs.

This adjusted total use (TPU d.)
a J

will be the "official" level of present use for the permit application
review process.

3.

Other In-Stream Uses
An estimate of "Other In-Stream Water Use Requirements" (OTHER) will

be obtained from SCWRC for the study area.

This level of other water needs

will include water requirements for recreation, navigation, etc., and will
be added to the total water use from Step 2.
Therefore, the "official" level of present use (or present · water
needs) for the permit application review process measured in millions of
gallons per day (mgd) will be:
TPUall = TPUadj + OTHER

4.

Transferable Excess
The level of total water available in the study area will be

determined by the SCWRC, that is, the total stream flow (TF) for the study

..,
"-The "water budget" will determine the net water requirements for the
study area, factoring in withdrawals, return flows and net consumption by
section of the stream.

4

area.

3

Using thi s level of total flow (TF), the transferable excess amount

of water (TE) available to be transferred from the losing basin will be
calculated by subtracting the total present level of water requirements
(all uses) from the total stream flow.
TE= TF - TPU

all

If the Requested Transfer (RT) is greater than TE, then the permit
request should be rejected or the amount requested reduced.

If the TE is

greater than the RT (or the applicant is willing to reduce the requested
transfer) then the permitting process can continue to the next stage of the
evaluation.
Therefore, the decision process is:
If RT> TE; reject permit or revise RT downward
If RT< TE; theh proceed with permit evaluation process.

4

3
This could be the 7Q10 level or some other measure as determined by
SCWRC.
4At this po i nt the requirements for Section 121.12.9.1 will have been
satisfied, that i s, present use will be protected and the foreseeable
future water use will have been considered in the study area. If the RT is
available, then proceed to the analysis below. Al l dollar estimates of
benefits will be in discounted present value terms (using an appropriate
discount rate over the number of years determined i n the permit evaluation
by the Commission).
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5.

Benefits to Receiving Area

5.1

Direct Benefits
Direct benefits will be estimated according to the type of use as

requested in the permit as follows:
Type of Use

Direct Benefits

Residential/Municipal

p

Agricultural

P.

l.

* RT = DBA

Industrial

P.

* RT = BDI

Hydroelectric

p

';~

';~

r

l.

e

RT

Qe

= DB r

= D~

where
P

= Residential/Municipal price of water (as specified in the permit

r

application).

P. = Industrial price of water (as specified in permit application or
1
calculated by SCWRC).
P

e

= Price of electricity (as determined by SCWRC).

RT = Quantity of water (mgd) requested to be transferred (as specified
in permit application).
= Quantity of electricity produced by RT gallons of water by the

hydro plant requesting the transfer and by all downstream
hydro plants.

It is assumed here that unit water prices reflect the value of the
marginal product of water as a productive input (e.g., manufacturing use)
or the marginal utility when used as a consumption good (e.g.,
residential).

The value of water in agricultural use is not known and

6

therefore the industrial price of water is used as a proxy.

While this is

a rough approximation, it precludes the rather difficult task of attempting
to determine water's contribution to any resultant marginal change in farm
output.

Howe and Easter (1971) have argued that the price of water may be

the appropriate measure of net direct benefits (net benefits defined as
gross benefit less costs of transporting and delivering the water).

They

suggest that "In the absence of knowledge of the entire demand function,
the price of water in an area may, under appropriate conditions, be used as
an upper bound on the willingness to pay for water (and thus on the direct
benefits from wate r).

They further state that

11
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price indicates the

net direct benefit s to the water user at the margin of application."

(Howe

and Easter, 1971, p. 24).
In addition t o these known direct benefits, unless all of the water
transferred is consumed (which is unlikely), there will be . an increase in
stream flow downstream from the point of transfer resulting from the return
flow from the original users . . As Howe and Easter state, "when a new supply
of water is diverted from some source by a user, only part of that water is
actually evaporate d or absorbed in crops or products.
be used again."

(Howe and Easter, p. 24).

The rest . . . may

This increased stream flow may

be minimal or could be substantial in proportion to the existing levels.
In addition, these increased stream flows may extend well beyond the
sub-basin in which the requested transfer takes place.
While these increased flows may have an immediate impact on hydro
plant production (which has already been included in the estimate of direct
benefits above), it is unlikely that this increase in stream flow will have
any other immediate impact on agricultural or industrial production
activity or be reflected very quickly in land values in the area.

There

7

could be a shift in the mix of water use from various sources due to the
increase in surface flows (i.e., shifting from ground water use to surface
water use) but this would be unlikely to substantially affect production
levels and again would probably not be immediate.

There could also be a

reduction in the amount of reuse, recycling and treatment due to an
increase in surface water availability, but the benefits resulting from
this would probably be relatively small (and extremely difficult to
quantify).
In light of the difficulties in determining and quantifying these
return flow benefits and due to their relatively small, short-term impacts,
only the direct benefits from the original use in residential, agricultural
and industrial application (DBUSE) and the additional hydro generation
(DBH) are consider ed as net direct benefits in this analysis.
Therefore:
m
Total Net Direct Benefits (TDB) =

wD~A
t=o
'

or I + D~)

Where PV = Discounted present value
t = time 0, 1, 2

...

m

m = number of years of permit
5.2

Indirect Benefits
In addition to the direct benefits of the proposed transfer,

there may be secondary or indirect benefits resulting from the transfer.
However, these indirect benefits will only occur through the failure of the
market system to work [such as the existence of unemployed workers who find
employment due to the economic activity associated with the water transfer]
(Howe and Easter p. 27).

If these indirect benefits do occur, they will

only be temporary, lasting only during the early stages of the transfer

8

during the time that there are immobile resources available.

In the longer

term, it is assumed that all factors will be mobile and fully employed.
However, Howe and Easter have argued, "it will be difficult to determine
which of the resources employed directly or indirectly by a project will be
drawn from the unemployed during the projects' construction period and _
operating life" (Howe and Easter, _p. 27).

In addition, it is difficult to

determine the geographical boundaries of any indirect benefits that do
occur.

They may be realized well beyond the study area defined for the

purposes of the permit evaluation or for that matter, beyond the immediate
counties or the state.
Therefore, in light of these difficulties, this analysis will
recognize the possibility of indirect benefits occurring as a result of the
proposed transfer, but there will be no attempt to quantify these indirect
benefits in the permit evaluation. 5

6.

Cost/Benefit of Hydro Losses
The methodology outlined in this study protects to a great extent all

downstream users from being damaged by the proposed transfer except
downstream hydroelectric plants.

A hydro plant located downstream of a

transfer that results in a net decrease in the flow of water to that plant
will suffer a loss in generating capacity.

These losses represent the

major direct "costs" associated with the interbasin transfer.

These costs

must be estimated and compared to the benefits that are expected from the

5

step 5 satisfies the part of Section 121-12 . 9.S of the regulations
that requires the SCWRC to consider the beneficial impacts on the State and
its local subdivisions of the proposed transfer.
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transfer.

The direct costs associated with the lost hydrogeneration can be

estimated by several methods, one of which is outlined in Wilder and Miley
(1986).

Only those transfers that result in benefits greater than the

hydro related costs should be allowed.
These "costs" may need to be paid by the transfer applicant to the
losing hydro facility to compensate them for their loss.

The SCWRC could

facilitate this compensation procedure.

7.

Permit Evaluation
It is general ly accepted that the underlying intent of the Interbasin

Transfer Act is to facilitate and allow interbasin transfers if and only if
the transfer will be beneficial and if present and future water users in
the donor basin are protected from suffering damages due to any reductions
in stream flow caused by the transfer.

As such, this methodology is

designed to evaluate transfer requests in a manner so that only those .
requests that are beneficial and that result in no loss (except possible
lost hydro generation) to the donor area will be allowed.
This task is complicated by the need to try to protect future riparian
owners (and other nonriparian owners in the community) from being damaged.
Protecting future water needs has been included in guidelines for transfers
in other states such as Florida.

The Florida Department of Environmental

Regulations provides guidelines for inter-district transfers of water that
require districts to consider among other criteria:

"the donor district's

present and projected water needs and whether they can still be met if the
transfer occurs" (Kemp, 1982, p. 16).

Such damages could take the form of

riparian landowners in the donor region suffering a decline in property
values due to the reduction in stream flows.

Some protection must be given
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to the future activity that could occur in the donor region if the stream
flow had not been reduced by the transfer.

If the transfer resulted in a

supply of water i nsufficient to support an activity that would have
occurred otherwise, then someone in the donor region could suffer damages.
On the other hand, it has also been argued that future water needs
don't need to be protected.

Johnson and Knippa have argued that "the

modern trend of t he cases is to refrain from granting relief against
transbasin divisions to riparians who have no present need for the water."
(Johnson and Knippa, 1965, p. 1036).

In terms of economic efficiency, they

state that "when a water project is involved, there is the added risk that
protection of future needs of the originating basin will cause waste of
water until such time as those needs develop" (Johnson
p. 1060).

&

Knippa, 1965,

Nonetheless, the 1985 Act is interpreted as requiring the need

to protect those future needs in the donor basin and this methodology is
therefore designed to accomplish this.
In Step 4 of this evaluation process, the quantity of excess water
available (TE) to be transferred from the stream in the donor area was
determined (based on present use and the immediately foreseeable future
use).

However, to protect the landowners and possible future activity in

the donor basin from incurring any damages due to a lack of water because
of the transfer, unplanned but certainly possible future water needs must
be considered and protected if possible from being damaged by the requested
transfer.

Therefore, projections of future use in the study area will be

used to help protect these possible, future users in the donor region.
These projections will be obtained from Strom Thurmond Institute Water
Study (STIWS).
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In an effort to protect these future ~ater needs, it will first be
determined if the transfer will be allowed and then it will be determined
how long the transfer permit should be allowed.

If there is an available

excess of water based on the present and known, planned uses, the requested
permit will be allowed.

It will be allowed until the time in the future

when growth in water needs in the area is expected to exhaust the available
excess (given the transfer has been allowed to take place).

8.

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Water Needs of the Losing Basin
The future water use for the study area will be obtained from the

estimates of water use by type of use provided by STIWS.
Future Use (FU ) = Residential (R) + Agriculture (A)
·+ Industrial (I)+ OTHER
It is generally accepted that there is less certainty attached to the
estimated level of future water needs compared to present and current
planned levels of use described in Step 2 above.

However, these estimates

are based on the best information available and are the best indication of
the future needs in the area, and thus will be used in the evaluation
process.

9.

Adjusted Future Water Needs of the Losing Basin
In addition to this estimate of future use, a factor for possible

extraordinary growth in the donor region will be used to adjust this level
of future use.

This can be interpreted as a safety factor to insure the

users in the donor basin are not damaged even if the projections of future
use from Step 7 are not completely accurate.
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Therefore, the "official" future level of water use for this
evaluation p·r ocess will be:
FU d' =FU* (Adjustment Factor)
a J

It is recommended that a factor of 16 percent is used for this
adjustment factor but the official "factor" should be established by the

SCWRC. 6

10.

Permit Duration
As stated above, the permit will be issued until the expected growth

in total water needs in the study area reaches the total available supply
(TF), less the transferred quantity of water (RT).

Annual estimates of

total water use in the study area from Step 9 (FU d.) will be compared to
a J
total supply in t he area (TF), as defined by Step 4.

The year in which the

estimated annual future use (FU d.). equals the available stream flows (TF a J
RT), will be the year in which the permit will terminate.

That is, the

permit duration (t = number of years) will be determined when:
FUadj(t) = (TF - RT)t
where t = year 0, 1, 2, ... , m.

Such a situation is demonstrated in Figure 2.

In this example, annual

estimates of future use plus the adjustment factor are shown by the line
TPUall FUadj"

Here future use becomes equal to total flow less requested

6sixteen percent is equal to one standard deviation from the mean in
the growth rates of total population in the 46 counties between 1970 and
1980.
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transfer in year t.

Thus, the permit duration would be fort years.

Of

course, forecasted future levels of water use for the area may not reach
the available supply less transfers during the forecast period.

In this

case, as shown in Figure 3, an allowable permit duration could be to the
end of the forecast period (2005 in the STIWS).

In general terms, the

permit duration would be the maximum of 20 years or the time period derived
here (t), whichever is less.

11.

Concluding Comments
The above methodology is viewed as being a conservative approach to

implementing the Interbasin Transfer Act of 1985.

Extreme consideration is

given to protecting current and future water needs in the donor region.
allowing the permit duration to be determined in the manner described,
policy makers are given the opportunity to reassess a transfer license at
the point where downstream landowners and water users may begin to incur
costs.

Thus, present users are protected and the rights of future users

have been considered given the best information currently available.

By
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Figure 2
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I. SUMMARY
A. The Task
The assignment in the project consists of "a review of existing

· studies for various systems on future needs."
Meroorandum dated June 27, 1984.)

(Exhibit l.b1 page 7 of

After discussion with various merrbers of

the project team, the follc:wing definition was given to the above words:

1. The work involves a systematic search of the literature for
studies and reports that involve the projecting and forecasting
of current and future water needs in the State of South carolina.
2. When feasible, these documents will be classified according to the
follc:wing categories:
a. Public supply1
b. Self-supplied or dorrestic1
c. Agricultural irrigatiom
d. Agricultural livestock1
e. Self-supplied iniustrial1
f. Thenroelectric pc,,,.er.
(Mditional categories were to be added if needed1 ha.vever this class
ification system proved to be infeasible and was not used.)
B. The Results
There are only a limited nurrber of ?,]blications on South carolina
water resource projection and forecast needs, both current and future,
that are available.

With the exception of the work of the Water Resources

Conmission and the water·~esources Research Institute, Clemson University,
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this conclusion applies
However,

such

the state and its local governments.

to

a picture should probably be expected for blo reasons.

First, the state possesses a bountiful rainfall.

Secom, continoous, ·

catt:>rehensive research has been underway for only a few years.
Serious.water prd::>lems have becane apparent only in the past blo
decades.
The availability of detailed reports at local levels is probably

equally scarce, but each local situation nust be examined on its own
merits.

'There are a significant mmt>er of local reports on related

infonnation-population, ecorany, land use, and other factors.
Sare

publications, such as the local and substate regional

planning reports, proved to be too numerous
in this report.

to be

listed irxlividually

Since few of these dOC\meilts contained infonnation

directly useful for water forecasts arxi projections, the ones listed
here may be said to be "representative."
Infonnation about water laws, adopted arxi proposed, is sut:mitted
for infornational purposes.
II. THE BIBLICGRAPHY

A. Introduction
'lbe term nonnally applies here only to published bcx:>ks, roono
graphs, articles, and other publications.
ed elsewhere in the report.
:·

Other sources are iroicat

"Primary Publications" means published
• .

•

L

- •

!....

material, including infonnation that generally deals directly with
the projection and/or forecasting of current and future water needs.
'lbe phrase "Related Publicati.ons" includes dOC\meilts and reports that
forecast data necessary for projections and forecasts-population,
typography, land use, economic base, and others.

"Other State
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Sources" consists of several state laws and a proposed statute on water
resources that have come into being in the last few years.
B. Primary Publications
1. Duke, James
Carolina.

w.

Municipal and Industrial waste Use in South

Columbia, South Carolina:

South Carolina Water Resources

'
Corrmission,
1976.

This study presents the estinated fresh water requirements in South
Carolina in 1976.
sub-basin.

The municipal water supply estinates are shown for each

A rrore detailed _sunmary is given for each county in each of

the sub-basins.

Information is also supplied about (1) the daily per

capita use for domestic and industrial consumers, (2) the water supply
capacity of different water systems, and (3) the population served.

The

industrial water use data came through a joint effort by the South
Carolina Water Resources Corrmission and the South Carolina Depart.merit of

labor.
2. Johnson, F. A., George E. Siple, and T. Roy Cl.urmings.

A

Reconnaissance of the Water Resources of Pickens County, South Carolina.
Colurrt,ia, South Carolina:

South Carolina water Resources PlpIUling and

Coordinating Comnittee (prepared by the United States Geological Survey,
Water Resources Division, in cooperation with the Pickens County Planning
and

DeveloEffient Conmission), Report No. 1, 1968.
The ground water of the county is of good to excellent quality for

domestic, rrunicipal, and industrial uses.

Most of the waters sarrpled were

soft, slightly acidic, and low in dissolved solids.
investigation was

to

The purpose of the

collect sufficient information on the occurrence and

characteristics of surfa~e and ground water

to

appraise these resources.

The data will be useful in the planning of future water resources pro-
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jects, and in pointing out specific areas where rrore detailed evalua
tion may be needed.

Future water needs are not dealt with in detail.

3. Lonon, Gerald E., Christopher B. Burnette, and Harriet J.
water use in South carolina, 1980.

Morris.

Cohmi:>ia, South carolina:

South carolina Water Resources Ccmnission Report No. 138, May, 1983 •

.
About 5.8 billion gallons of water ~e witlmawn daily in South
carc:Hina in 1980 by public suppliers, rural users (danestic, 1ive
stock, and irrigation), industry and thentoelectric power plants
ninety-six percent from surface-water sources1 four percent fran
grourxi water sources.

Appraxinately ninety-four percent was returned

without being consumed-the greatest nonwitlmawal
electric power production.

user

being hydro

Other nonwitlmawal uses, such as rec

reation, navigation, fish and wildlife habitat, and waste disposal,
are difficult to quantify and are not addressed in this report.

Data

conpilations are presented by county and river sub-basin for five
categories:

(1) public supply (excluding industrial p.1rchases),

(2) rural (domestic, livestock, and irrigation), (3) industry
(purchased and self-supplied), (4) therrroelectrical ~ r , and (5)
hydroelectric power with data tabulation for each use divided by
source, i.e., surface or grourxi water.
Water-use data in the report are thooght to be the best avail
able estimations of actual 1980 use.

Reporting was generally volun

tary, althoogh source users ~e required to report in conjunction

with regulatory pr(XJrams.
ly DHEC reports.

Public supply figures ~e based on rronth

Rural figures were obtained generally by applying

per capita estimates to the population not served by municipal or
water districts.

Livestock use was based on farm animal nurrber and

irrigation use on estima.ted acreage.

Therm:> and hydro electric plant
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usage obtained from owners of the facilities was considered irost accurate.
Industrial use was based on voluntary reports to the State Labor
Department.

Trends and projections to the year 2000 are plotted with an

anticipated decline in grc:Mth rate due to conservation and reuse rather
than decline in demam.

4. Snyder, H. Stephen (Project Director).
Assessment.

Colurri:>ia, South Carolina:

South Carolina State Water

South Carolina Water Resources

Comnission (State water Plan, SOffiC Report No. 140), Septerrber, 1983.
This report is the first statewide water resource assessment; it
was

prepared urxier the direction of the Comnission with assistance from

various state and federal agencies.

The report provides background infor

mation toward the development of a state water plan.

A wide variety of

statewide information and sub-basin information is presented.
and sub-basin reference is also provided.

A county

The various water resource

principles , terminology, and study methodologies are explained to some
degree.
The base year was 1980.

The data presented are generally average

or trend-line data, and in some cases specific for the base year.

Pro

jections (for population and water use) were made for the years 1990,
2000, 2010, and 2020.

Population figures are derived fran preliminary

1980 u. S. Bureau of the Census data, which may vary from the final 1980
figures.
This document is an excellent work.

Its information is presented in

an easily accessible and highly readable form.
5.

Southeast Basins Inter-Agency Comnittee.

Water Resource Region.

South Atlantic-Gulf

Specific Problem Analysis, Main Report, 1975

National Assessment of Water and Related Land Resources, Vol. 1, December,
1977.
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The 1975 National water Assessment was designed to identify and

describe natural and state/regional viewpoints regarding existing
(1975-1985) and emerging (1985-2000) severe water and water-related
land resource prcblemc; for the entire nation and each of its blo water
resource regions.

Volllne I focuses on the South Atlantic-Gulf water

Resources Region which includes all of the States of South Carolina
and Florida, and parts of the States of Virginia, North Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and wuisiana.
illustrated with figures, tables and maps.

The st\.Xiy is liberally

water withdrawals,

consurrption, inst.ream uses, and water supply/demand are addressed on
a nulti-state regional basis rather than specifically for the State
of South Carolina.
6.

u. s.

water Resources Council.

The Nation's water Resources:

The Secorxi National water Assessrrent by the

u. s.

water Resources

Council, April, 1978.
This assessrrent divided the twenty-one water resources regions
within the

u.

S. into 106 sub-regions for which data were collected

and coiTpiled.

Enphasis was placed on three phases:

nationwide .

analysis, specific problem analysis, and national problems analysis.
Ten pages of the report deal with the South Atlantic~lf Region of
which South Carolina is a pa.rt, but no segment addresses the State of

South Carolina with specificity.
7. water Use in South Carolina:

1970.

South Carolina water

Resources Comnission, March, 1971.
The purpose of this inventory was to provide needed infornation
on current and projected demapds for water use within the State of
South Carolina.

This infonnation, coupled with other current project

ed demarxis on the resource, provides engineers, planners, scientists
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and

other interests with objectives which nust be met in an orderly and

efficient manner.

The rei;x,rt was compiled from individual questionnaires

coopleted by officials of rrunicipalities, ~ustries, and p:,wer generating
facilities.

A field check was made by the staff of the South Carolina

Water Resources Comnission to insure completeness, accuracy, and
uniformity.
County maps are included to show locations of surface-water systems,
grourxi-water systems, power-generating facilities, waste water discharge
i;x,ints, and other information pertinent to the developrrent and utilization
of the State's water resources.
8. Zielinski, Paul B. and Joseph Vorgetts, Jr. A Five Year Plan of
Water Resource Research.

Clemson, South Carolina:

Clemson University,

water Resources Research Institute, Rei;x,rt No. 91, 1980.
This publication was prepared as part of an effort to devise a five
year plan of research goals for the state programs according to the
Federal water Resources Act of 1978.

(P. L. 95-467:

Title I, Sec. 101

(6) (4); Sec. 103 (b), and Sec. 106).

The rei;x,rt emphasizes identifying

the specifi c water resources research needs of the state by .d istributing
survey questionnaires-largely to the i;x,tential users of research data.
A search of the published information was also carried out.

Priorities

were assigned to the research categories based on the effort described.
The research included coordination with government agencies to identify
areas of overlapping interest and functions with errphasis on South
Carolina.
The document includes data on the meteorological, hydrological, and
geological characteristi9s of the state.

The publication describes pre

vious water and related planning activities and water resources develop
ment programs.

Water agency professionals derived the majority of
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problenE considered, and served as the principal resporxients in the
survey.

The

state's i.rrportant water problems may be classified in

three general categories, in order of priority-(1) water quality, (2)

water resources planning and management, and (3) water quantity.
'l'he

report presents an excellent overview of the water resources

research needs, although it is five years old; however, it does not
contain any projections of forecasts, with one exception.

This brief

portion of the document gives brief socio-econanic and volumetric data
(for the state as a whole) for the decennial years of 1980, 1990, and
2000.

c.

Related Publications

1. Bloxham,

w.

M., George E. Siple, and T. Ray CUmnings.

Resources of Spartanburg County, South carolina.
carolina:
the

u.

water

Coluni:>ia, South

South carolina Water Resources Conmission•.

(Prepared by

S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, in cooperation

with Spartanburg Ccxmty Planning and Devel~t Ccmnission), Report
No. 3, 1970.
The

streams of the county supply many times the quantity of.

water required in 1970.

Total witimawal of streamflow is about 500

cfs or 33,000,000 gallons per day-sane four percent of the rrean
annual flow.

Low-flow characteristics are i.rrportant factors in the

utilization of streamflow during critical periods.

The magnitude,

duration, and frequency of low flows are analyzed to determine the
available streamflows and to develop draft-storage relations.

It is

an excellent backgrourxi study; there are no projections of future

water use.

2. BrOC>ks, Olristopher L. and others.
Coluni:>ia, South carolina:

Pee Dee

framer,.,,1Qrk Study.

South carolina Water Resources Comnission,
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Report No. 118, January, 1977.
River basin plans provide an overview of the impact various
. water uses will have on the river system.

These plans develop alternative

methods for the rost efficient and effective utilizations of the state's
water resources while at the same time help to establish guidelines for
cooperation at various levels of government and serve as the basis for
·state water policy.
This study includes basic information that is of value for water
resources planning at the local, regional, and state levels.

The data

cover population trends-river basin, regional and country (regional) as
well as economic trends.

It also covers stream information on the various

streams in the region for both fresh water and tidal salt waters.

Perhaps

the rost valuable information for the purposes of this bibliography are
found in the following chapters:

VII. Existing and Future Municipal and

Industrial Water Use and VIII. Public Utilities.
3. Chesley, Stephen C. Coastal Surrmaries:
Colurrbia, South Carolina:

A SCWRC Source Book.

South Carolina water Resources Corrrnission,

SCWRC Report No. 135, January, 1982.
This report is a reference for coastal information conpiled by the
Conrnission during the period 1970-1980.

Designed as a source of support

ing information for other documents, it includes an overview of twenty
eight reports grouped into four major categories:

(1) environmental and

biological studies; (2) stream, estuary, and river studies; (3) ground
water studies; and (4) tideland and planning studies.
The report also includes an overview of coastal water resources
planning and a selected 9ibliography on subject matter related to the
coastal area.
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4. Coleman , Foster D. and Joe A. Coleman.

Inventory of Lakes in

South carolina Ten Acres or More in Surface Area.
carolina:

Coluni)ia, South

South carolina water Resources Coomission, Report No. 119,

January, 1974.
This inventory consists of the lake name, principal use, estimat
ed surface area, estimated water-shortage capacity, and the location
for all lakes as defined.

While this report does not incorporate any

projections or forecasts, such data is basic to any water use or needs
estinates.

s.

Coluni::>ia Metropolitan water Quality Management Plan.

Coluni)ia, South carolina:

Central Midlaoos Regional Planning Council,

1979.

This particular study consists of the following series of planning documents:

Plan SlllTIIBrY
Technical Report Series
a. Introduction and Description of Planning Area
b. Inventories and Projections Appendix A:

Inventory of Point

Source Pollutant Discharges
c. I.and Use-Water Quality Relationships
d. Municipal waste Treatment System Needs
e. Environmental, Social and Economic Inpacts

£. Continuing Planning Program Recomnendations
g. Public Participation

h. Water Quality Sampling and Analysis
i. Hydrolic Calibration and Verification
j. water Quality Calibration and Verification
k. water Quality Sirrulation and Analysis
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1. Lake Murray Water Quality
m. Best Management Practices for Construction and Urban Stormwat.er
NoI1£X?int Sources
n. Nonpoint Source Control Programs for Construction and Urban
Storrrwater

Appendix A: Model Sediment Control Ordinance
Appendix B:

Model Storm Drainage Ordinance and Stormwater
Management Handbook

o. Management Introduction and Surrmary
p. Management Inventory and Constraints
q. Manpower Alternatives and Recomnendations
r. Manpower Irrplementation Program
The preparation of the Water Quality Managerrent Plan was conducted
under the framework of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendrrent
of 1972, which established national goals for restoring and maintaining
the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation's water.
The law includes two programs of particular importance to local
governrrents:
i.

Section #201 of the law requires the development of waste treat
rrent plans and authorizes grants for construction of publicly
owned treatrrent facility.

ii.

Section #208 deals with continuing areawide water quality
managerrent planning by local and state governments to develop
and

to carry out solutions to water pollution problems.

(According to a Federal court decision, #208, planning is
r equired for all land and waters of the United States.)

na.-1
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The titles of the Technical Reports that make up this study

illustrate the range and variety of subject matters.
While the study does not incorporate any water use projections or
forecasts, sare of the technical reports ioclude information that will
be useful to various groups.

'11'le rrost applicable information may be

obtained from the following reports:
·b. Inventories and Projections Appendix A:

Inventory of Point

Source Pollutant Discharges
c. Lard Use-Water Quality Relationships
d. Municipal waste Treatrrent Systems Needs
j. water Q.Jality calibration and Verification

k. water Q.Jality Sinulation and Analysis
1. lake Murray water Quality
o. Management Introduction and Sunm3ry
r. Management lrrplementation Program
The information prO'{ided in Technical Report No. 2 concerning

current and projected land use patterns, population, errploymerit, a11d
other data (including projected rrunicipal and industrial waste loads)
will be of particular value to interested persons.
6. I.eon Carrpbell and Associates.
and water Q.Jality Study:

CatJ>rehensive Water Resources

South Carolina Appalachian Region.

Pre

pared for the South Carolina Appalachian Regional Planning and Devel
o ~ t Conmission, August, 1970.
'11'lis study investigated the water resources, water supply, and
waste treatrrent facilities as they pertain to Cherokee, Spartanburg,
Greenville, Pickens, Oconee,~ Anderson counties.
The initial section of the report addresses the subject matter

in a general fashion, explaining methodologies errployed and making
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projections of domestic and industrial water demands.

The second section

covers water supply facilities pertaining to the six aoove mentioned
counties.

The remaining sections relate to pollution control facilities

and program development.

7. McNair, Gordon, Johnson and Karasiewicz, Architects-Engineers
Planners-Environmental Dynamics, Inc., Consulting Engineers.
This plan was prepared to determine the rrost economic means of meet
ing the year 2000 water needs of all residents of Lexington County, with
enphasis on the delineation of the anticipated growth areas of all
municipal and public water systems.

The plan inventories existing water

facilities, population distribution and water resources, sets goals, de
velops short/long range improvements, and makes recornnendations on plan
implementation.
8. Park, A. Drennon.

The Ground Water Resources of Sumter and

Florence Counties, South Carolina.

ColUITDia, South Carolina:

South

Carolina Water Resources Corrmission, Report No. 133, 1980.
The two counties have an abundant supply of good quality water.
Water users are dependent upon this supply; the two counties. rank among
the highest in the state for total ground water use.

More than 30,000,000

gallons per day are withdrawn for public use as well as industrial and
agricultural uses.

While the information is valuable for certain pro

jecting and forecasting purposes, the report does not contain any direct
projections or forecasting of water use.
9. Siple, George E.

Plain."

"Ground Water in the South Carolina Coastal

American Water Works Association Journal, Volume 49, No. 3

(1957), pp. 283-300.

· The coastal plain ground water resources compare favorably in both
quantity and quality with those of rrost other areas in the United States.
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Some of the silent features of the occurrence of ground water are

presented with particular errpiasis on the broad relationships with
geology, hydrology and geochemistry.

This paper does not include any

water use projections or forecasts.
10. South carolina Coastal Council.
Area Management Plan.

Hilton Head Island Special

Charleston and Colurrbia, South carolina, 1982.

· This document presents an overal 1 policy framework and program
to maintain the water resources, both fresh and salt water, of the
coastal islaoo that has developed into a nationally known recreation
and resort center.

state economies.

The islaoo plays a major role in the local and
Within the last decade, the island's developrrent has

caused increasing concern about the l0rY:1-term inplications for the
natural environment, public resources, aoo economy.

The 1982 year

normal population was about 14,000 with seasonal peak population
exceeding 40,000.

Some forecasts predict that these figures will

increase to 35,000 and 100,000.
The situation, both current and future, has created a nurnl:::er of

environmental problems.

The report contains chapters dealing with

water quality, wetlands, beaches and dunes, public access, and
cultural resources.

Each chapter covers issues, existing policies,

rules, aoo regulations, aoo management policies.

'nle report does not

include any forecast or estinates of current and future water needs.
11. South carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control.
Savannah River Basin water Quality Managerrent Plan, 1975.

This document is a water quality ma.nagerrent plan for the streams,
rivers, lakes and tri.butari~s and the total land and surface water
area in the Savannah Basin.

It identifies the Basin's water quality

problems and sets forth remedial programs for those problems.

The
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report devotes one segment to population analyses and projections and
stresses their importance in assessing current patterns of waste land
generation and future demands.

The publication has an abundance of

facility discharge inventory lists, target waste load applications and
data inventory tables.

The emphasis of this document is directed toward

water quality rather than water use analysis.
12. South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control,
Office of Environmental Quality Control.

Waste Quality Assessment, 1979-

Technical Report No. 018-82, April 1982 (prepared and edited by

1981.

John N. Knox and Larry E. Turner).
This document is intended as a general assessment of conditions,
controls and actions related to water quality in the state.

Information

is based on 171 stations of the state primary water quality sampling
station network now in effect.

The report studies current water quality

and recent trends as well as quality monitoring and control _programs.

While this assessment provides a broad overview of statewide water quality
conditions, it is inadequate as a reference for water use research.
13. Spigner, B.

c.

and Camille Ransom.

Report on Ground-Water

Conditions in the I.ow Country Area, South Carolina.
Carolina:

Columbia, South

South Carolina Water Resources Contnission, Report No. 132,

1979.
Ground water is the irost important source of water supplies in the
area.

Six major aquifers are identified.

There are several major ground

water problems in the area-water level declines, salt water contami
nation, local well interference, and others.

The report contains general

information about water m~e, but there are no future estimates.
14. Spigner, B.

c., Ken Stevens, and Wil liam C. Ceaser. Report

on the Ground-Water Resources of Horry and Georgetown Counties, South
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Carolina.

CohJ1tt>i a, South Carolina:

water Resources Ccmni.ssion,

(prepared by the South Carolina water Resources Ccmni.ssion, Geology
Hydrology-Division), Report No. 129, Decent:er, 1977.
The GrOUI'Xi

water Use Act of 1969 (Section 49-5 and 10, etc.)

calls for the establishment of capacity-use areas where necessary to
protect the interests and rights of property owners and the public in
the area of grourxi water resources.

The

greatest problem has oc:cured

in suburban areas particularly where nunicipal systems are not well

established and where aggregate demand on the aquifer is high.

Demand

of this nature requires coordination and regulation so as not to
exceed or threaten to exceed or otherwise threaten the renewal or
replenishrrent of water or arr.t part of it.
While there are no projections or forecasts of water use, the
study considers local water prct>lems that 1IUSt be taken into account
in determining future water needs.

o.

Other State Information
In addition to the publications considered or referred to in the

above sections, the State of South Carolina has enacted and pr()f'Osed
a m.moer of new laws concerning water resources in recent years.
These statutes have infonrational needs if they are to be administered
successfully.

This applies particularly to several permitting and

reporting systems that wi ll probably play an increasing role in
providing basic data about the water reSOJrces of the state.

The

following laws, enacted and proposed, are included here for informa
tional purposes.

Please refer to the appropriate statute for a

complete listing and understa.n<;iing of the contents of these laws:
1. The water Use and Reporting and Coordinating Act of 1982;

2. The Drought Reform Act of 1985;
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3. The Interbasin Transfer of Water Act of 1985;
4. The Proposed Infrastructure Authority.
Code of Laws of South carolina 1976 (Annotated)
1. The Water Use Reporting and Coordinating Act of 1982.

49-4-10 to 49-4-90
2. The Drought Response Act of 1985
49-23-10 to 49-23-100
3. The Interbasin Transfer of Water Act
49-21-10 to 49-21-60
4. The Proposed Infrastructure Authority
A copy of the proposed authority dated April 30, 1985.
1. The water Use Reporting and Coordination Act of 1982.

The Water Resources Conmission may require any person or entity that
uses surface of underground water for any purpose to report quarterly the
following information:
a. To identify and locate any sites or facilities, including the
drilling of a water well;
b. To give the source and location;
c. To provide the capacity and location of purrps or structures;
d. To furnish the nurrt>er and depth of wells or underground sources
for withdrawal or return;
e. To disclose any water treq.trrent;
f. To indicate the amount used, diverted, or withdrawn;
g. To reveal storage and treatrrent capacity;
h. To record for each discharge or return of water (a) the total
amount and (b) the location (name and location) of the receiving
l::xxiy of water or facility;
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i. To show the method used to detennine the anount of water:

j. To show the general use rrade of the water.
kly water user of 100,000 gallons or m:>re per day shall be
required to report.

Agricultural users (irrigation) rrust report each

year through the Cooperative Extension Service of Clemson University.
Metering devices are not required; estimates of water use will be
relied upon.

When drCU3ht or extreme low stream flow occurs, report

ing will be done on a quarterly basis.
· 2. The Drought Response .Act of 1985.

This statute assigns to the ~ter Resources Comnission the
responsibility to fornulate, coordinate, and execute a canprehensive
drought response plan which rrust be (a) consistent with the water
Resources Planning and Coordination .Act and (b) corrpati.ble with the
coaprehensive state water resources policy.

'1'1e Comnission rray

asserrble the following information:
a. Collect climatic and other data necessary to determine
drought corxtitions;
b. Make investigations in discharging its duties:

c. Determine levels of drought;
d. Establish drCU3ht management areas in order to:
i. Enable drCU3ht response to be accoaplished within defined

geographical areas;
ii. Prevent urxiue broad response to drought;

e. Establish drought alert phases and provide the following
kinds of notice:
i. Notify (1) munici~l and county governments in the
affected area, (2) persons on notification list, and
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(3) other appropriate agencies and individuals;
ii. Publish notice of each alert phase at least once in a
newspaper of general circulation in the affected area;
iii. Take any other appropriate action to answer an alert;
f. Establish a water user classification system;
g. Coordinate and irrplement responses to alert phases;
h. Promulgate regulations to fulfill its duties and purposes.
The Corrmission shall consult with the response Corrmittee which is
cooposed of two parts (1) a statewide conmittee corrposed of the appropri
ate state agencies and (2) a local corrmittee within each drought
management area.

The local coomittee shall consist of local government

officials as well as representatives of other local private_and public
interest.

The statewide coomittee has the responsibility of coordinating

planning and response within each drought management area after consulting
with the local corrmittee.
At the beginning of an alert phase, the Cornnission becomes re
sponsible for dissemination public inforrmtion, beginning with public
education, as to existing and potential conditions and necessary water
conditions to meet demand.

The Coomission must furnish data on water

demand to any significant water user, public or private.

After public and

state agency comnent and review, the Corrmission determines the essential
and nonessential water uses.

If the situation warrants the action, the

drought response corrmittee shall report the conditions to the Governor for
appropriate action.
Local governments supplying water shall prepare and implement
response ordinance or pl<?-11S which must be adopted within six months after
the enactment of this law.

The ordinance or plans must be submitted to

the Corrmission to determine consistency with the state plan.
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The Comnission may issue rules to specify categories of non
essential water use.

water used for the purposes of firefighting,

health and medical, flow requirerrents, and federal, state, and local
public health and safety requirements is considered essential water
use.

The drought response comnittee shall make its determination of

water use based on the following staooards:
·a. Purpose;

b. Suitability;
c. F.conanic value;
d. Social value;
e. Harm caused;
f. Pra~cality of adjusting quantity used by each proprietor;
g. Consurrt,tive and nonconsurrptive nature of the use.
3. The Interbasin Transfer of water Act
This law deals with the deliberate diversion of water from one
river basin to another; the statute is administered by the Water
Resources Comnission.

No person or entity may cause the transfer of

rrore water from one river basin to a different river basin than is
allowed by the statute without first obtaining a permit.

The ben

efits must exceed the costs and detrirrents resulting from the trans
fer, and the transfer will not:
a. Violate the water classification starx1ard system regulations;
b. violate the stream classification regulation; or
c. Adversely affect the public health and welfare;
as may be determined by the Departrrent of Health and Environrrental
Control.

The Conmission must qevelop regulations (standards) for the

transfer of water between river basins; it shall consist of the
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following:
a. Toe uses to be made of the water;
b. The total amount of water use in the losing basin;
c. Estinates of the future water demand in the losing basin;
i. The inpacts of a transfer on the econany and general
welfare of both river basins;
ii. Toe irrpacts of a transfer on instream uses, such as
navigation, fish and wildlife habitat, recreation,
aesthetics;
iii. Water quality, hydropower generation, ecosystem
maintenance, and others;
iv. Toe inpacts on interstate use;
v. Toe availability of water in the losing basin to respond to
emergencies, including drought;
vi . Any other provisions demand necessary to implement this
statute.
Toe Camri.ssion may establish regulations and procedures to obtain
a permit which will include the following points, among others:
a. The develoi;xrent of applications;
b. Toe conduct of public hearings;
c. ·nie provision of public notice;
d. Toe coordination of conments from state agencies;
e. Toe identification of persons who may be adversely affected and
to allow them to be heard;
f. The provision of requiring special conditions to protect the
health, safety, o,: welfare of the basins.
Besides these delineated in the state statute, the Conrnission will
designate additional river basins as it finds reasonably necessary.

It
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may not issue a permit for a longer period than (1) twenty years, or
(2) an interval determined to be reasonable under the circumstances.
4. The Proposed Infrastructure Authority.
This state agency would assist local government and other
specified project sponsors to finance a facility for water storage
and supply, (1) for sewer system or treatrrent, (2) for any other type

of project which provides for the econanic growth and developnent of
the state and (3) for environmental protection.

Financial assistance

may· be in the form of low interest loans, credit, and other fiscal
aid.

This assistance may be to reirrburse loan repayments, bonds, and

other fums, including federal loans and grants.
borrow money
The

aoo

The authority may

issue bonds from tirre to tirre.

authority will be governed by a board of directors, con

sisting of three appointed by the Governor, four from the General
Asserrbly, and two administrative officials.

The

board shall develop

an annual assessrrent of the public need for water and sewer projects
and other infrastructure facilities.

The board shall adopt an annual

list of priorities for projects consistent with this statute.
II I • BIBLICGRAPHIC RESEAROi

A. Introduction
This work differs from the traditional annotated bibliography,
in that it relates the steps and rrethods used.

The purpose is to help

other researchers and writers to expand the effort and to minimize
possible duplication.
B. Methods
The

research techniques applied, among others, included (1)

library search, (2) a questionnaire, (3) l etters of inquiry, (4)
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telephone calls, (5) contacts with related organizations and individuals,
and (6) visits to some offices.

Most of the information was derived from

a public entity such as a state agency, federal office, or a local
government.
1. Library Search.

The reseacher examined the card files and stacks

of Cooper Library, Clemson University.

This incoq:orated a review of

about six leading journals on water resources since 1975.
were meager.

The results

The effort also included the planning material in the

Architectural Library; the three day investigation indicated little, if
any, data.
2. The Questionnaire Survey.

As a part of the overall project, the

staff of the Water Resources Policy Research Project mailed a question
naire to the water systems, both public and private, that asked the
following question:
Has the system done any long-range study on future water needs and
developed any sort of long-range plan to meet these needs?
The report further stated:
••• nearly eighty percent (79%) replied that they had.

The

questionnaire did not ask for any new information on what these plans
were, instead the question turned to a consideration of stress that
population growth would bring to the system.
Another question was presented:
What would be the chief constraint[s] on your system serving new
users with demand equal to ten percent (10%) of your present volwre?
The results are as follows:
Category

% of Water Systems Replying

Availability of .Water

22%

Storage capacity

27%
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% of water Systems Replying

category
Water Pressure

26%

Treatment capacity

11%

Size of the Basin

36%

A few other questions were asked; h<JrNever, they were not directly
related to the bibliographical works.
· This researcher doubts if many local water systems have made
detailed projections and/or forecasts of current and future water
needs.

With a few exceptions, this search indicated that many local

governrrents regard their 1701 planning reports (including a section or
chapter on the local water utility) as being sufficient for detailed
or long range water planning needs.

Such reports seldan are.

This

conclusion is based upon an examination of the many planning reports
in the Architectural Library.
3. State and Federal Agencies.

The researcher contacted a nurrber

of state and federal agencies, inquiring if they had available any
information concerning water needs in the state.

A

few of the

agencies replied to the inquiry, stating that they did not possess
such data.

The South carolina Water Resources Ccmnission proved to

be an exception:

State Agencies
Department of Agriculture
Department of Health and Environnental Control
Forestry Comnission
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department
Coastal Council
Land Resources Conservation Comnission

Development Board
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Highway Departnent
Water Resources Coornission
Federal Agencies
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

u. s.
c.

Geological Survey

Local Pl anning Reports
During the last several decades, many local goverrurents (cities and

counties) and regional councils of goverrurent have prepared (1) basic
planning s t udies covering a wide range of subjects, (2) comprehensive
plans to guide current and future growth, and (3) implementing tools to
initiate the planning EX)licies developed.

The basic planning studies

usually covered such subjects as economic base, EX)pulation, land use,
governmental services and facilities, transEX)rtation, housing, and other
relevant studies.

Alrrost all of these reEX)rts contain general data that

would be of value to councils in studies concerning water resource need~
and projections and forecasts.

The rrost useful data are the population,

economy, and land use data, especially the future estimates.

Howev~r, the

information about the local or regional water requirements usually remains
so sketchy or brief that additional research work would be required for
any substantial decision.

(This conslusion is based on a review of the

many planning docUITents on file at the Architectural Library, Clemson
University. )
These planning dOCUITents normally are written by (1) the local
goverrurent staff, (2) the cc:x; staff, (3) a consultant, or (4) a conbi
nation of these.

So

many of these reports or docUITents have been prepared

that it was beyond the r~sources available to asserrble this bibliography.
Each local goverrurent should carefully exam local sources for local
information.
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The water quality management plans developed 1.ll"Kler the framework
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act .Amendrrent of 1971 were
exceptions.

While aimed primarily at the sub-regional level, these

plans have considerable value in determining future water needs.

The

Central Midlarm plan, generally regarded as one of the better ones
in the state, is included in this bibliography.
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Introduction
The prinary objective of this study is to begin what is

expected to be a three phase research project on the financial
health and management of public water systems in south carolina.
The specific objectives of this phase are to:

(1) search the

literature t o analyze other "WOrk that has been done in this
area, (2) identify models and statistical techniques to be used
in evaluating the financial health of the water systems and to
help predict which systems are in danger of developing financial
problems, (3) gather the financial data necessary to analyze
the systems , and (4) analyze the data using the techniques

identified.
Data
The financial data necessary to analyze water systems in
the state were gathered by sending questionnai res to 189 systems

that have received Farmers Hane Administration

(FmHA)

loans.

Financial information was requested for the years 1980 through
1983.

In lieu of corrpleting the questionnaire, roost respondents

sinply suwlied financial statements prepared by accountants.
Fran the questionnaires, 68 useable responses were received.
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All the requested information was not received fran all
districts for all years. Below are the years for which data
were requested and the nunt>er of systems for which full or
partial financial statements were received:

1980 1981 1982 1983
34
45
44
44

Carplete information
Partial information
As

5

2

4

1

the research progressed, additional data became

necessary on the depreciation of fixed assets by the systems and
related information. This information was gathered by letter
and

telephone.

In respoose to this request, 23 useable responses

were received.
Methodology

Financial Description of the water S,Yst§J§
The

financial data gathered were coded

aoo

entered into

carp.iter data files. A SAS program was written to calculate key
financial ratios used to describe and evaluate the current
health of the systems surveyed, as well as to identify
significant trends over the period studied.

Restatement of D§?reciation
In addition, the Means City Cost Index was used to
restate depreciation charges of -the systems that responded to
the secood questionnaire.

The

depreciation was restated in

order to estinate a current market value replacement
depreciation charge for the systems. This figure could then be
carpared to actual depreciation on the financial statements to
estimate any understatement in annual depreciatioo charges.
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This information was also used to carpare assets on the
balance sheet (such as cash, Marketable Securities, and similar
assets) available for replacement of fixed assets to judge the
ability of t he systems to replace existing assets from internal
sources as they wear out. Significant undercharges for
depreciation and a lack of assets available for replacement of
fixed assets could indicate a serious proolem as replacement
of existing assets becanes necessary.
Identificati on of Potential Financial Distress
An

Altman [1] rultivariate discriminant function was used

to calculate z-scores to identify and predict financial
distress. No atterrpt was made to develop a new discriminant
function because of the lack of failed and non-failed
classificati ons of water systems to use as a data base.
water systems in the sanple had failed.

No
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Aggregate Financial Description of surveyed water Systems
Data Problems

Before beginning an in-depth analysis of the coosolidated
incane statements

and

balance sheets of the south carolina water

systems analyzed in this project, several caments are in order
concerning the methods in which the data "'1E!re collected and the
problems which resulted fran these teclmiques. The primary
data collection strategy involved the carpletion of a voluntary
survey which requested items of information fran incane
statements and balance sheets.
Although not particularly damaging fran the standpoint of
the analysis of the overall financial coodition of each
individual water system (except to the extent that it made
year to year

and

time-trend carparisons 100re difficult), the

large m.mber of missing observations placed a significant
downward bias on many of the individual line items reported
in the consoli dated incane statements

and

balance sheets

presented and discussed below. Thus, footnotes or other
marks have

been

added in those instances where the nurrber

of missing or obviously erroneous data points· "'1E!re so
m.nnerous as to make accurate conclusioos fran the resulting
data difficult or i.Irpossible to interpret.
Another problem was the fact that several systems "'1E!re
cai'bined water and sewer systems or water and electric utility
systems.

The financial data for them did not allow separation

into the water system alone. This fact accounts for the rather
large Other Revenue items on the consolidated incane statement.
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Still another problem was the change in the canposition of the
sanple from year to year.

Appendix I contains a list of the

systems responding to the survey as well as the financial
information gathered from each.

As

can be seen, the systems in

the sanple change somewhat from year to year.

Although this

change does cause some distortions in aggregate financial
statements and ratios, the problems are noted in the discussion
and their effects considered.
A

further problem concerned the format of the financial

statements t hemselves. A wide variety of formats and practices
were reflect ed in the statements. While absolute consistency is
neither possible nor always desirable, greater consistency
would aid internal an~ external parties substantially.

A

reliable, horoogeneous financial data base and the resulting
availability of aggregate corrparison information would help
system managers and decisionmakers to better assess the health
and condition of individual systems.

In addition, the availa

bility of aggregate information would aid governmental policy
makers in evaluating current conditions, planning for future
needs, and anticipating and dealing with problems before they
become criti cal.
<&erating Revenues
The

income statements of the water systems were aggregated

and are presented in Table I. Total operating revenues were
categorized as Retail water Sales, Wholesale water Sales, and
Other Sales .

Retail water Sales_account for the majority of
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total revenues while the large Other Revenue carpx1ent is due to
the carbined systems.

Average revenues per district increased

fran $420,951 in 1980 to $749,959 in 1982, then decreased
slightly to $673,455 in 1983. A carparison of the smallest aoo
largest system in terns of Total ~rating Revenue is shown
below:

Total ~rating Revenues

1980
Smallest Value
Largest Value
N.mt>er of Systems

1981

1982

1983

12,756
11,554
12,960
$11,172
$3,543,180 5,635,753 6,274,383 6,005,642*
32
42
44
41

'iThe decrease fran 1982 is due to a change in the
ca,:p:>Sltion of the sanple rather than an actual decline in
q>erating revenues.
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Table 1
Consolidated water Systems Income Statement
(Mean Dollar Values)

1980

1981

1982

1983

(&er:ating Revenue
Retail water Sales
Wholesale water Sales
other Revenue
Total Revenue

$263,623
4,481
152,847
$420,951

$301,071 $401,284 $383,971
1,911
6,264
37,469
311,634 342,411 252,055
$614,616 $749,959 $673,495

<;&er:ating Expense§
water Purchases
Salaries and wages
Administrative Expenses
Chenicals
other supplies
Fuel and Electrici ty
Parts. and Repairs
Professional servi ces
Depreciation
other Expenses
Total Expenses

$38,185
50,579
9,713
3,998
10,406
94,673
23,751
6,701
47,558
26,409
$311,973

117,465
52,248
54,078
98,497
68,350
89,698
17,731
15,772
17,171
4,811
6,054
7,668
9,881
18,158
23,281
108,521 129,082 152,167
22,094
27,854
28,067
8,942
5,509
10,688
74,817
71,059
79,061
45,540
44,858 168,796
$470,037 $587,564 $516,218

NET OPERATING m:n-1E

$108,978

$144,579 $162,395 $157,277

Nonq,erating Revenue

$16,191

$21,027

NonoJ2erating Expense§
Interest Expenses

$50,416

$56,002 $178,828$ 60,792

$74,753

$109,604 $ 3,849 $108,597

NET

ncCH:

(W.SS)

$20,282 $12,112
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Q;>eratinq Expenses
Average operating expenses by major expense category are
also contained in Table I. Generally, the trend fran 1980 to
1983 was cne of increasing expenses. Several additional
observations can be made: (1) the large Fuel and Electricity
item indicates sane carbined systems; am (2) the other

Expenses

category for 1982 caitains a single, unusually large item which
influences the average for all systems for that year.

Net Q;>erating Incane
Net operating incane considers cnly operating revenues am
operating expenses in measuring the results of the system's
operations for a fiscal year. This measure does not include
revenues unrelated to the normal course of business, nor does it
--

include interest expense. Table 1 indicated that, with the
exception of 1982, the trend in net operating incane is generally
upward.
The ranges for net operating incane for each year are:

Net ~rating Incane

1980
Largest Value
Snallest value
Rmber of Systems

1981

1982

$509,295 709,388
942,640
($163,646) (186,072) (4,391,589)
32
41
42

Noncperating Revenues and

1983
1,180,319
(275,754)
41

Expenses

Nonoperating revenues and expenses represent items which
are not part of the system's day-to-day operations. For
exarrple, interest expense is considered a non-operating expense.
This designation is made so that the effects of the system's
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financing decisions can be analyzed and evaluated separately
fran water production and sale. Average nonoperating revenues
have ranged from $12,112 in 1983 to $21,027 in 1981 and have
exhibited no clear trend.

Nonoperating expenses, consisting

entirely of interest expense, have generally trended upward,
again with the exception of 1982.

Total Net Income
Total net incane carbines operating and nonoperating
revenues and expenses. Thus, it includes normal operations
as well as f inancing costs and any other revenues and expenses.

Average net incane was substantially positive in 1980, 1981 and
1983 and marginally positive in 1983. The ranges for each year

are:
Net Income

1980
Ia.rgest Value
Smallest Value
~ r of SystaIS

1981

1982

$535,578 659,904
915,355
($380,497) (425,043) (9,466,503)
32
41
42

1983
1,155,569
(400,359)
41

Cgtparison of Mean and Median Income statanent Values
In an effort to gain a rore accurate picture of the
financial condition of the 'typical' South carolina water
system, an incane statement based upon the median dollar
values of each of the survey line iteIS was also prepared.
These values, reproduced in Table 2, present a rore meaningful
picture of t he state of the median system and are less subject to
prcblems of skewness in the presence of outlying and
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unrepresentative observations, whether large or small.
'flle roost striking finding fran an examination of these data

is an awarently high degree of positive skewness in the
sizes of surveyed water systems. Indeed, whereas the mean Total
~rating Revenue for 1983 was alm:>st $670,000, the median
or middle system was less than half this size with a total of
about $330,000. This same pattem is ai;:pa.rent in the other
incane statement itE!!tS. Note that, while the mean Net Incane
was positive for the survey period, the median Net Income was

negative for all years surveyed. This finding means that mre
than fifty percent of all systE!!tS surveyed reported losses over

each of the four years·.

If this trend continues, the equity

base of roore than half of the systems will be systematically
eroded, causing problems in replacement of assets arx1 other
areas as discussed below.

Table 2
selected Items: Consolidated water SystE!!tS Incane Statements

1980

1981

1982

1983

IQtal <&et:2.ting Rev~y~

(Mean Value)

$420,951

$614,616

~49,859

$673,495

$420,951

$249,976

$344,473

$333,462

?i:t Incane (Losa}
(Mean value)

$ 74,753

$109,604 $ 3,894 $108,597

Net Incane (Los~}
(Median Value)

($17,917)

($15,034) ($19,405) ($28,538)

?QtaJ Q:>e1.:ating Reveng~
(Median Value)
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Anal.ysis of Consolidated Balance Sheets

Table 3 presents a mean dollar value balance sheet of the
surveyed water systetS.

In tears of total assets, total

liabilities, capital, and roost other itetS, the means generally
increased from 1980 to 1983. These figures exhibit the
same pattern as many incane statenent itetS1 i.e., the trend is
upward with the exception of 1982 (which is substantially larger
than other years due to the presence of one large system for

that year only).
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Table 3
Coosolidated water Systems Balance Sheet
(Mean Dollar values)

1981

1980

1982

1983

ASSETS

eur;cmt As~ts
$ 51,306 $ 70,216 $ 119,577 $ 77,362
cash
44,266
69,454
76,667 .
26,254
Accounts Receivable
Marketable Securities &
65,118
57,950
ffl,139
21,309
Investments
286,778
362,371
183,516
255,731
Reserves
19,521
19,660
16,894
19,584
Other current Assets
$ 299,279 $ 447,747 $ 582,469 $ 601,178
Total CUrrent Assets
lala TelJll Inve§t:rrents
Land & Real F.state
other IDng Term Assets
Total Long Term Assets

$1,772,500 $1,922,112 $3,443,209 $2,811,898
22,507
251,723
2SO,ll7
28,953
91,386
. 120,056
42,567
92,031
1,844,019 2,253,261 3,786,317 2,954,461

'IUrAI. ASSETS

$2,143,298 $2,701,008 $4,368,786

Net Plant & F.qui:µnent

LIABILITIF.S
CU;crent Liabiliti~a
Accolmts Payable
Notes Payable
Accrued Expenses
Other current Liab.
Total current Liab.

$

$

&

$3,555,639

CAPITAL

22,660 $ 28,263 $
43,573 $ 42,373
35,258
34,176
16,689
24,583
21,719
7,456
13,709
22,872
49,474
54,933
72,021
62,8ff7
96,279 $ 121,4ff7 $ 172,570 $ 162,308

~en ~iabiliti~a
$ 341,122 $ 553,728 $ 393,752 $ 405,791
Notes Oltstanding
Bonds Oltstanding
648,994
517,655 1,590,624 1,109,425
255,996
265,859
321,Sll
Other Long Term Liab.
234,606
Total Long Term Liab. $1,255,975 $1,305,989 $2,305,8ff7 $1,771,211

Long

Total Liabilities

$1,352,254 $1,427,476 $2,478,457

$1,933,519

GapiW,

Contributed capital
Retained F.amings
Total Capital
'lUrM.. LU\B. & CAPI'l1\L

594,315 $ 834,315 $1,250,848 $1,030,696
196,738
439,217
639,482
591,425
$ 791,053 $1,273,532 $1,890,330 $1,622,121

$

$2,143,298 $2,701,008 $4,368,786

$3,555,639
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Table 4 contains median dollar values for the balance
sheets.

Upon

corrparison with the mean values in Table 4, it is

apparent that in terns of size, the sanple _is highly positively
skewed. For exanple, the mean value for Total Assets in 1983 is
$3,555,639 while the median is only $1,457,569.

Table 4
·eonsolidated water SystE:m,g Balance Sheet
(Median Dollar Values)

1980
Q,u::i:~t Ae§~ts
Total current Assets
Ipng Teen Inye§trnents
Total Long Term Assets
'!UrALASSEI'S

$

1981

964,326

1,216,661

$1,059,519* $1,289,186

u,nq Tem Liabilitie§
Total Long Term Liab. $ 600,616

Capital
Total capital
'rorAL

LIAB. & CAPITAL

1983

87,480 $ 141,690 $ 208,521 $ 216,242

LIABILITIF.S & CAPITAL
CUi:i:mt Liabiliti~§
$ 31,356 $ 46,463
Total current Liab.

Total Liabilities

1982

2,075,595

1,262,023

$2,487,874 $1,457,567

$

57,755 $

84,998

$ 669,168 $1,333,985 $ 699,634

$ 678,166 $ 735,020 $1,346,631 $ 787,650
$ 262,509 $ 513,233 $ 563,465 $ 529,372
$1,059,519 $1,289,186

*Because medians may cane fran different syste!m,g,
totals do not add up to the SlDil of cooponents.

$2,487,874 $1,457,567
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Coosolidated water SystetS Patio Analysis
In order to analyze

and

assess the financial conditioo of

the surveyed water systems, 57

liquidity, leverage, coverage, expense, fixed asset, operating,
and reserve measures were calculated using the mean dollar
value incane statement and balance sheet presented in Tables 1
and 3. These ratios are presented in Table 5

and

will be

discussed in tum below.

Liglidity
The current ratio (see Table 5 for ratio forlllllas) is a

rough indicatioo of a firm's ability to service its current
obligations. Despite the incane statement probletS discussed
above, the aggregated water systems current ratio increased
sanewhat from 3.11 in 1980 to 3.70 in 1983, indicating a general
.inprovement in liquidity
the

and

suggesting that the management of

water systems placed a premium oo the maintenance of

liquidity in spite of profitability problems in the period.
The ratios of individual current assets to total assets

show accoonts receivable to be the item that rose the rrost
relative to total assets, increasing fran 1.23 percent to
2.18 percent over the period.

The

ooly potential problem

~rent here "'10Uld be a cootinuing increase in accounts
receivable indicating possible problems with collectioos.
Leverage and coverage Ratios
The

leverage ratios, which are a measure of the level of the

use of debt, show that the relative use of debt fell

15 ·

substantiall y from 1980 to 1983.

In almost every individual

item, the leverage ratios either remained stable or decreased,
indicating that the water systems in general use less debt to
finance each dollar of assets.
This observation is corroborated by the fact that the

coverage ratios also generally inproved for the time period

.

except for 1982, ,which was sanewhat distorted by the inclusion of
a single large district with large interest charges and
losses that year.
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Table 5
Ccnsolidated water Systems Financial Ratio Analysis
(Mean Dollar Values)

1980

1981

1982

1983

3.69
13.46
2.60
1.64
1.15
0.73
16.58
1.00

3.38
10.80
2.74
1.59
1.01
0.45
13.33
0.98

3.70
8.79
2.18
2.16
0.68
0.55
16.91
1.15

1.05
0.91
0.51
2.03
4.50
20.50
19.17
8.69
48.35
52.85

1.00
0.81
0.50
1.65
3.95
9.01
36.41
7.36
52.78
56.73

1.19
0.96
0.64
1.77
4.57
ll.41
31.20
7.20
49.81
54.38

1.69
9.40

0.65
23.85

1.85
9.03

11.47
2.98
0.81
1.66
18.22
3.71
0.93
8.31
7.53
85.13

11.96
2.10
0.81
2.42
17.21
3.71
1.19
9.48
22.51
99.99

14.63
2.55
1.14
3.46
22.59
4.17
1.59
11.74
6.72
85.67

Liquidity Ratios
current Ratio
(current Ac3sets/CUrrent Liab.)
3.llX
~rating Rev./Accts.- Receivable 16.03X
2.39%
casWTQtal Ac3sets
1.23%
'Accts. Receivable/Total Ac3sets
Marketable Securities/Total Ac3sets 0.37%
Other current Ac3sets/Total Ac3sets 0.79%
Total current Ac3sets/Total Ac3sets 13.96%
0.63%
Investrrelts/Total Ac3sets

Leyerage Ratios
Accounts Payable/Total Ac;sets
Notes Payable/Total Ac3sets
Accrued Expenses/Total Ac3sets
Other current Liab./Total Ac3sets
Total current Liab./Total Ac3sets
Long Term Notes/Total Ac3sets
Bonds Payable/Total Ac3sets
Other Long Term Liab./Tot. Ac3sets
Tot. Long Term Liab./Tot. Ac3sets
Total Liabilities/Total Ac;sets

1.06%
0.781
0.35%
2.31%
4.49%
15.921
30.281
12.40%
56.60%
63.09%

Coverage Ratios
Net Op. Incane & Int./Int.
Int. Expense/Total Op. Rev.

l.2SX
11.98% ·

~rating Expense Ratios

Salaries & wages/Total Op.

Rev.

Admin. Expenses/Total Op. Rev.

Chenicals/Total Op. Rev.
other &Jpplies/Total Op. Rev.
Fuel & Elec./Total Op. Rev.
Parts & Repairs/Total Op. Rev.
Prof. Services/Total Op. Rev.
Depreciation/Total Op. Rev.
Other Expenses/Total Op. Rev.
Total Op. Exp./Total Op. Rev.

12.05%
2.31%
0.95%
2.471
22.49%
5.641
1.59%
11.30%
6.27%
86.09%
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Fixed Asset Ratios
Plant & F.qui p./Total Assets
82.70%
Land & Real Estate/Total Assets
1.35%
Other Long Term Assets/Tot. Assets 1.99%
. Tot. Long Term Assets/Tot. Assets 86. 03%

70.76
9.26
3.4i
83.42

78.81
5.76
2.09
86.67

79.08
0.63
3.38
83.09

26.40 19.80
46.80 39.70
50.54 53.51
0.32 - 0.84
19.72
6.97
6.49
(8.25)
3.53
2.70

22.80
41.50
57.01
5.56
8.03
7.66
1.80

e&erating Ratios
22.80%
Tot. ~- Rev./Fixed Assets
53.20%
Tot.~- Rev./Total capital
Retail water Sales/Total ~.Rev. 62.63%
'Mlolesale wtr. Sales/Tot.~- Rev. 1.06%
9.07%
water Purchases/Total ~- Rev.
Net q;>erating Inc./Total ~- Rev. 3.03%
Total Nonop. Rev./Total ~- Rev. 3.85%

Reserve Rati os
Cap. Replacement Res./Tot. Assets 0.00%
cap. Repl. Res./Fixed Assets
0.00%
capital Repl . Res./Total Liab.
0.00%
Debt Replacement Res./Total Liab. 0.01%
Construction Account/Total Assets . 0.81%
Debt Repayment Account/Tot. Assets 0.56%
Funded Depreciatiorv'Total Assets 0.08%
Reserve Accounts/Total Assets
7.11%

0.00
0.00

0.00

o.oo

0.01
3.55
0.64
0.10
5.18

0.01
0.01
0.33
0.47
0.34
5.42

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
1.76
0.43
0.54
7.46

30.89
16.26
47.15

28.63
14.38
43.26

28.99
16.63
45.62

o.oo

Cgpital Rati os
Contributed Capital/Total Assets 27.73%
Retained F.arnings/Total Assets
9.18%
Total Capital/Total Assets
36.91%
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Expense

Patios

'n1e findings above generally point to a stable, if not

inproved, financial picture for the surveyed systems, ard the
expense ratios in Table 5 indicate a similar picture. In all

cases the ratios varied relatively little over the period, again

with the exception of 1982.

Fixed Asset

aoo Reserve Ratio

The fixed asset ratios presented in Table 5 renained
relatively constant over the period even though there ~re sane ·
interperiod variations.

B<Ywever, the variability of these

ratios is not the irrportant point; their total relative size is.
Total long term assets make up awroxinately 85 percent of total
assets and this has extremely irrportant inplicatioos for water
system managerrent and policymakers. These assets IIUSt be
replaced over time at costs al.roost always substantially
their original cost.

above

If adequate funds are not aCCU1IUlated over

the period the assets are being used, then large anconts of
capital nust be raised at a single point in time either through
internal or external sources.

The need to replace large anoonts of fixed

assets

can be

contrasted to the apparent current lack of acctmllatioo of ·funds
for this µirpose by the water systems in the survey.

The

water

systems are required by FrnBA to put limited funds aside in
reserve accounts in accordance with loan requirements. However,
this ironey is not available to replace assets except to_·the

extent that it can be used to retire FmHA loans and trus
incre_a se future borrowing capacity. In any event, the total
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reserve funds cooprised only about 10 percent of assets in 1983.
Of this anoont, the vast majority {7.46 percent) was held in FrnHA

required accounts leaving reserves accUIIUlated for construction,
replacement, and related uses of 2.73 percent of assets. This
point is discussed at length in the following section concerning
restatement of depreciation.

<&erating Ratios
Operating ratios are designed to highlight a particular
phase of operations. Most of these ratios remain relatively
constant with three exceptions. The Total Operating Revenue to
Total Capital ratio shows a distinct increase reflecting an
increase in capital, particularly retained earnings over the
period.
second, retail water sales as a percentage of total sales
declined slightly over the period while the percentage of
wholesale revenue increased.

Both of these trends are

attributed to changes in the sanple of water systems rather than
to changes in the nature of the systems themselves.
Net operating incane as a percent of total revenue trended
generally upward over the period except for the aberrant year of
1982. This trend reinforces the observation made earlier that
ioost operating expenses as a percent of revenue declined over the
period, reflecting success by the systems in controlling these
expenses. However, these ratios are based on means and reflect
the positive skewness caused by a few large systems in the
sanple as noted elsewhere.

In fact, median operating incomes
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were essentially zero in these years as discussed above.

c,pital P.atios
Capital as a percent of total assets increased steadily
over the period, prinarily because of increases in retained
earnings. '11lis factor indicates mean incane was substantially
positive over the period and ~rently caused the equity of
the average system to increase.

Again, however, this observation

nust be made in light of the above discussion of mean

am

median

incane statements, indicating that the median net incane over
the period was in fact negative

am

meaning that the equity

base of ioore than half of the systems actually eroded.
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Analysis of the Inadequacy of Depreciation Charges
. The above analysis of financial statanents clearly

indicates the inadequacy of depreciation charges, operating and
net incane, and retained earnings for a large mmber of water
systems in south Carolina.

~ver, the problem still may be

understated. Accounting practices require that depreciation
charges be calculated and presented in the financial statements
based on their original cost.

If inflation has caused the

replacement cost of the assets to increase since they were
acquired, net income and retained earnings will be understated.
Additionally, if depreciation based on historical cost is
used as the basis for determining charges to custaners, the
effect will be to undercharge for water sold.

In the long run,

water systems may not be able to replace worn out capital
assets without substantial grants, debt issues, or extremely
large increases in water rates.
Consider the following incane statement based on historical
costs:
Revenue
Cash ~rating Expenses
Depreciation
Net Income
Add: Depreciation
Net Cash Flow

$100
$85
_.lQ_

~
$ 5
_.lQ_
$ 15

Conceptually, of the $15 of net cash flow for this year,
approximately $10 would be used to replace assets that wore out
during the year and $5 would be used to increase the equity
base of the system. · However, if inflation has actually caused
the replacement cost of capital assets to be, say, $18
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instead of $10, a major problem

becanes

apparent.

'!be

incane

statement restated ai a replacement cost basis becaies:
$100

Revenue

cash ~rating Expenses
Replacement Cost Depreciatiai
Real Net Incane
Add: Depreciatiai
Net cash Flow

$85

l2l

_ll

( $3)

ll

$ 15

In real terms, the system is not making enoogh to replace
itself. It generated cash flow in this year of $15, but $18 is
needed to replace assets that wore out. Thus, a $3 shortfall
will have to be covered fran other soorces, or in the loog run
the system will literally consume itself unless it takes drastic

corrective action. This actiai may be in the form of large debt
issues to replace assets, large rate increases over a short
pericd of time, or seeking substantial ootside grants which may
not be available.

Estimation of Replacement Depreciation
To estimate the size of this problem in the surveyed

systems, several steps were taken. First, detailed depreciation
schedules were obtained f ran 25 districts. This information
provided the original cost, expected useful life, date of
acquisition,

and

depreciation method for 1,009 indivi<ilal.

asset items. The items ranged fran water lines
plants to vehicles

and

and

filtration

small equipnent.

Second, a methodology was developed to determine the

current replacement cost of assets as well as the expected
replacement cost when the asset is due for replacement at the

em of its useful life.

The

Means City Cost Index (see
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AR:>endix II) was selected to adjust historical cost to current
replacement cost as well as to project future costs.

other

cost indexes could also be used, such as the Engineering
News-Record Building Construction Index, the Handy Whitman
Public utility Index, or the Consumer Price Index.
current replacement cost for each asset was estimated by
using the change in the Means Index fran the asset's acquisition
date to the date the depreciation was prepared.

By

carparing

the current replacement cost to the original cost of the asset,
the aIOOUilt of additional depreciation that actually occurred in

excess of that charged off on the financial statements can be
estimated.
Table 6 contains .a conparison of original cost to current
replacement cost of the depreciable assets for three selected
systems and the total for all 25 districts in the sanple.
If the Means Index is accepted as a reasonable approximation
of cost increases in water system assets, additional
depreciation of about $59,000,000 has occurred in the 25 sanple
systems, above that reflected in their past financial
statements. O:>viously, since this deficiency is only for
25 systems, total deficiencies for all systems in the state
would be proportionately larger.
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Table 6
<:arparisoo of Original Cost to Clrrent Replacement Cost
of Total Assets
(1)
Historical

Cost

(2)
Clrrent

(3)
Deficiency

ReRlacement cost

(2)-(1)

System 1

$2,451,850

$ 4,137,779

$1,685,929

System 2

2,197,935

3,331,784

1,133,849

System 3

11,901,071

27,291,156

15,390,085

$65,549,905

$124,661,101

$59,111,196

Total Sanple
(25 Systems)

Projected Replacement cost at the End of Mset's Useful Life
Replacement cost was also estimated for the

eoo

of each

asset's expected useful life. These amounts were calculated
assuming that the annual change in the replacement cost of an
individual asset over its remaining life \«Xlld awroximately
equal the historical annual change in the Means Index.

By

calculating the replacement cost at the end of the asset's
expected life, yearly depreciation charges which reflect both
historical and anticipated replacement cost changes can be
estimated. The results of these calculations for the three
selected districts and for the total sanple .are shc:7.n in
Table 7.
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Table 7
Estinated Differences in Replacement Costs
and Yearly Depreciation Charges

Hist orical

System 1

End-of Life

COst

Replacement Cost

$2,451,850

$52,036,336

current Yearly

Yearly
Restated

Depreciation Depreciation
$

52,081

$ 888,711

System

2

2,197,535

40,401,390

50,201

822,600

System

3

11,901,071

197,485,083

313,381

4,166,743

Total Sanple $65,545,905
(25 Systems)

$914,509,982

$1,697,924

$19,785,605

These findings are dramatic. They deroonstrate that, in
order· to provide for replacement of existing assets over their
useful life, provision for depreciation ItllSt be increased fran
about $1,700,000 currently to about $19,800,000. Systems could
reflect these real depreciation aIOOWlts in rate determinations
and set aside corresponding reserves to accurrulate the expected
replacement cost over the life of the assets. The alternative,
which sane systems may choose, is to fund at least part of the
replacement cost of the assets at the end of their useful life
through debt issues, large rate increases, or grants. Which
alternative t o choose is not an issue in this study, but
policymakers and managers should consider the adequacy of rates
in light of real depreciation and replacement costs rather than
naninal depreciation based on historical costs for accounting
p.irposes.
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Effect of Replacement Cost pepreciatico on t"inancial statements
'flle effect of restructuring the balance sheet and incaoe

statements to reflect replacement cost is also substantial.
inccme

Net

would be reduced as a result of larger yearly

depreciation expenses, and retained eamings and total equity
would be reduced to reflect the larger acClDilllated depreciatioo.
Exanples of these effects are shown in Table 8.
Table 8
Effects of Replacement Cost Depreciation on
Net rncane and Total capital
Net Incane for

selected Year

System l

$

158,217

System 2

35,964

System 3

(1,280,935)

Restated
Total capital
Net Incane in selected Year
($

678,413)

{

736,413)

( 5,134,257)

$

Restated

Capital
($

4,933,183)

2,786,748

(

1,120,842)

5,674,003

( 40,081,513)

914,429

Financial Inplicatioos of ReRlacenent cost r>e.preciatioo
'llle ?Jrpose of using replacement cost depreciatioo is to

first recognize that the replacement of an asset will likely
cost substantially nx>re than its historical cost. Secoooly, it
carpels individual systems to charge to current custaners at
least a portioo of this cost over the expected life of assets
and accunulate funds to pay for a portion or all of the

replacement of the assets at the end of their life.
under present coooitions, few of the systems studied will
have the financial resoorces oo hand for replacement. Thus, the
systems 11USt rely al.Ioost totally oo substantial rate increases
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or outside funding, such as grants or loans, when assets wear
out. This point is reinforced by an extraction of balance sheet
information presented earlier. Mean balances of assets
theoreticall y available for asset replacement are presented in
Table 9.

Table 9
Liquid Assets Available for Possible Use to Replace Capital Assets
as a Percentage of Total Assets

1980

1981

1982

1983

Cash

2.39%

2.60%

2.74%

2.18%

Marketable Securi ties
and Invesbnents

1.00

2.15

1.99

1.70

E\mded Depreciati on

0.08

0.10

0.34

0.54

Liquid Asset

At this point, it is inpossible to say with statistical
certainty but current indications are that the dollar anounts in
Table 7 are representative of systems in the state.

If

subsequent research confiITIS this preliminary information, the
inplications for the financial future of systems are
far-reaching.

First, the apparent positive mean net incomes

discussed in the above section concerning aggregate incane
statements overstates the current operating condition of water
systems in the state. The actual situation is roore accurately
described by the median statements which show negative net
incane to be roore typical.

If this is indeed the case, systems
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are currently operating at a real loss and the capital base
is in fact eroding over time. This reinforces the above
observatioo that inadequate incane is being generated oo
an aggregate basis to replace assets in the future.

In effect,

current water custaners will be subsidized by future water
custaners. This is an issue that JIUst be addressed by
system managers and those rest'X)n,Sible for establishing
policy and rates. It is also an extremely inportant area
for further research.
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Measurement of Financial Distress
zeta

Analysis Methodology
A review was conducted of literature related to the

financial evaluation of both µ.iblic and private entities. The

review was primarily done to identify techniques that can be
used to evaluate the current financial condition of
organizations and to predict which ones are in danger of
becaning financially distressed. The vast majority of the work
found dealt with the analysis of private businesses.

As

a

result, its relevance to water districts was initially open to
sane question. The review is available in its entirety.
However, this literature represents the only careful
analysis of financial distress and it seens probable that both
public and private concerns likely to have problems will exhibit
similar syrrptans.
The

analysis of financial statements to evaluate the health

of prospective borrowers was initially developed at the end of
the nineteenth century.

During the 1930s, for obvious reasons,

attention was tumed to the atteti?t to predict corporate failure.
The

definition of corporate failure varied fran study to study.

Sane

defined failure as the inability to pay interest and

principal on debt. others defined it as having total market
value of assets less than the value of liabilities. Still
others restricted the term to carpanies actually in bankruptcy.
All of these situations clearly represent sane degree of
financial distress.

Unfortunately, there is no universally

accepted theory of corporate failure.

As

a result, all of the
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studies in this area are essentially descriptive st~ies of
financial distress with no develoµnent of cause and effect
relationships.
Multivariate discriminant analysis was awlied to the
predictioo of financial distress in Albnan's now classic
article (21. A sanple of 33 paired fiDIS was analyzed by
coosidering 22 accounting variables as predictors of corporate
failure. Altman subsequently revised the IOOdel for use
in situations where market values of equity do not exist.
The five-variable discriminant functioo he developed for these

cases was used to evaluate the surveyed water systems. The
discriminant functioo is:
Z = .717~ + .847½ + .3107~ + .420x4 + .998x5
where:
x = working capital/total assets

51
5

= retained earnings/total assets

= earnings before interest and taxes/total assets
= book value of net wortrv'total liabilities
x4 = sales/total assets

x

5

In this IOOdel, all variables are measured on the accounting

statement prior to bankruptcy. Altman classified firns based on
this IOOdel as follows.
bankrupt.

gray area

Those
and

Firns with z-scores below 1.23 were

with scores between 1.23 and 2.90 were in a

required further analysis.

Those

with scores

equal to or greater than 2.90 were classified as non-bankrupt.
For Altman's data, 97 percent of the fiDIS proved to be
correctly classified by this method.
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Findings and Analysis
Based upon Altinan's model for privately held firms,
Z-scores were calculated for all water systems in years for
which cacplete data were available. The z-scores are contained
in Table 10. The systems are listed in randan order.
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Table 10
Z-Scores for surveyed water Systems

System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1280

0.47
0.39

0.43

0.50
0.50

0.84

1.34
6.85
1.91
1.14
0.60
0.27

1.45

5.28
1.69

6.00
1.71
1.48

0.14

1.10
0.04
0.62
-0.06

40

41
42
43

-0.09

1283

0.52
0.53

1.40
1.92
1.80
0.61
0.28
0.91
0.57

23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1282

0.53

1.53
0.39
0.32
0.51

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22·

1281

1.71

1.39

0.30
0.94
0.18
1.25
1.02

0.39
0.79
0.51
0.73
1.20
1.24

0.74
0.55

0.89
0.82

1.90
1.29
1.24
1.12
0.06
0.71

1.99

0.13
0.72

r-

-0.47
0.87

0.45
0.87

0.54

0.07
0.52

0.56

0.65

0.32
0.59
0.09
0.59
1.03

0.23
0.50

0.64

0.51
0.28

0.09
0.36

0.62

0.58

1.28
0.74
0.26
0.24
0.63

0.90
0.69

1.03

0.21
0.41

0.31
0.51

--
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A surrmary of the scores is contained in Table 11.

Based on

Altman's cut-off scores for financial distress, the vast
majority of systems would be in probable financial distress,
while rost of t he rest are in the gray area. Qtl.y three scores
representing two districts are in the safe range. This
evaluation seems unlikely. More likely, the relevant ranges for
?,lblic utilities such as water systems have cut-off points IIUch
lower than those identified by Altman. The low calculated
scores for these systems are aR)arently due to two factors
particular to t he nature of water systems.

Table 11
SUrmary of Z-Scores

1980

1981

1982

1983

14

22

21

19

1.23 to 2. 90

5

5

6

4

Greater than 2.90

2

1

0

0

Z-Scores
Less than 1.23

First, the systems are capital intensive and have a
relatively high level of total assets carpared to the typical
business on whi ch Altman's rodel is based. This condition would
affect rost of the factors in the rodel since rost are based on
total assets.

For exanple, the Sales .to Total Assets ratio is a

major factor in the rodel, but would be lower in the typical
water system than in the typical privately held business.
Secondly, since the systems are not primarily concemed
with profit maximization, the levels of eamings before interest
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and taxes and retained earnings are lower than in cooparable

private carpanies. This also has a depressing effect on the
Z-scores.
At present, there is not enough information or a la19
enough financial history available to make a judgment on this
point, but this is a major area for future research. OVer tine,
the systems included in this_study as well as others shoold be

followed to see which systems develop financial distress and
which systems do not. Fran this information, a new discriminant
function can be developed.
In conducting this research, several points shoold be
noted in defining financial distress for entities such as
p.lblicly held water systems. First, the systems do not have
stock outstanding and are not plblicly traded. Ttus, there is
no direct reflection of financial problems in such indicators as
stock price. Secondly, water systems have sane ability to solve
financial problems associated with cash flow shortages or the
need to cover unforeseen funding needs by rate increases.
Alternative water sources for custaners may not be available
except at high cost and, at least in the short run, the rate
increases will result in higher overall revenues.
Thus, financial -distress may have to be measured in other
ways.

The

roost direct would be such events as severe cash flow

shortages resulting in problems paying for current operating

costs

and debt service. Other evidence of financial distress

may be observed 100re indirectly. For exanple, long periods of
low rate increases followed by large increases could indicate
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that a system may not have been charging financially appropriate
rates.

Eventually, the shortfall in revenue would result in

problerrs covering operating costs, making debt service
payments, or funding capital purchases without a large rate
increase.
Future research would identify factors directly indicating
financial distress and allow those responsible for the
management and policy of the systerre to identify potential
problerrs before the situation becanes critical.

However, the

information gathered in this study can provide guidelines for
those currently involved in policymaking and operational
management of systerre.

Using the Altman discriminant function

above, managers could calculate the z-score for a particular
system. A score below the median (about 0.7) would indicate
that the system is in worse financial condition than 50 percent
of the systerre in the sanple and could indicate possible
problerrs.
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Sumrary of Findings and Reccmnendations

This study was designed to develop and analY?,e financial
information that had not previously been available
water systems in South Carolina.

As with

al

public

JWSt work involving

data gathering, problems were encountered. These problems
included nonrespaise, inproper response, and misinterpretation
of requested information by respoooeilts. However, the data
gathered contained a substantial arount of information that
revealed both positive and, in sane cases, negative facts about
the current and future financial health of South Carolina water

systems included in the survey.

By

extrapolation, there are

also significant irrplications for systems not included in the
study, both in South Carolina and other states.

SUrnnacy of Findings
1. surveyed water systems have been profitable and have
had expanding equity bases over the period fran 1980
through 1983 when vie'w'ed on a mean basis using
historical accounting statements.
2. The systE!!TS, in terns of a less biased measure of
performance, have nQt. been profitable when vie'w'ed al
a median basis. More than 50 percent of the systE!!TS had
negative net incane in each year of the study period.
3. The liquidity position of the average system irrproved
slightly over the study period.
4. Average debt levels declined steadily over the study
period.
5. A lack of uniformity of financial statements exists in
the reporting practices of surveyed water systems.
6. Net incorre and equity levels declined dramatically when
depreciation was restated to reflect current and future
replacement costs of assets.
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7. Surveyed water systems have low reserve assets
available for the replacerent of assets.
8. Using discriminant analysis to predict possible future
financial distress is inconclusive at the present time
because of the lack of adequate financial history to
identify factors cat't)rising financial distress in water
systems, and to develop a discriminant function directly
cg,licable to the systems.

Recamendations
1. Consistent accounting formats and procedures should be
used by water systems in order to facilitate analysis
by system managercent and external parties.
2. Managers and policymakers should establish formal and
consistent financial self-evaluation and control
procedures using techniques described in this study in
addition to others that already may be in use.
3. Replacerent cost depreciation estinates should be used
in the ratemaking process in order to establish rates
.adequate to replace existing assets.
4.

In association with adequate rates, water systems
should establish and acCUillllate replacerent reserves on
a continuing and consistent basis.

5. Research on the financial health of water systems
should continue, particularly in the areas of:
(a) further developnent and maintenance of a data
base of financial information on state water
syst~~ both private and p.Iblic;
(b) yearly calculation of aggregate financial
ratios and other measures to be used in the
evaluation of aggregate statEMide and
individual water systems;
(c) identification of systems that experience
financial distress and developnent of a
discriminant function or other technique
that will provide a reliable predictor
of future problems; and
(d) estination of aggregate and individual
shortfalls in current rate structures and
replacercent reserves by carparing historical
depreciation to replacerent cost depreciation.

1 Altman, E. r., corporate Financial Distress.
Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1983.
2 Altman, E. I., •Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis,
and the Prediction of Corporate Bankruptcy,•
Journal of Finance (Sept. 1968): 589-609.

APPEN:>IX I
Financial Statements (l)tained from surveyed Systers
Name

Qf Di§tti~t

Year

1980

City of Abbeville
X*
Alcolu W& S of Claredon
X
Town of Allendale
Town of Batesburg
X
Beach Island Rural
X
Beaufort-Jasper County
Belton-Honea Path
Bethune Rural water Co.
X
Town of Blacksburg
X
Blue Ridge Rural
X
Breezy Hill W& S
X
Bucksport water Sys.
X
Bull 5wanp
X
Casatt water Co.
City of cayce
Town of Central
X
Town of Chapin.
X
Charlotte Tharpson ID
IS
Chester Metropolitan District
Chesterfield County RID
City of Conway
X
Dacusville-Cedar Rock
Daniel Morgan
F.dgefield Co. W& S
Town of E:disto Beach
Town of Elko
X
Town of Fort Hill
Fripp Island
Georgetown County
Rural water Dist. of
Georgetown County
X
Gilbert Stmmit RID
Harieland Park W& S
X
Town of Jefferson
Town of Jonesville
X
X
Town of Lakeview
X
Lancaster W& S
Town of Latta
Town of Leesville
X
Town of Lexington
X
Little River W& S Co.
Rural water Co. of
X
Marlboro County
X
Town of McCormick
Town of Moncks Corner
City of Newberry

1981

1982

1983

X

X

X

X

X
IS**

X

BS***
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
,X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

IS
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

IS

IS

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

IS

X

X
X

Newberry Co. W & S
Cswego Rural
Town of Pageland

X

X

Piedmont-Imnan

X
X

X

IS .

IS

X
X
X

Rabon Creek
Town of Ridge Spring
Rocky Creek water Co.
st. John's water Co.
Saluda ValleyPO'tr.1dersville
· Town of Santee w & S
Santtick Hebron
Sardis Rural
City of Seneca
Town of society Hill
SOUthside Rural ID
Starr-Iva W & S
SUrfside Beach
Town of swansea
Town of Tinm:>nsville
Trico water Co.
Valley Public water
Town of Walhalla
~ t Anderson w & s
City of ~tminster

IS
X

X
X
X

X

X

IS

X
X
X
X
X

BS

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

IS
X
X
X

'ttmber of Cooplete Statements 34
Balance Sheets Wy
1
Incane Statements Qtly
4

X
X
X

x

45
0
2

X
X
X

X
X
X

44
1

44
1
0

x
3

"'X = both statements available
**IS= incane statement only availabl~ for that year
***BS= balance sheet only available for that year

x

APPEIDIX II

Means City Cost Index
1940 - 1984
Year

Index*

Year

Index

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

15.7
16.8
18.0
18.6
19.3
20.2
23.2
27.6
30.4
30.4
31.4
34.4
35.3
36.2
36.7
38.1
40.4
42.2
43.0
44.2
45.0
45.4
46.2

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

47.3
48.6
49.7
-Sl.9
53.9
56.9
61.6
65.8
73.5
79.7
86.3
94.7
102.6
107.3
113.3
122.4
132.3
144.0
160.2
174.3
183.5
188.0

*January 1974 = 100.0

1 Altman, E. I., Corporate Financial Distress.
Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1983.
2 Altman, E. I., •Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis,
and the Prediction of Corporate Bankruptcy,•
Journal of Finance (Sept. 1968): 589-609.
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Introduction
Since 1960, there has been tremendous growth in water used by industry
in South Carolina.

Between 1960 and 1984, total industrial water withdraw

als in South Carolina increased by 605% (see Table 5).

By comparison,

industrial water withdrawals only increased by approximately 85 perce~t
nationally (Table 2 and Table 4).

This rapid growth in water use by South

Carolina industry is attributable to many factors.

Some of the more

important ones are that South Carolina has an industrial mix which includes
many industries that are relatively heavy water users, there has been much
more industrial expansion in South Carolina relative to the nation during
this period and the electric utility sector in South Carolina has grown
rapidly .. Concerned with the magnitude of this growth, the State of South
Carolina, through its Water Resources Commission (SCWRC), is conducting a
comprehensive study of the demand and supply of water resources in South
Carolina in order to eventually formulate a statewide water resource
policy. A primary objective of the overall study is to estimate the demand
(agricultural, residential and industrial) and supply (ground or surface
and publicly purchased or self-supplied) of water resources at the county
census division (CD) level of geographic disaggregation for the year 2005.
With these projections of water requirements and supply at the county or
the CD level, water use and supply can be aggregated to approximate the
major drainage basins and thus be more useful to water resource policy
makers.
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The present report summarizes preliminary work on one part of this
comprehensive water resources study - the industrial use component.

This

report includes a description of the methodology of estimating the
industrial water use at the state and county levels and projections of
industrial water use for the year 2005.
Policy makers in South Carolina need to know whether the rapid indus
trial growth will continue throughout the remainder of this century and
whether there will be adequate supplies of water to meet the needs of
future industrial development.

Their concerns may be justified, because

the rapid growth in water use is not only a result of this industrial
expansion, but abundant water resources in South Carolina may actually be
part of the reason for some of this industrial expansion.

Not that the

availability of water by itself can cause industrial expansion, but it is
definitely an important factor to decision makers who are considering
expanding their manufacturing facilities or locating new ones.
Although there haven't been any empirical studies specifically
designed to determine the importance of water as an industrial location
factor, there is some evidence in the literature that suggests that water
is indeed an important location factor.

For instance, in a 1967 survey in

which industrial realtors were asked to rank 18 plant location factors,
adequacy of water, sewer and other utilities ranked seventh in importance
(Boblett, 1967, p. 518).

Beckmann in a 1972 study, focused on the role

water plays in the economic theory of location.

He concluded that water

plays an important role in locational choices, but tends to be overshadowed
by other factors.

Ziehr, in a 1975 study in which 247 new or expanded

manufacturers in South Carolina were surveyed, found that water supply was
the fourth most essential factor to these firms.

Somewhat surprisingly,
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water supply was ranked above labor costs, skilled labor supply, railroad
facilities, proximity to materials or markets, local and states taxes and
training assistance (Ziehr, 1975, p. 50).

In addition, Epping found in a

1980 study of Arkansas manufacturing firms that utilities and resources
ranked sixth out of 13 factors; above transportation facilities, raw
material supplies, industrial financing and markets (Epping, 1980, p. 49).
Two studies conducted more recently also emphasize the relative
importanc~ of water in industrial location.

A 1982 study of 204 firms

which had either expanded old or located new facilities in Virginia, North
Carolina and South Carolina between 1977 and 1982, found that water supply
was mentioned frequently and was considered more important than several
factors including the availability of technical training programs, fuel
availability and costs, and state financial incentives (Hekman, 1982, p.
16).

Also, in a 1984 site selection survey conducted by Businessweek

magazine, an ample water supply was ranked sixth in increased importance
from 1976-1984.

Water supply was tied in importance with the cost of

living in the area and state income tax, all having grown in importance by
59% since a similar survey in 1976.
It appears from these studies and from the amounts of water used by
industry that an adequate water supply is indeed an important resources to
industry in South Carolina as well as an important locational factor.

For

South Carolina to continue to be attractive to industry, there must
be an adequate supply of water in the future.
Industrial Water Use
Water is an important input into the production process.

Water's uses

in industry include cooling and condensing (in both manufacturing and
electricity generation), processing of products, and sanitation and waste
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disposal.

The relative importance of industrial water use compared to

total withdrawals for the U.S. and for South Carolina may be seen by the
data in Table 1.
The self-supplied industrial category is divided into manufacturing
and electric utility categories.

As may be seen in Table 1, the

thermo-electric utility category is the single largest water use category
for South Carolina, accounting for 76% of total water use in 1980.

This

large proportion is related to the abundance of surface water in South
Carolina, which allows many electric utility generating plants to utilize
once-through condenser cooling water, rather than the more costly
forced-draft cooling towers.
A.

Manufacturing Sector

The passage of the federal water quality act in 1972 began a tighten
ing of federal controls on water discharges.

As a result, water users in

manufacturing intensified efforts to reduce discharges and to increase the
recirculation of industrial water.

In the manufacturing sector, the

recirculation per gallon of water withdrawn increased from 1.6 times per
gallon in 1959 to 4.7 times in 1978.

This trend has reduced the rate of

growth of manufacturing water use as shown in Table 2.

The total water

intake data in Table 2 suggest that, for U.S. manufacturing, total water
intake reached a peak in 1970 and had decreased by approximately 6.8
million gallons per day by 1978.

This decrease in intake -appears to be

related to more stringent water quality standards, rather than a decline in
industrial output.

As seen in Table 2, the majority of water used by U.S.

manufacturing is surface water (64 percent in 1980).

Nationally, only

about 22 percent of industry's use is drawn from the ground.

It is also

evident from the gross use data in Table 2 that there is considerable reuse
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and recycling of water by industry.

For example, in 1980, total water

intake was 45,000 million gallons per day while gross use was about 2 1/2
times that.
In contrast, water use in South Carolina, as shown in Table 3, has not
followed the national pattern, but instead continued to grow after 1970.
According to data published by the USGS and the SCWRC, total industrial
water use increased by almost 72 percent between 1970 and 1984.
this same period, use in the nation declined by about 4 percent).

(During
The

majority of water withdrawals in the United States is surface water, 82
percent in 1980.
surface water.

Likewise, 93% of all withdrawals in South Carolina are
Also like the nation, gross use relative to intake indi

cates there is a great deal of reuse and recycling of water by South
Carolina industry.
The Census data for 1978 for South Carolina (column bin Table 3) are
not comparable with earlier years, due to a change in coverage.

In 1978,

for the first time, Government-owned establishments operated by private
contractors for the Department of Energy were included in the Census
coverage. _Thus, the apparent large increase between 1973 and 1978 for the
Census source i s due primarily to the inclusion of the Savannah River
Plant, which uses large volumes of cooling water.

The South Carolina Water

Resources Commi ssion data, available only for 1980 and 1984, also include
the Savannah Ri ver Plant water use and are thus not comparable to the other
data sources for earlier years.
B.

Electr ic Utility Sector

Electric utilities are major users of water, the majority of which is
used for steam condensing.

(Hydroelectric power is also an important
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water use, but in-stream use is beyond the scope of this study).

As shown

in Table 4, thermo-electric utility water use has grown much more rapidly
in South Carolina than in the United States over the 1960-80 period.
C.

Data Description

Three sources of water use data are used in this study; the Census of
Manufacturers (CM), the United State Geological Survey (USGS) and the South
Carolina Water Resources Commission (SCWRC).
SCWRC:

In accordance with South Caroli na Act 282 of 1982, all users

of 100,000 gallons or more of water a day (0.1 mgd) are required to report
their water usage for that quarter and the maximum amount of water with
drawn in a single day for each month of the quarter.

Each user provides

monthly information for each water source including:

type of use, volume

of use, ~ser ID, SIC code, primary/stand-by status, well depth, county,
latitude/longitude, hydrologic unit, facili t y name and address and whether
the water is purchased water, ground or surface water.

The SCWRC started

collecting these data in mid 1983 and complete files exist for the last
half of 1983 and 1984.
CM:

Beginning in 1959, the U.S. Census Bureau conducted a special

survey of water use in manufacturing as a follow-up to the Census of
Manufactures.

All census respondents reporting more than 20 million

gallons per year (0.06 mgd) use are included in the survey.
intake, discharge, and gross water use are included.
for 1959, 1964, 1968, 1973, and 1978.
publication in 1986.

Data on water

Surveys were taken

The 1983 survey is scheduled for
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USGS:

The U.S. Geological Survey has prepared estimates of water use

at 5 or 10 year intervals since 1940.

This source includes all economic

sectors and, beginning with 1955, data for each of the states.

The most

recent estimates are for 1980.
Methodology
State Projections:
Conceptually, water is an input into the production process and is an
input variable in the production function of firms in the manufacturing
sector.

Because little is known about the nature of the role of water in

specific production functions, we have chosen to model the firm's derived
demand for water using manufacturing employment as a proxy for manufactur
ing output.

In t he electric utility sector, electricity generation is used

as a proxy for utility output.
In the manufacturing sector, the forecast is based on the estimated
relationship between water use and employment.

Ground water use and

surface water use are estimated separately by means of least squares
regressions of water use on South Carolina manufacturing employment.
The estimated elasticity of water use to employment (the percentage of
change in water use relative to the percentage change in employment) is:
Surface water withdrawals:

2.5Z

In general, this elasticity is relatively large, indicating that water use
grows more than proportionately with employment.
In the electric utility sector, the forecast is based on the estimated
relationship between water use and electricity generation.
elasticity of utility water use to generation is:

The estimated
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Surface water withdrawals:

1.52

Details of the statistical methodology are shown in Appendix 1.
The state level forecasts of water use (SCWU) are based on these
relationships, and on forecast values for manufacturing employment and
electricity generation.
In general, these relationships are sufficiently strong that their use
in projecting future water use seems reasonable.

As a starting point,

these relationships are assumed to be constant throughout the forecast
period.

The primary source of forecasting uncertainty is the extent to

which water quality regulations will cause firms to discharge less water
and hence to reduce their water intake.
County Projections:
As with the state projections, estimates of water use by county are
also based on the relationship of manufacturing employment and water use.
Although some researchers have argued that value of output may be more
appropriate than employment as an indicator of water use (see DeRooy 1970
and Lauria 1975), at this time, _output projections by county are not
available for South Carolina and therefore employment data are used .

The

methodology for producing the projections of manufacturing water use by
county for the 2005 is briefly outlined here and a detailed description is
given in Appendix 4.
First, water use per employee coefficients are calculated for all
4-digit SIC manufacturing industries in the state.

These coefficients are

based on national employment and water intake data for 1978.

Next, 4-digit

employment projections for each county are generated for the year 2005 from
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the South Carolina Econometric Forecasting Service (SCEFS).

These

employment projections and water use per employee coefficients are then
used to estimate manufacturing water use for the year 2005 for each county.
Forecasts of South Carolina Industrial Water Use
A.

State Projections

The forecasting methodology, described above, bases water use fore
casts on the historic relationship between water use and manufacturing
employment (for the manufacturing sector) and between water use and elec
tricity generat i on (for the electric utility sector).

These relationshjps

are applied to projected values of the driver variables to derive the final
water forecasts .

Projected values of the driver variables are shown in

Table 6.
The projections of manufacturing employment in Table 6 are from the
South Carolina Economic Model of USC's College of Business Administration,
Division of Research.

The projected declines in employment reflect the

continuation of the trend toward the services sector and away from manufac
turing, with new manufacturing jobs expected to be in less labor-intensive
industries.
The project ions of electricity generation in Table 6 are based on
current U.S. Department of Energy forecasts for the nation, adapted to
South Carolina conditions.

Electricity generation is projected to grow by

2.57. per year through 1990, and 27. per year thereafter.
Water use projections for the South Carolina manufacturing sector
(SCWU) are shown in Table 7, together with actual data for 1980 and 1984.
Because of the expected decline in manufacturing employment, and the trend
toward greater r euse of water, both ground water and surface water
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withdrawals are expected to decrease over the 1980-2005 period.
Consumptive use will increase due to the greater recirculation of water.
Water use forecasts for the electric utility sector are shown in
Table 8.

Surface withdrawals increase somewhat between 1980 and 1990, as

large additions to generating capacity are made.

(Primarily, SCE&G's V.C.

Swmner station, completed in 1984, and Duke Power's Catawba plant,
completed in the late 1980 1 s).

After 1990, a slower electric utility water

use growth is expected, due to the relatively slow growth of demand for
electricity.
Total self-supplied industrial water use forecasts are shown in
Table 9.

Ground water use is expected to remain almost constant, due to

the decline in manufacturing, while surface water use will continue to
increase due to the electric utility expansion.

Total withdrawals are

expected to increase by 40% between 1980 and 2005, while consumptive use i s
projected to increase by 82%.
B.

County Projections

Projections of manufacturing water use by county and county clusters
for 2005 are shown in Table 10.

These projections replace the preliminary

projections released in earlier versions of this working paper and will be
included in the second year report.

As with the state water use projec

tions, these estimates are driven by employment estimates from the Division
of Research's South Carolina Economic Forecasting Service Econometric
model.

As seen in Table 10, only the largest 22 counties are estimated

separately, with the other 24, smaller counties grouped into eight clusters
consisting of two to four counties each.
While total manufacturing water use in South Carolina is expected to
decline by about 8% between 1984 and 2005, this decline is not expected to
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occur uniformly throughout the state.

In fact, six counties and one county

cluster are projected to experience increases in manufacturing water use
during the forecast period.

These increases range from 10.3% in Georgetown

county to 130.8% in Dorchester county.
The majority of counties and county clusters are projected to experi
ence declines in use between 1984 and 2005.

These declines range from

about 6% to 69% in the counties and between 19% to 51% in the county
. clusters.

In general, the counties experiencing the largest percentage

declines are the areas that have traditionally been dominated by the
textile and apparel industries, such as, Greenville, Greenwood, Lancaster
and York counties.

Exceptions to this are Spartanburg and Oconee counties.

Possible Sources of Forecasting Error
.While there are numerous unforeseen factors and future events that can
result in relat i vely large errors in these water use projections, there are
two sources of error that deserve mention here.

These water use

projections assume varying rates of growth (or decline) for each industry
and for each geographical region.

This projected growth (or decline) in an

industry or region is based upon historical trends in that industry or
region and certain relationships between these historical trends and
overall economic activity.

It is assumed in this analysis that these

trends and relat ionships will continue during the forecast period.

An

unforeseen dras t ic shift in this relationship during the forecast period
may result in large errors in these projections.

For example, if

historically there have been no durable goods manufacturing industries
located in the county, the methodology used in this study will not project
any durable manufacturing activity to locate in the county during the
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forecast period.
might.

However, this does not mean that it cannot happen, and it

If it does, then the water use projections for that county will be

in error.

However, the projections included here are still appropriate

because there is no supporting evidence at this time to project any durable
goods industries locating in the county.
A second major source that could result in errors in these projections
is the relationship between water use and employment.

In the methodology

used in this study, the water use per employee ratio that exists today is
assumed to be constant throughout the forecast period.
be the case.

This may or may not

However, at this time, there is no substantial support for

assuming that this relationship will not be relatively constant.

If there

are widespread, drastic changes in the water use ·technology in the
industrial plants operating in South Carolina today, then these projections
may be in error.
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Table 1
Water Withdrawals, U.S. and South Carolina
1980 and 1984
(millions of gallons/day)

United States
1980

South Carolina
1980
1984

Public Supply
Rural Use
Irrigation
Self-Supplied Industrial
Manufacturing
Electric Power

34000
5600
·150000

380
123
56

374

39000
150000

905
4370

1086
4746

Total

380000

5780

6256

Source:

USGS, SCWRC, and authors' estimates.
NA - Not available

NA

37
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Table 2
U.S. Water Use Data
Total Manufacturing Sector
(~illions of gallons/day)

Year *

1940
1950
1955
1960
(1959)
1965
(1964)
1970
(1968)
1975
(1973)
1980
(1978)

Source:

Total
Intake

Fresh
Grounda

Fresh
Surfacea

Gross
Water Use b

Total
Discharge b

b

a
29003
37004
39004
38004

NA
NA
NA
33360

NA
NA
NA
6001

NA
NA
NA
27003

NA
NA
NA
72942

NA
NA
NA
31370

46005

38483

6801

30003

83841

36050

47005

42380

8001

31003

97821

39116

44004

41166

9601

29003

118952

NA

45005

35598

10001

29003

121914

32009

a.
b.

*

U.S. Geological Survey.
Census of Manufactures.
Dates in parentheses correspond to Census of Manufactures
source; dates not in parentheses refer to USGS source.
N.A. - Not Available
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Table 3
S.C. Water Use
Total Manufacturing Sector
(millions of gallons/day)
Total
Intake

Year
a

b

C

Fresh
Ground
a
c

Fresh
Surface
a
c

Gross
Total b
Waterb Di sc harge
Use

1960
(1959)

16 7

244

NA

55

104

NA

392

230

1965
(1964)

27 4

299

NA

38

200

NA

910

277

1970
(1968)

381

397

NA

52

301

NA

1307

36 4

1975
(1973)

38 1

400

NA

55

301

NA

1677

370

1980
(1978)

491* 1140*

905

58

46

40()

858

2932*

1110*

1984

NA

1129

NA

37

~JA

1049

NA

NA

Source:

a.
b.
c.
*

NA

U.S. Geological Survey, Esti mate d Use of Water in the
United States.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures.
Oates in parentheses correspond to Census of Manufactures
source; dates not in parentheses refer to USGS source.
South Carolina Water Resources Co~mission .
1978 Census water use data and 1980, 1984 SCWRC data not
comparable with earlier years. See text.

NA - Not Available
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Table 4
Electric Utility
Water Withdrawals
U.S. and South Carolina
1960-1984
(millions of gallons/day)
Year

u.s.
· Wi thdrawa 1s

South Carolina
Withdrawals

1960

100000

560

1965

130000

1000

1970

170000

2600

1975

200000

5000

1980

210000

4370

1984

NA

4746

Source:

USGS for 1960-1975; SCWRC for 1980
and 1984

NA - Not Available
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Table 5
South Carolina Total Water Withdrawals
Surface and Ground
1960-1984
(millions of gallons/day)

Year

Manufacturing

Electric Utility

Total

1960

167

560

727

1965

274

1000

1274

1970

381

2600

2981

1975

381

5000

5381

1980

393*

4370

4763

1984

377*

4746

5123

Source:

USGS for 1960-1975
SCWRC for 1980 and 1984
* 1980 and 1984 manufacturing water use data may
not correspond to other SCWRC published data due
to the exclusion of water used by the Savannah
River Plant (Surface and Ground).
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Table 6
South Carolina Manufacturing Employment
and Electricity Generation
1980-2005
Manufacturing
Employment
{Thousands)

Year

Electricity
Generation
{Millions of Kilowatt hours)

1980 {actual)

391. 9

41,858

1984 (actual)

378.2

44,982

1990

368.8

52,165

1995

355.7

57,595

2000

. 333.3

63,589

2005

316.9

70,207

Source:

See text.
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Table 7
South Carolina Self-Supplied Industrial:
Manufacturing Water Withdrawals and Consumption
1980-2005
(millions of gallons/day)

Ground
Water
Withdrawals

Year

Surface
Water
Withdrawals

Total
Withdrawals

Consumptive
Use

1980 (actual)

46

858

904

167

1984 (actual)

37

1049

1086

223

1990

38

1033

1071

248

1995

39

1013

1052

268

2000

41

982

1023

288

2005

42

956

998

311

Source:

Projections (see text).
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Table 8
South Carolina Self-Supplied Industrial:
Electric Utilities Water Withdrawals
and Consumption
1980-2005
(millions of gallons/day)

Total
Wi thdra\°'a 1s

Consumptive
Use

1980 (actual)

4370

52

1984 (actual)

4746

59

1990

5248

70

1995

5583

78

2000

5917

86

2005

6252

96

Year

Source:

Projections (see text).
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Table 9
South Carolina Total Self-Supplied Industrial
Manufacturing and Electric Utilities
Water Withdrawals and Consumption
1980-2005
(millions of gallons/day)

Ground
Water
Withdrawals

Surface
Water
Withdrawals

Total
Withdrawals

Consumptive
Use

1980 (actual)

38

5274

5320

224

1984 ( actua 1 )

37

5832

5869

283

1990

39

6319

6358

318

1995

39

6635

6674

347

2000

41

6940

6981

375

2005

42

7250

7292

407

Year

Source:

SCWRC and authors' projections.
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Table 10
South Carolina Self-Supplied Industrial
Manufacturing Water Withdrawals
County and County Clusters
1984-2005
(millions of gallons/dsy)

Cluster/County*

1984

2005

1984-2005 Percent Change

Cluster 1

19.6

12.0

-38.8%

Cluster 2

5.4

3.0

-44.4%

Cluster 3

4.3

2.0

-53.5%

Cluster 4

44 . 5

35 . 9

-19.3%

Cluster 5

18.5

9.0

-51 .4%

Cluster 6

29.3

35.9

+22:5%

Cluster 7

14.l

8. 0

-43.3%

Cluster 8

6.5

3.0

-5.3.8%

221.6

208.6

- 5.9%

Anderson

31.5

21.0

-33.3%

Beaufort

4.3

4. 0

- 7. 0%

Berkeley

81.5

113.8

+39.6%

Charleston

58.7

49.9

-15.0%

Darlington

56.5

65.9

+l.S. 6%

Dorchester

6.5

15.0

+130.8%

Florence

22.8

20.0

- 12.3%

Georgetown

38.0

41.9

+ 10 .3%

Greenville

73.9

53.9

- 27.1%

Greenwood

23.9

16.0

- 33. 1%

Aiken
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Table 10 (continued)

1984-2005

Cluster/County

1984

2005

Percent Change

2.2

2.0

- 9.1%

17.4

12.0

-31.0%

4.3

4.0

- 7.0%

42.4

40.0

- 5.7%

3.3

4.0

+21. 2%

40.2

32.9

-113.2%

Pickens

9.8

3.0

-69.4%

Rich.land

53.2

28.9

-45.7%

Spartanburg

83.7

110.8

+32.4%

Sumter

10.9

9.0

-17.4%

York

56.5

32.9

-41.8%

1086.4

998.0

- 8.1%

Horry
Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Oconee
Orangeburg

State Total

*Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

- Cherokee, Union and Chester
- Newberry and Fairfield
- Abbevi lle, McCormick, Edgefield and Saluda
- Kershaw and Lee
- Chesterfield, Marlboro, Dillon and Marion
- Calhoun, Clarendon and Williamsburg
- Barnwell, Bamberg and Allendale
- Collet on, Hampton and Jasper
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APPENDIX

1

Statistical Methodology
A.

Withdrawals
1. Manufacturing
Data from Table 3, excluding Savannah River Plant
withdrawals were used for manufacturing.
Surface Water
Surface withdrawals= -2726 + 515.95 (log Mfg. Emp.)
(55.55)
t = 9.81
R2 = .96
Ground Water
.0832 (Mfg. Emp.)

Ground withdrawals = 73.41

( .07)
t
R2

2.

=
=

-1.17
.26

Electric Utilities
Surface withdrawals

=

-30868

+ 3346.07 (log Generation)
t
R2

B.

(358.27)
= 9.34
=
.96

Consumption

1980 Consumption Rates (consumption withdrawals+ withdrawals) were
projected to grow at 2% per year (manufacturing) and 1% per year
(electric utilities). These projected rates were applied to projected
withdrawals to estimate projected consumption.
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Appendix 2
Large Steam-Electric Gener3ting Plants
in South Carolina
Company
A.

County

Plant Name

Fuel

Plant Capacity
(MW)

Water
Sourc'=

Artificial
Lake

Existing Plants

Carolina Power

& Light Co.

Duke Power Co.

SCE&G

Santee Cooper

H.B. Robinson 1

Coal

207

H.B. Robinson 2

Nuclear

769

Anderson

Lee

Coal

255

Saluda River

Oconee

Oconee

Nuclear

2802

Lake Keowee

Colleton

Canadys

Coal

489

Edis to Riv-=r

Charleston

Hagood

Oil

98

Ashley ·River

Lexington

McMeekin

Coal

29'2

Lake Murray

Aiken

Urquhart

Coal

250

Savannah
River

Fairf ield

V.C. Summer

Nuclear

954

Lake
Monticello

Richland

Wateree

Coal

792

Wateree
River

Berkeley

Williams

Coal

580

Bfack River

Horry

Grainger

Coal

64

Berkeley

Jefferies

Oil

100

Coal

346

Coal

1260

Darlington

Georgetown

Winyah

II

Waccama\.1/
River/
Cooling Tow:
Cooper
River
II

Santee Riv'= -
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Appendix (continued)

Company

County

Plant Name

Fuel

Plant Cap:::icity
(MW)

'tlater
Sourc-=

8. Proje8ted Plants
Duke Power Co.

York

Catawba

Nuclear

SCE&G

Orangeburg

Und8signated

Santee Cooper

8erkeley

Cross

Source:

2404

N.A.

Coal

550

N.A.

Coal

1114

N.A .

Inventory of Power Plants in the U.S. 1980 and 1983 and Historical Plant Cost
and Annual Production Expenses for selected Electric Plants 1982.
N.A. - Not Available
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Appendix 3
Comparison of Present Projections wi th
Pr~vious Projections of Water Use,
South Carolina, for the year 2000
(millions of gallons per day)

Manufacturing
Consumption
Withdrawals

Steam-Electric
Withdrawals
Consump ti on

U.S. Water
Resources Council
[1980]

359

271

1530

353

[1983]

1180

252

5580

286

Present Study
[USC, 1985]

1023

288

5917

86

S.C. Water
Resources Commission
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Appendix 4
Methodology for County Water Use Projections
The methodology for producing the projections of manufacturing water
use by county for the year 2005 is outlined in the following steps:
1.

Water use per employee coefficients (WUE) are
calculated for all 4-digit manufacturing industries
in South Carolina.

These coefficients are based on

national water intake data for 1978 published in the
1977 Census of Manufactures.

Employment data are annual

average nonagricultural employment estimates for 1978
published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

The coefficient

WUE is measured in

millions of gallons per employee.

WUE

n

where:

uswun

-

EUS

uswun

=

Water intake by industry n in 1978

EUS

=

Annual average U.S. employment in
industry n in 1978

=

4-digit SIC code (2000-3999)

n
n

2.

n

4-digit nonagricultural employment data for 22 South
Carolina counties and county clusters are from the
South Carolina Employment Security Commission.
CE

mn

=

Nonagricultural employment for county min
industry n in 1984

where:

m

=

1, 2,

n

=

4-digit SIC code (2000-3999)

22
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3.

The 4-digit county employment data are distributed by
percent of total manufacturing to determine the relative
shares of each 4-digit industry in each county (CESHARE ).
84
CEmn84

=

CESHARE 84mn

3999
CE

E

n=2000
where:

CEmn 84

mn

84

Nonagricultural emplo~ent for county m

in industry n in 1984
4.

State totals for nonagricultural employment data for 1984
for all 2-digit manufacturing industries in South Carolina
from the South Carolina Employment Security Connnission are
distributed by percent of total manufacturing to determine
the relative shares of each 2-digit industry in the state
(SCSHi 84 ).

=

SCESHi 84

39
E

i=20

SCEi 84

where:

i

5.

=

South Carolina Nonagr i cultural employment
in 2-digit industry i in 1984

=

20, 21, . . . • 39

Projections of total manufacturing empl oyment for all 22
South Carolina counties and county clus ters are generated
by the SCEFS.
A

CEMm2005

6.

=

Projected total manufacturing employment
in county min 2005

Projections of South Carolina manufacturing
employment by 2-digit groups for the year 2005 are
A

generated by the SCEFS (SCEi 2005 ).
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A

7.

Projected South Carolina manufacturing
employment in 2-digit SIC industry i in
the year 2005

=

SCEi2005

State totals for nonagricultural employment data for 2005
A

(SCEi

2005

) for all 2-digit manufacturing industries in

South Carolina are distributed by percent of total
manufacturing to determine the relative shares of each
2-digit industry in the state (SCESHi
).
2005
/\
SCEi2005
=
SCESHi2005
39
A
i~20 SCEi2005
I\

where:

8.

SCEi 2005

Growth/shift factors are generated to reflect the change in
industrial mix of the South Carolina economy from 1984 to
2005 by dividing the industry share in 2005 by the
corresponding share in 1984 for each 2-digit industry.
SHIFT.

1

9.

=

SCESHi2005
SCESHil 984

These state 2-digit industrial shift factors (SHIFT.) are
then applied to the appropriate 4-digit industry shires at
the county level to adjust for the structural changes during
the forecast period. This results in adjusted shares
(CESHARADjmn ) for each 4-digit industry at the county level.
CESHARADJ
mn

10.

South Carolina nonagricultural
employment in 2-digit industry i in
2005

=

=

(SHIFT.

1

*

CESHARE 84mn)

These new 4-digit shares are then adjusted in order for their
sum to equal 1007..

CESHARmn2005

CESHARADJ
mn

=
(

3999
)
E
CESHARADJmn
n=2000

/100
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11.

County employment in 2005 by 4-digit industry is generated
by dis tributing total manufacturing employment by county in
the year 2005, CEMm
according to the relative shares
2005
CESHARmn2005"
I\

=

CEMmn2005
12.

*

CESHARmn2005 )

Relative shares of water use estimates by 4-digit industry
by county for 2005 are generated by multiplying the 4-digit
water use per employee coefficients by the 4-digit
I\
employment estimates, CEMmn

2005

I\

.

A

=

RELWUmn2005

WUE

*

n

CEMmn2005

A
13.

Wate~ use (mgd) estimates by 4-digit industry (COWU ) by
mn
county and county cluster for 2005 are generated by
A
multiplying the 4-digit relative share (RELWU) by the

A
total state projected water use in 2005 (scwu

A

A

=

cowumn2005
14.

2005

).

A

RELWU
mn

*

scwu2005

Total water use by manufacturing by county for 2005 is
calculated by summing all industries n in county or
county cluster m;
I\
-

cowum2005

I\

=

(

3999
E

n=2000

Projected

c~mn2005)

I
I

DATE DUE
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